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A Regent of Justice
D. M. Kingsford
Then kneel before your
  queen, knee capped
 by hands up still shot,
   brought to bear
  the weight of your men and 
   women and sexless
      children who
    didn’t even
   have time to
  beg for their lives,
  kneel, then, before justice
   who blindly
    sways with a wind
   which isn’t
  meant to billow your sails, for
         you were never afforded
   them,
 athleticism and good looks,
  brains and charm, but for
       all that, as much a target
 down range as anyone.
  kneel, and while you do, pray




“Believe in something. Even if it means sacrificing everything,” 
urges an advertisement featuring Colin Kaepernick. The pas-
sage is inscribed across an undoctored, black-and-white close-
up of Kaepernick’s face, a nine-word label affixed right below 
his eyes, which stare directly and forever forward. The ad is 
for NIKE, the corporate colossus that generates two-and-half 
times as much revenue as the National Football League (NFL), 
and it was unveiled to hyperbolic praise and condemnation in 
early September 2018, just as this volume was going to press. 
That a marketing campaign showcasing Kaepernick could roil 
emotions and dominate headlines testifies to the electrifying 
nature of his historic crusade against inequality generally 
and police brutality particularly. Kaepernick began protesting 
these matters on the field of play in August 2016, when he was 
a San Francisco 49ers’ quarterback, doing so initially by sit-
ting and later by kneeling during the national anthem. Others 
followed suit. These gestures incited a national furor, and sev-
eral of this volume’s essays were originally published during 




ber 2017, Kaepernick was out of the NFL, a free agent unable to 
secure employment despite the fact that many of the league’s 
thirty-two teams needed a good quarterback and that Kaeper-
nick’s statistics indicated that he merited a shot. But Kaeper-
nick remained sidelined and only about a dozen NFL players 
were still demonstrating during the anthem. Then President 
Donald Trump, while attending a rally in Alabama, addressed 
the issue using derogatory language, exhorting team owners 
to fire protesters and encouraging fans to quit watching games 
if they witnessed a demonstration. Trump’s harangue landed 
like a lit match in a tinderbox, and amid the ensuing confla-
gration were written most of this volume’s essays. All of the 
essays offer perceptive insights about the protests; collective-
ly, they provide a panoramic view of them; most importantly, 
they show, as does the Introduction, that this tale, with its vast 
cast and varied scenes, with its knotty conundrums that could 
not be undone perhaps by any means, was but the latest chap-
ter in a still-grander saga, that of black Americans’ fight for 
freedom, an epic struggle that has necessitated many sacrific-
ing some and some sacrificing everything.
Section One, “The United States and Its Anthem,” situ-
ates the Kaepernick-inspired protests within the larger story 
of Americans’ quest to secure the rights of “life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness” and to form “a more perfect union.” 
National anthem singer Jon Foreman reminds us that the 
Star-Spangled Banner’s lyrics pose a question, a critical one 
for country that will always be “in process”—yes, the flag yet 
waves, but is it over “the land of the free and the home of the 
brave?” Humanities scholar Clay S. Jenkinson hits a similar 
note, remarking that the “mild protest” of Kaepernick and oth-
ers comports with the image of the U.S. envisioned by Thomas 
Jefferson, a revolutionary who wrote the Declaration of Inde-
pendence and who welcomed “a little rebellion now and then” 
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as a means of protecting humankind’s rights against overbear-
ing rulers. Challenges to the status quo are as American as ap-
ple pie.
Section Two, “The Law,” surveys dissent’s legal landscape. 
Historian Shawn Peters explores whether government enti-
ties can force residents to perform patriotic exercises, using as 
a case study World War II-era Jehovah’s Witnesses who broke 
state law by refusing to salute the American flag (an act they 
deemed idolatrous). The U.S. Supreme Court initially ruled 
against the group, leading to their frenzied persecution; how-
ever, the court soon reversed itself, a civil liberties triumph that 
has benefitted all Americans but which is also scuffed by the 
“characteristically virulent” response to Kaepernick’s protest. 
Historian Emma Long likewise examines how the Supreme 
Court has safeguarded an individual’s right to engage in what 
others deem contemptuous expressions (such as burning the 
flag), noting, as the court once did, that allowing such demon-
strations does not “threaten the nation’s future, strength, or 
unity,” while disallowing them—or, worse still, mandating pa-
triotic rituals—hardly makes a flattering case for the princi-
ples represented by the flag, anthem, and other symbols. Even 
so, the protester’s path is strewn with legal obstacles. As Mark 
Rerick, a public school athletic director, writes, participation 
in school sports is a voluntary endeavor, and while school ad-
ministrators hopefully would approach a demonstration as 
a “teachable moment regarding civic duty and peaceful pro-
test,” they are ultimately empowered to remove from a team 
any athlete who engages in what they adjudge inappropriate 
behavior. Attorney Shontavia Johnson adds that business-
es are generally free to dismiss employees for expressions 
deemed harmful by company officials, a fact that must be tak-
en into account when considering the long history of celeb-
rities influencing public opinion generally and protesting in 
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particular. While the boundaries of expression for students 
and employees remain circumscribed, those of corporations 
have been expanding. Law professor Elizabeth C. Tippett 
considers the manner in which the Supreme Court’s Citizens 
United ruling in 2010 augmented corporate “speech,” a power 
that can be deployed to advance protesters’ causes—or thwart 
them. For these reasons and more, the law itself is contested 
terrain between crusaders for change and their opponents.
Section Three, “Athlete-Activists,” focuses on sports fig-
ures’ advocacy. Interdisciplinary scholar David J. Leonard 
analyzes how white privilege (i.e., racial assumptions and cus-
toms that advantage white Americans) shapes perceptions of 
activists and non-activists among athletes, concluding that “it 
matters for those who remain silent; [and] it matters for those 
[who] speak out.” Gender also influences athlete advocacy, ob-
serves Amira Rose Davis in her interview with fellow histo-
rian Ashley D. Farmer, from the unique challenges faced by 
black female athletes who take a stand individually or collec-
tively, to the manner in which their activism, pioneering and 
enduring though it may be, is nevertheless usually eclipsed 
in the popular mind by that of their male counterparts. His-
tory M.A. student Joseph Kalka emphasizes the importance 
of contextualizing athlete activism, noting, on one hand, that 
the protests associated with Kaepernick occurred within an 
unusual political milieu that elevated “outsiders” who claimed 
to give voice to those who felt unheard by traditional figures, 
yet, on the other hand, those demonstrations elicited a dis-
dainful backlash that was all-too-familiar. Physician J. Corey 
Williams suggests that the outrage over the Kaepernick-style 
protests should not have been surprising, for there is an exten-
sive history of white people trying to circumscribe, sometimes 
by savage means, the activities and expressions of black peo-
ple, and especially black male athletes, whom they believed 
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threatened the racial order. Even so, a warning is offered by 
former NFL punter Chris Kluwe, who believes that his pub-
lic support for same-sex marriage played a role in his ouster 
from the league. In an exchange with interviewer Matt Con-
nolly, Kluwe asserts that given all that they risk, athlete-activ-
ists probably aren’t lying when they say a problem exists, and 
that, morality aside, sports executives would be wise to take 
their pleas seriously, because the protesters are urging the 
repair of a societal framework upon which their businesses 
rest. Philosopher Jack Russell Weinstein, reflecting on the 
enormous physical, psychological, and emotional toll profes-
sional football players endure to earn a precarious paycheck 
for themselves and riches for team owners, league officials, 
and corporate partners, opines that the NFL ought to celebrate 
the Kaepernick-connected demonstrations to honor “the hu-
manity of its players, the citizenship of its viewers, and its role 
in educating a global audience,” and only then can the league 
have “moral worth,” only then can it be justified. Athletes are 
thus distinctive activists, crusaders that (to borrow Theodore 
Roosevelt’s metaphor) are literally “in the arena.”
If strategy is why one protests, and operations are where 
one protests, “tactics”—the subject of Section Four—concerns 
how one protests. Historian Richard Newman illuminates 
the issue by spotlighting the original kneeler, Richard Allen, 
a devout black Christian from Philadelphia who in 1787 knelt 
in prayer in the “white section” of his biracial but newly segre-
gated church; manhandled by his white coreligionists, Allen 
walked out of the church and established the African Method-
ist Episcopal Church, which has played such an outsized role 
in the black freedom struggle that Newman calls it “perhaps 
the most important institution in African-American life.” His-
tory Ph.D. candidate Ameer Hasan Loggins describes the 
power of protesting, as Kaepernick and many of his predeces-
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sors have done, silently. During the World War I era, explains 
historian David Krugler, African Americans wielded their 
love of country as a protest weapon, proudly pointing to their 
service at home and abroad while they demanded equality, a 
tactic that so threatened the racial order and the popular as-
sociation of patriotism with whiteness that it triggered a fero-
cious, widespread, and deadly response. Professor of English 
Sharon Carson notes that activists do not always agree on tac-
tics, as was the case with those who demonstrated at the 1964 
World’s Fair in New York City (some organized a “stall in” to 
paralyze traffic while others protested at the event’s opening 
ceremonies); yet both factions aimed to use this extravaganza 
of commercialized leisure “to shake people’s complacency and 
turn their attention to serious and persisting racial injustice.” 
Communications professor Sarah Cavanah observes that the 
NFL is a unique platform upon which to demonstrate, for in 
an age of self-selecting media fragmentation, the league com-
mands an exceptionally large and diverse audience. While the 
different groups that watch the NFL don’t debate each other 
about the protests, they discuss the episodes among them-
selves and are aware that their counterparts are doing likewise. 
Kaepernick thus initiated a far-reaching conversation per-
haps only “a professional athlete—and probably a profession-
al football player—would be able to achieve.” Although the 
Kaepernick-inspired protests are about the flag and anthem in 
that they use the acme of Americana to dramatize injustice, 
in truth proponents of change have nearly countless tactical 
options, an arsenal of protest forged in the fires of history.
Section Five, “Counter-Tactics,” investigates how oppo-
nents subvert protesters. Historian Andrew N. Wegmann 
considers the issue by examining a 2001 soccer match in Par-
is between France and its former colony of Algeria, an event 
that was supposed to represent a reconciliation between the 
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two countries and the advent of a welcoming, tolerant “New 
France.” However, the game was disrupted by Algerian immi-
grants who stormed the field, prompting France’s star player 
Lilian Thuram, himself a black immigrant from Martinique, to 
lash out at them, not because, as some naysayers carped, they 
had unpatriotically betrayed the nation, but rather on account 
of what Thuram deemed their immature, counterproductive 
protest methods. History Ph.D. candidate Azmar K. Williams 
advises those who champion racial equality to pause before re-
lying too heavily on the market as a tool for change, for it “has 
proven to be a poor and unreliable moral arbiter.” Political 
scientist Mark Stephen Jendrysik identifies another count-
er-tactic—the way opponents demand that dissenters articu-
late a final goal, even though there can be no such “endgame” 
in a nation where the fight over rights will continue as long 
as the republic exists. Historian Jamal Ratchford inspects 
another powerful impediment to dissent—the effacing of his-
torical role models, for activists who once boldly challenged 
the status quo are by subsequent generations often stripped 
of their radicalism and re-packaged as benign do-gooders 
instead of courageous crusaders for justice. In light of these 
and other stumbling blocks to change, Frederick Douglass had 
good reason to declare, “Power concedes nothing without a 
demand. It never did and it never will.”
Section Six presents the perspectives of “others in the are-
na.” Sports journalist Brad Elliott Schlossman contends that 
reporters are supposed to hold a mirror to society, so if they 
“stick to sports” only, as some critics demand, they wouldn’t 
be doing their job. Former teacher and coach Gelaine Orvik 
wishes Kaepernick had chosen a more “positive” method of 
protest, adding that his players were told that there would be 
“repercussions” for any act that jeopardized the “integrity of 
the game,” caused “embarrassment, complication, [or] con-
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flict,” or necessitated an “apology for yourself, your teammates, 
your family, your coaches, [or] your community.” Fellow edu-
cator and coach Mike Berg likewise acknowledges that play-
ers must abide by team rules, including, were he still coaching, 
standing respectfully for the national anthem. However, he 
also insists that coaches have responsibilities that transcend 
sports, so, if he still headed a team, he would establish a man-
datory forum for addressing phenomenon like the Kaepernick 
protests in a well-informed and non-judgmental way, even if 
doing so cut into practice time, a sacrifice that would illustrate 
the matter’s importance. Former players on the University of 
North Dakota’s 2001 Division II championship-winning foot-
ball team, Mac Schneider and David Butler, do not take is-
sue with Kaepernick and others’ crusade for equality, but they 
have doubts about their tactics, opining, “if you’re explaining 
why it’s patriotic to take a knee during the national anthem, 
in many ways you’ve already lost.” Veteran Randy Nedegaard 
remarks that the flag has a special place in the military, for 
rituals that involve it are designed to inculcate members with 
certain institutional values. But what really makes protests 
alien to the nation’s armed forces is that they are designed 
to cause discomfort, and thus they run counter to a military 
culture that demands discipline, conformity, and obedience. 
Another veteran, Matt Eidson, smiles when he sees Kaeper-
nick and others protesting against injustice, because he served 
in the military for the same reason—“to make the country a 
better place.” Finally, sociologists Tamir Sorek and Robert G. 
White take note of the fans, pointing out that for white NFL 
fans, there’s a positive relationship between their passion for 
football and their pride in America. The opposite is true for 
black fans, who feel ever-more alienated when comparing 
their lives to the onslaught of NFL marketing that depicts the 
league (and, by extension, the U.S. ) as a racially collaborative, 
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patriotic meritocracy. The chasm between their reality and the 
league’s branding was so great that the Kaepernick protests 
maybe were “only a matter of time.” If true, if the world in-
habited by black Americans is so utterly foreign to their white 
counterparts, it suggests that fifty years after Tommie Smith 
and John Carlos raised their fists in protest during the anthem 
at the 1968 Summer Olympics, the nation largely remains, as 
the famed Kerner Report had described it earlier that year, 
“two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal.”

Eric Burin
Black people have fought for freedom throughout American 
history. They fought for freedom during the Revolutionary 
era, when the United States was born. They fought for free-
dom during the Early National period, when the country 
emerged from its infancy. And they were still fighting in 1814, 
when a nighttime battle between U.S. and British forces at 
Fort McHenry in Maryland inspired Francis Scott Key to pen 
the words that became the lyrics to the national anthem.1 Key, 
a white, thirty-five-year-old lawyer who owned a few slaves 
himself, knew that black people longed for freedom and that 
the chaos of war presented them with opportunities to seize 
it. But when the smoke cleared the following morning, Key, 
whose opinions on slavery were moderate by his day’s stan-
dards, boasted that those who had struck for freedom had 
done so in vain. They had been captured or killed, having 
found, as Key put it, “no refuge…from the terror of flight or 
the gloom of the grave.” And thus “in triumph,” crowed Key, 
did the “star-spangled banner…wave.” Undeterred, black peo-
ple continued to fight for freedom.
Race, Dissent, and 
Patriotism in 21st 
Century America
2
When Key scrawled his now-famous poem, the U.S. was a 
modest-sized nation of seven million people (one million of 
whom were enslaved African Americans),2 with most living 
east of the Appalachian Mountains. As Key attested, the U.S. 
prevailed at Fort McHenry, and soon thereafter the war ended. 
During the peace negotiations, the British largely abandoned 
their Native Americans allies, who had suffered several mili-
tary losses in what is now dubbed the Midwest and Deep South. 
Defeated and forsaken, Native Americans were displaced by 
onrushing white settlers during the postwar period. In the 
Deep South, the newcomers brought with them enslaved Af-
rican Americans, and after their arrival, they purchased still 
more from interstate traders.3 The result was that as the de-
cades passed, over one million black people were forcibly tak-
en from their families and communities in the Upper South 
to perform the backbreaking labor of draining the swamps, 
felling the forests, clearing the fields, and cultivating the crops 
of the Deep South. By these means, the world’s largest slave 
society took root in Key’s “land of the free.”
Slavery collapsed during the Civil War, but new forms of 
racial control were erected in its place. This didn’t happen in-
stantaneously. The flickering light of interracial democracy 
during the Reconstruction era wasn’t extinguished until 1877, 
and even then, in the estimation of some scholars, there lin-
gered “forgotten alternatives” to white supremacy.4 By 1900, 
however, lynching, disfranchisement, sharecropping, segrega-
tion, compulsory prison labor, and other forms of exploitation 
brutalized black people. And when these practices were out-
lawed or fell into disrepute, others emerged to replace them. 
The downfall of de jure segregation, for example, was followed 
by the ascendance of mass incarceration.5
Like the systems of racial control that preceded it, mass in-
carceration arose over time, a process fueled by the cultural, 
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legal, political, and economic dynamics of the era. The tumult 
of the 1960s, along with rising crime rates in the latter part of 
the decade,6 made anxious Americans yearn for, as Republican 
presidential candidate Richard Nixon termed it in 1968, “law 
and order.”7 So as the years passed, law enforcement units be-
came more militarized,8 eventually acquiring equipment and 
weapons that previously had been reserved for the nation’s 
armed forces.9 They also adopted more aggressive tactics, as 
evidenced by the advent of “broken windows”10 and “stop-and-
frisk”11 policing methods (which to those subjected to them 
constituted harassment for “living while black”);12 the prolifer-
ation of SWAT teams (which were deployed in racially disparate 
ways);13 and the use of asset forfeiture and other “for-profit” 
policing practices (which sometimes siphoned money from 
poor black communities into government coffers).14 As a re-
sult, more Americans—and especially black ones—ended 
up in court. There, they encountered prosecutors who bran-
dished an expanding array of “tough on crime” laws,15 some of 
which seemed racially discriminatory and nearly all of which 
aimed to ensure that the guilty would serve long sentences.16 
Emboldened, from the mid-1990s onward prosecutors sought 
felony convictions against more defendants,17 often piling on 
charges to achieve their goal. Consequently, the number of de-
fendants released on their own recognizance decreased and 
the price of bail increased. Those who could afford it resorted 
to the burgeoning and ravenous bail bond industry while oth-
ers remained behind bars, charged but not convicted.18 Thus 
situated, well over ninety percent of defendants (including 
some innocent ones) opted for a plea bargain.19 For these rea-
sons, between 1984 and 2005 a new prison was opened in the 
U.S. every 8.5 days.20 In federal facilities, approximately half 
of the inmates were doing time for a drug crime; by contrast, 
in state facilities the majority had been convicted of violent 
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offenses such as robbery and assault. The latter group’s long-
term imprisonment became a critical feature of mass incarcer-
ation, simply because state prisons held over ten times as many 
people as federal ones.21 Whether housed in a state or federal 
institution, or in one of the for-profit private prisons that were 
multiplying in number by the early 2000s,22 convicts were eco-
nomically exploited as captive laborers and captive consum-
ers.23 None of this made the nation much safer—crime rates 
had been plummeting since the mid-1990s, and many of those 
locked up were, if released, unlikely to commit more violent 
acts, partly because there were only so many hardcore crim-
inals and partly because long-time inmates had grown older 
and thus less crime-prone. While the criminal justice practic-
es that undergirded mass incarceration offered diminishing 
returns in regard to public safety,24 they undercut democracy 
and circumscribed opportunity, for even after they left prison, 
ex-felons faced legalized discrimination in voting, education, 
housing, and public assistance.25 All totaled, by 2008 the na-
tion’s prison population,26 which numbered 200,000 when 
Nixon called for “law and order,” had increased to nearly 2.4 
million, with another 4.2 million on probation and 826,000 on 
parole. All of this cost taxpayers $75 billion per year.27 And it 
cost black Americans, and especially black males (who had a 
thirty-three percent chance of being imprisoned in their life-
times), still more.28 The fight for black freedom, a struggle as 
old as America itself, was unfinished, for the nation that had 
once maintained the world’s largest slave system had erected 
the world’s largest carceral system.29
5
Before Kaepernick
Colin Kaepernick’s protest against these and other inequities 
occurred within a political context that was profoundly shaped 
by Barack Obama’s successful bid for the presidency in 2008. 
Although Obama had not intended to make race a campaign 
issue, it became one. It was inherent in the “birther move-
ment,”30 which questioned his citizenship, and in the contro-
versy over the Rev. Jeremiah Wright, which prompted Obama’s 
“A More Perfect Union” speech.31 Obama won the election (a 
remarkable feat, given how few African Americans had ever 
won statewide elections, much less twenty-nine of them in 
one fell swoop, as Obama did), but his triumph did not signal 
the dawning of a “post-racial” America, as many had hoped.
The Obama presidency witnessed historic levels of parti-
san polarization, and divergent racial attitudes played a signif-
icant role in dividing the nation. Previously, many Americans 
had held a mixture of liberal and conservative views, depend-
ing on the topic at hand. During the Obama years, individuals 
became more idealogically consistent,32 adopting conservative 
or liberal positions across the board, a trend first witnessed 
among conservatives in the aftermath of Obama’s election and 
then later among liberals. The widening divisions were espe-
cially evident in regard to race relations: Republican attitudes 
toward African Americans, when measured by a “feeling ther-
mometer” (which asks respondents to rate on a scale of 0-100 
how warm they feel about a subject) took a historic plunge af-
ter 2008.33 This may have been one reason why an unprece-
dented number of Democrats (sixty-four percent in 2017, up 
from twenty-eight percent in 2009) came to see racial discrim-
ination as the main reason why black Americans struggled to 
“get ahead.”34 This ideological and partisan tribalism, espe-
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cially regarding race, would affect Americans’ responses to 
the Kaepernick-inspired protests.
So, too, would political extremism among the nation’s 
lawmakers.35 Continuing a trend that stretched back decades, 
the “average” Congressional Republican was becoming more 
conservative and the “average” Congressional Democrat was 
becoming more liberal. By the time Kaepernick took a knee in 
2016, House Democrats were, as a group, the most liberal they 
had been since 1905. And House Republicans were even fur-
ther to the right than their Democratic counterparts were to 
the left. In 2016, Republicans in the House were, collectively, 
the most conservative in the nation’s history. It wasn’t just that 
the center was collapsing; it was growing wider, producing a 
political chasm of unequaled breadth. 
Obama’s initial years in office were also marked by intense, 
highly visible forms of civic engagement. To cite two promi-
nent examples from the right and the left, the Tea Party move-
ment staged hundreds of rallies across the nation, and soon 
thereafter, the Occupy Wall Street movement commenced its 
own dramatic protests. For many participants, it was their first 
venture into public advocacy. Great numbers, having taken 
that initial step, remained engaged with their causes,36 espe-
cially when such tactics proved effective in pressuring poli-
cymakers.37 For these reasons, politicized public performanc-
es became increasingly prevalent during the early years of 
Obama’s presidency.
The NFL joined in. Prior to 2009, teams usually remained 
in their locker rooms during the national anthem. But that 
changed once the NFL contracted with the U.S. Department of 
Defense to showcase on game days nationalistic displays of the 
flag,38 military flyovers, soldier reunions, and comparable acts 
which Republican senators John McCain and Jeff Flake, after 
realizing that millions of taxpayer dollars had been spent on 
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such activities, dismissed as “paid patriotism.”39 At the same 
time, the NFL grew more invested in “corporate social respon-
sibility,”40 championing causes such as breast cancer aware-
ness and youth fitness. Simply put, in the early 2010s, the NFL 
was substantially engaged in endeavors that had nothing to do 
with “X’s and O’s.” 
Then players got in on the act. In some ways, this was a 
continuation of a phenomenon that appeared during Obama’s 
presidential campaign. Up until that time, many of the out-
spoken sports figures of the civil rights era—Muhammad Ali, 
John Carlos, Tommie Smith, Curt Flood, and a host of others—
either had been forgotten or mythologized in ways that made 
them acceptable to contemporary sensibilities, and most of 
their successors had shied away from politics. This was the 
case not just for liberal athletes, but for conservative ones, too. 
Although fairly conservative organizations like the Fellowship 
of Christian Athletes had made extensive inroads into the na-
tion’s locker rooms, its members generally had remained tight-
lipped about issues that were overtly political or partisan.41 
In short, in the early 2000s, few athletes had been willing to 
jeopardize their livelihoods or endorsement opportunities for 
the sake of politics. But Obama’s campaign changed that.42 
An unusual number of sports figures weighed in on the elec-
tion, and insofar as NFL players were concerned, there were 
racial patterns in terms of those who supported Obama (most 
were black) and those who supported John McCain (most were 
white).43 Obama’s candidacy, in other words, marked a water-
shed moment in the revival of the athlete-activist, and the de-
monstrative, racialized, and polarized political climate that 
arose following his election countenanced continued advoca-
cy on their part.
At the time, the NFL was immensely popular, and no play-
er capitalized more on its enormous audience than Denver 
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Broncos’ quarterback Tim Tebow, who in 2011 began kneel-
ing in prayer after on-field successes. “Tebowing,” as the act 
became known, was the subject of controversy—praised by 
some, mocked by others. But in either case, the brouhaha 
gave Tebow numerous opportunities to bear witness to his 
understanding of Christianity.44 Although Tebow is often pre-
sented as a conservative foil to the Kaepernick-inspired NFL 
protesters, in truth, both have used the league as a platform 
to promote non-sports causes, and many of the latter are, like 
Tebow, devout individuals. Although they may differ on what 
it means to do the Lord’s work, they are two sides of the same 
“sports ministry” coin.45  
By 2012, then, America had become more polarized,46 es-
pecially concerning racial matters, and athletes, whether on 
the field or campaign trail, were increasingly revealing their 
personal views in public spaces. But if there was one episode 
that accelerated the resurgence of athlete activism, it was the 
February 2012 killing of an unarmed black teenager, Trayvon 
Martin, by George Zimmerman, who initially wasn’t arrested 
by police because they believed he had had a right to defend 
himself with lethal force on account of Florida’s “Stand Your 
Ground” law. Former basketball star Chris Webber was the 
first National Basketball Association (NBA) figure to speak 
publicly about the matter, making his radio show on March 
20, 2012, which he devoted to Martin and Emmett Till, an of-
ten-overlooked milestone in athlete advocacy.47 Two days later, 
LeBron James and his Miami Heat teammates took a photo in 
which they wore hoodies to commemorate the slain Martin.48 
That photo was also something of a milestone, in part because 
of how it was distributed: James posted it on Twitter, which 
proved instrumental in the revival of the athlete-activist. 
This wasn’t the first time activists had capitalized on a revo-
lution in communications technology. During the antebellum 
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period, the newly invented steam-powered press advanced the 
abolitionists’ crusade; during the 1950s and 1960s, television’s 
proliferation helped win over viewers to the civil rights cause; 
and in the age of mass incarceration, communications break-
throughs are showing previously unaware Americans exam-
ples of black people’s fraught and sometimes lethal encoun-
ters with police officers and, in addition, they are allowing 
advocates of change, including athletes, to bypass traditional 
news outlets, create communities of support, and shape pub-
lic opinion. In short, technological advances have traditionally 
bolstered protest movements.  
James and other athletes may have decried the Trayvon 
Martin episode because they were distressingly familiar with 
such tragedies.49 As young children in the late 1980s and ear-
ly 1990s, they may have witnessed the crack cocaine epidem-
ic that eviscerated many black communities and which was 
seen,50 even exploited, as a moral and criminal matter, rather 
than a public health issue.51 As time progressed, they would 
have watched the rollback of many civil rights era achieve-
ments, especially regarding residential and educational seg-
regation, voting rights, and public assistance. As they grew 
older still, they would have observed police departments be-
coming increasingly militarized. In addition, the individuals 
potentially wielding the materiel may have been a cause for 
concern, for following Obama’s election, the FBI and Home-
land Security reported that right-wing extremist groups were 
proliferating and attempting to infiltrate law enforcement 
agencies (an ironic development, given that these groups pose 
such a deadly threat to law enforcement personnel).52 In short, 
James’ generation grew up with a front-row view of the forces 
that led to Martin’s demise.
Among professional athletes, the initial outcry over Mar-
tin was mostly confined to basketball players. Why? Perhaps it 
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was partly due to the racial composition of the different sports 
leagues.53 Over three-fourths of NBA players were black, com-
pared to less than ten percent of Major League Baseball (MLB) 
players. Yet the NFL had a large percentage of African-Amer-
ican players (about two-thirds). They hailed from the same 
generation and had the same communication devices as their 
NBA counterparts. Why didn’t they speak out more? There 
were many reasons, but most importantly, public protests 
would have entailed greater risks for football players. At the 
time, all but one NFL team was owned by a white person (most 
of whom were men), and there was a particularly conservative 
bent among them—seven would contribute $1 million each 
to Republican Donald Trump’s inauguration committee;54 
they had developed an archly nationalistic identity for their 
league (especially compared to the NBA’s global brand); and 
the culture of conformity they had established was so strong 
that some called the NFL the “No Fun League.”55 In addition, 
the players’ union (the NFL Players Association [NFLPA]) was 
comparatively weak: there were fifty-three active players, plus 
ten practice squad players, on the league’s thirty-two teams, 
and it was difficult to get 1,500-2,000 individuals to act in con-
cert. Moreover, most NFL players had a very narrow window 
to make money playing football: they did not have guaranteed 
contracts,56 the typical career lasted less than three years,57 
and the league’s salary structure was top-heavy, with the top 
twelve percent of players taking home approximately half the 
league’s pay.58 However one felt about Martin, under such cir-
cumstances, prudence suggested keeping quiet about this and 
other hot-button issues.
Nevertheless, some NFL players refused to “stick to sports.” 
In fall 2012, Baltimore Ravens’ linebacker Brendon Ayanbade-
jo caused a stir by voicing his support for same-sex marriage,59 
which was on the ballot in Maryland. State lawmaker Emmett 
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C. Burns, Jr. responded to Ayanbadejo’s advocacy by sending 
a note on official government letterhead to Ravens’ owner 
Steve Bisciotti, urging him to “inhibit such expressions” by 
his employee. Soon others entered the fray. Among them were 
Minnesota Vikings’ punter Chris Kluwe, who published an 
open letter blasting Burns,60 and Ayanbadejo’s teammate Matt 
Birk, who wrote an Op-Ed opposing same-sex marriage. “I am 
speaking out on this issue,” explained Birk in language that 
would be echoed by those who would later protest during the 
anthem, “because it is far too important to remain silent.”61
If Birk, Kluwe, and Ayanbadejo represented small leaks 
in the dam of reticence among NFL players, the acquittal of 
George Zimmerman in July 2013 blew apart that structure. 
As had been the case with NBA players’ outcry over the initial 
handling of the Trayvon Martin case the previous year, Twitter 
was the medium of choice for the scores of black NFL players 
who expressed disbelief, anger, and condolences. At the time, 
only thirty percent of white Americans disagreed with the ver-
dict,62 and many objected to the players’ tweets on the subject. 
The players, in turn, responded with an argument that would 
be deployed often during the Kaepernick-inspired protests—
that the First Amendment protected their right to free speech. 
But some, including Minnesota Vikings’ linebacker Desmond 
Bishop, went further, identifying the contradictory expec-
tations that bedeviled sports figures. On the one hand, fans 
wanted players to be role models, tweeted Bishop, but, on the 
other hand, they looked “down upon…athletes…who speak 
out politically.”63
If voicing one’s opinions could engender outrage, so could 
remaining silent. NFL players were contractually required 
to be available to the media after games and practices. Most 
complied, even when they disliked the policy. But some bris-
tled. For example, in 2014, after a reporter confronted Hous-
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ton Texans’ running back Arian Foster at a private residence 
over a personal matter,64 he became distrustful of the media 
and merely paid lip service to the NFL policy by repeating, in 
at least one of his mandatory interviews, the same nondescript 
answer.65 Later that year, Seattle Seahawks’ running back Mar-
shawn Lynch, who had long balked at compulsory interviews, 
was fined $100,000 for violating the league’s media rules; he, 
too, subsequently adopted the tactic of minimal compliance, 
answering every question, for example, with “Thank you for 
asking.”66 During this period, Colin Kaepernick also gave near-
ly monosyllabic replies during required interviews.67 He was 
chided by some reporters and fans, described with a term that 
would become in some quarters virtually synonymous with 
his given name: “disrespectful.”
On the surface, these episodes had nothing to do with race. 
But it was there, for this friction between the black laborers 
who played the game and answered the questions and the 
white professionals who owned nearly all the teams and usu-
ally wrote the stories was set against the long historical back-
drop of white Americans policing their black counterparts’ 
speech and movement. That the players were well-compensat-
ed for their work was beside the point—if anything, it illustrat-
ed the difference between wealth and power. In any case, re-
porters took umbrage at the laconic athletes. The Pro Football 
Writers of America inveighed against what it perceived to be 
a mockery of the league’s media policy. Individual journalists 
also vented, as when one reprovingly told Foster that he was 
being “a distraction when you act like this.”68 As for the league, 
it insisted that players do the interviews, but it defined “par-
ticipation” loosely. Most of all, NFL executives expected that 
these would be isolated affairs, not “the start of a defiant trend 
among players.”69 
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Yet “defiance” among NFL players only escalated in the af-
termath of still more high-profile episodes in which white po-
lice officers killed unarmed African Americans. On November 
30, 2014, during pregame introductions, five St. Louis Rams’ 
players raised their hands in “don’t shoot” poses, a gesture 
of support to those in Ferguson, Missouri, who were protest-
ing a grand jury’s decision not to indict police officer Darren 
Wilson, who had fatally shot Michael Brown, an unarmed 
black teenager.70 Two weeks later, Cleveland Browns’ receiver 
Andrew Hawkins engaged in a solitary demonstration.71 The 
demonsration was perhaps inspired by the “I Can’t Breathe” 
t-shirt that LeBron James had recently donned to honor Eric 
Garner (a black man who had died after being taken down with 
a chokehold by a Staten Island police officer),72 Hawkins wore 
a t-shirt during pre-game warmups with the words, “Justice 
for Tamir Rice and John Crawford” (the former a twelve-year 
old black child who was playing with a toy gun when he was 
killed by a Cleveland police officer less than two seconds after 
his arrival on the scene, and the latter a twenty-two year old 
black man who was fatally shot by police while holding a fake 
rifle inside a Beaverton, Ohio Walmart). “[A] call for justice,” 
reasoned Hawkins, “shouldn’t offend or disrespect anyone.”73
The response to these episodes was telling. Law enforce-
ment groups denounced them. The St. Louis Police Officer’s 
Association demanded that the Rams’ players be disciplined 
and that the team and NFL issue an apology.74 The Cleveland 
police union president called Hawkins’ t-shirt “pathetic” and 
disrespectful and said that Hawkins should “stick to playing 
football.”75 The team owners tried to strike a balance by artic-
ulating their respect for law enforcement, supporting their 
employees’ First Amendment rights, and trying to win foot-
ball games by keeping their best players on the field. Finally, 
from the perspective of would-be activists, it was clear that 
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any demonstration—tweeting an opinion, wearing a t-shirt, 
making hand gestures, remaining silent—could breed vitri-
ol, and that the protest’s original point was likely to be lost in 
rancorous debates over one’s methods. If that was the case—if 
vilification and obfuscation were inevitable—would it make 
sense to go “all in” and demonstrate in the most symbolically 
powerful way possible? 
After all, the protests seemed to be working, for policy-
makers were re-examining police practices. For years, Center 
for Disease Control (CDC), the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), and the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) had struggled to 
gather accurate information about officer-involved deaths,76 
thanks in part to “unstandardized data collection” among the 
states, some of which simply did not send federal agencies 
materials on the subject. But with police shootings in the na-
tional spotlight, Congress passed and President Obama signed 
the Death in Custody Reporting Act, which required states to 
submit to the Justice Department quarterly reports concern-
ing “the death of any person who is detained, under arrest, or 
is the process of being arrested, is en route to be incarcerated, 
or is incarcerated.” States that failed to comply risked losing 
up to ten percent of their federal “Byrne grant” funds for law 
enforcement (the authority to mete out punishment rested 
with the U.S. Attorney General).77 In addition, Obama created 
a “Task Force on 21st Century Policing.”78 Six months later, in 
May 2015, that group released its final report, which recom-
mended, among many other things, that law enforcement 
agencies be “require[d]…to collect, maintain, and report data 
to the Federal Government on all officer-involved shootings, 
whether fatal or nonfatal, as well as any in-custody death.” 
The following month, the BJS began experimenting with a 
new system of data collection, one that supplemented media 
reports of arrest-related deaths with surveys of state and local 
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law enforcement units, medical examiners, and coroners. The 
federal government, with its manifestly inadequate data, was 
under pressure to provide better responses to questions that 
had been raised by protesters about police work. 
Others were already supplying answers. Investigative 
teams at the Washington Post,79 the Guardian,80 and other enti-
ties were using open-source records, tips from the public, and 
inquiries of police departments to assemble robust databases 
on arrest-related deaths.81 Preliminary results released in early 
June by the Guardian indicated that the federal government’s 
statistics were off-the-mark by fifty percent or more.82 Thus 
did number-crunchers become prime figures in the debates 
over police brutality.
Of course, the data illuminated only so much. They did not 
show, for example, the socio-psychological effects of a shoot-
ing episode. Indeed, while some police shootings gained na-
tional attention, the vast majority did not. Instead, they were 
felt most at the local level, where, regardless of whether the 
shooting ended in death, they sent shock waves of grief, anx-
iety, fear, and anger reverberating through the community, 
waves of trauma that, as one scholar put it, literally contribut-
ed to the “slow death” of its members.83  
Statistics may have had their limitations, but, by this junc-
ture, nearly all observers agreed that the federal government 
needed better data. The problem was that they disagreed on 
what to collect and how to collect it. Those differences of 
opinion, particularly regarding whether the federal govern-
ment should replace a largely voluntary reporting system 
with a mandatory one, had important political ramifications. 
For example, in early June 2015, Democratic senators Barba-
ra Boxer and Corey Booker proposed legislation that would 
have required reports on all incidents that had involved the 
use of force by or against law enforcement personnel and had 
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resulted in serious bodily injury or death,84 but their bill died 
in the Republican-controlled Judiciary Committee.85 Obama’s 
recently confirmed Attorney General, Loretta Lynch, wanted 
better data, too, but she opposed compulsory reporting be-
cause it was not her top priority in terms of improving law en-
forcement’s relations with the public and also because she did 
not want Washington dictating “the minutia of record-keep-
ing” to every local police department.86 FBI Director James 
Comey held similar views: he said it was “embarrassing” and 
“ridiculous” that the Washington Post and the Guardian had 
better data than his agency, but he did not favor mandatory re-
porting, and insisted that, even if he thought otherwise, he did 
not have the authority to force the hand of the nation’s 18,000 
law enforcement units.87 Laurie Robinson, who had co-chaired 
Obama’s Task Force on policing, said Comey was right, noting, 
“We’re still at the mercy of having embraced this very, very 
decentralized state and local law enforcement system.” As 
some frustrated individuals pointed out, it was easier to learn 
how many Americans caught the flu or attended a movie each 
year than how many and under what circumstances they were 
killed by police.88   
Pressing that argument still stirred controversy, and a 
couple of seemingly minor incidents in 2015 left little doubt 
about what could happen to NFL players who voiced unpop-
ular opinions. A year after being admonished for not earnest-
ly engaging reporters, Arian Foster said during an interview 
that he was an atheist. Noting that the Texans’ owner Bob Mc-
Nair was a vocal Christian, one commentator noted that Fos-
ter was getting “beat up bad by people in Houston,” adding, 
“I just think the timing of it is really stupid. He should have 
waited until his career is over.”89 Around the same time, Pitts-
burgh Steelers’ running back DeAngelo Williams spoke freely 
about the media, and he was advised to refrain from doing so 
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because fans, reporters, and marketers would turn on him.90 
“That pink nail polish on your toes and the career you’ve had 
make you a most interesting character the press would love to 
engage,” Williams was told. As for the other stuff? “You can’t 
win…Stop it.” Was this a no-win situation—condemned for 
being reticent and chided when forthright? “[W]hen you don’t 
give them what they want or expect,” reflected Foster, “they 
chastise you.”91
Nevertheless, the new era of athlete activism churned on. 
In fall 2015, the University of Missouri, which lay a little over 
one hundred miles from Ferguson and had a checkered histo-
ry of race relations of its own, was beset by several incendiary 
racial incidents (e.g., slurs hurled at the student body presi-
dent and other black students; a swastika drawn in feces on a 
residence hall bathroom wall). Student protesters held rallies 
and urged the administration to adopt measures that would 
improve the campus climate, such as hiring more minority 
faculty. When university president Tim Wolfe appeared unre-
sponsive, activists called for his resignation, staged walkouts, 
and, in the case of graduate student Jonathan Butler, engaged 
in a hunger strike. In support, over thirty of the university’s 
football players announced they would not participate in team 
functions until Wolfe resigned or was removed from office. 
Their coach supported the boycotting players, and team activ-
ities were suspended. Within days, Wolfe resigned, saying he 
took full responsibility for the “frustration” and “inaction.”92 
While college athletes had occasionally decried various mat-
ters, such as NCAA image-use, compensation, and unsafe fa-
cilities,93 the Missouri episode was a rare instance  of players 
leveraging their economic clout—if the university had can-
celed an upcoming game, it would have forfeited $1 million—
to achieve a specific political goal. “It takes these drastic mea-
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sures for us to be taken seriously,” remarked Butler, “for us to 
actually be considered humans.”94
By mid-2016, professional female basketball players were 
among the movement’s leaders. In some ways, this was unex-
pected. Compared to their male counterparts, they had smaller 
platforms, inferior salaries, and fewer endorsement opportu-
nities, so public advocacy came with acute risks. In other ways, 
their leadership was foreseeable. One commentator compared 
the Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) to 
baseball’s former Negro Leagues, remarking, “In both cases, 
the mere existence of the institutions was an act of protest.”95 
Viewed in this light, it wasn’t entirely surprising that in July 
2016, in the wake of two more unarmed black men (Alton Ster-
ling and Philando Castile) dying at the hands of police officers, 
four members of the Minnesota Lynx held a pre-game press 
conference wearing t-shirts that read, “Change Starts With Us: 
Justice & Accountability.” That demonstration inspired com-
parable ones—New York Liberty star Tina Charles even donned 
a symbol of protest (a plain black t-shirt) while accepting the 
July 2016 Player of the Month Award. Despite pushback from 
WNBA officials, police organizations, and some fans, female 
basketball players remained resolute and in fact challenged 
team owners and league executives to practice what they 
preached, to truly show that the WNBA wasn’t merely a busi-
ness but was instead something bigger and nobler.96 As Phoe-
nix Mercury forward Mistie Bass tweeted, “Don’t say we have 
a voice and then fine us because we use it.”97 Bass’ teammate 
Kelsey Bone expressed similar sentiments. “In a time where 
our league is searching for relevance,” wrote Bone, “why not 
take a stand and support your players on issues that effect [sic] 
the majority of them[?]”98 
Female athletes’ activism in mid-2016 was all the more 
striking because it occurred amid a resurgence in confidence 
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in the police. Back in December 2014, in the aftermath of the 
Ferguson protests and the on-duty deaths of two New York City 
police officers, a group of law enforcement officials formed 
“Blues Lives Matter NYC” to solicit aid for police officers’ 
needs and to provide “comfort and support” for their families 
“as they go through hard times.”99 Insofar as popular attitudes 
were concerned, the group’s labors did not yield immediate 
results: six months after the organization’s creation, the num-
ber of Americans who expressed confidence in police, while 
high compared to most institutions, had dipped to fifty-two 
percent, which was down five points from 2013 and on par 
with the historically low polling figures that had been taken 
on the  subject in 1993, when four Los Angeles police officers 
were being tried in federal court for the 1991 beating of Rodney 
King. The decline had been especially evident among Demo-
crats, but fiscal conservatives (who occasionally questioned 
the costs associated with police militarization) and libertari-
ans (who sometimes resisted aggressive police tactics with an 
“Am I Being Detained?” campaign) also expressed dissatisfac-
tion with law enforcement.100 Even so, thanks in part to Blue 
Lives Matter’s social media campaign, which showcased tragic 
“fallen heroes” tales and evocative crime stories, attitudes to-
ward the police began to rebound.101 By June 2016, public con-
fidence in the police had returned to its previous levels.102  
Among the ways Americans mythologize protest move-
ments is they extract them from their historical contexts and 
they simplify their origins, lionizing individuals who suppos-
edly took a stand first, like Rosa Parks in Montgomery and col-
lege students in Greensboro. In truth, large-scale forces of the 
day invariably shape crusades. Moreover, there almost always 
were actions, individual and organizational, that preceded the 
famed “firsts”—and those efforts usually ended in disappoint-
ment. As historian Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore has noted, most 
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protests “fail, time and time again. When they succeed, they 
win only partial victories.”103 Such had been the case for those 
who protested long before Kaepernick took a knee.
Why Kaepernick?
By the summer of 2016, Colin Kaepernick had been in the pub-
lic spotlight for many years. Yet the “real” Kaepernick was dif-
ficult to see. Since childhood, others had affixed labels to him, 
revealing, along the way, more about themselves than Kaeper-
nick. Indeed, the practice obscured the fact that the twenty-
eight-year old had evolved into the kind of person who would 
endure slings and arrows for a cause he thought righteous.
“Black” was among the first labels slapped on Kaeper-
nick. Biracial, Kaepernick was adopted when he was just a few 
weeks old by a white Wisconsin couple, who had had four bio-
logical children of their own, two of whom had died at a young 
age due to congenital heart defects. The family moved from 
the Midwest to the mostly white community of Turlock, Cali-
fornia, and as time passed, Kaepernick realized that he would 
be treated differently because of his race.104 During family va-
cations, he explained, “Every year, in the lobby of every motel, 
the same thing always happened, and it only got worse as I got 
older and taller. It didn’t matter how close I stood to my fam-
ily, somebody would walk up to me, a real nervous manager, 
and say, ‘Excuse me, is there something I can help you with?’” 
The uninvited dawning of racial consciousness had come to 
Kaepernick; “the shadow,” as W.E.B. Du Bois described the ex-
perience, had “swept across” the youngster.105 
As Kaepernick aged, he was, in the estimation of local 
townspeople, a good kid. He was disciplined (as the high 
school’s varsity quarterback, despite being faster than every-
one else, he averaged zero rushing yards, because his coach 
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insisted that he avoid the risk of leaving the pocket and scram-
bling downfield.)106 He was smart and sedulous (he earned 
straight “A’s,” and, as his pre-calculus teacher said, he was 
“obsessed with problem-solving…[H]e was in that class to 
learn.”)107 And he was well-mannered (“My dad, being a busi-
nessman,” recalled Kaepernick, “constantly talked to me about 
carrying myself in a certain way and treating people with re-
spect.”)108 Turlock’s residents’ esteem for Kaepernick was no 
doubt sincere, but it remained to be seen the extent to which 
their admiration was contingent upon him not causing them 
discomfort, especially regarding racial matters. 
Still more labels were engrafted onto Kaepernick once he 
enrolled at the University of Nevada. To many, he was a mar-
vel. The school’s associate athletic director, recalling that 
Kaepernick bought a season ticket for an elderly woman who 
could no longer afford to go to games on account of being re-
cently widowed, joked that it was the first time he had had to 
inquire about the legality of an athlete giving rather than re-
ceiving benefits.109 In addition, already shouldering the bur-
den of being a Division I athlete and a full-time student with 
superlative grades, during his junior year Kaepernick sought 
to join Kappa Alpha Psi, a predominantly black fraternity that 
demands much of its pledges. Skeptics suspected that Kaeper-
nick would stumble. “The process is not easy,” remarked Olu-
mide Ogundimu, one of the organization’s members. “It’s defi-
nitely something that will shine a light on your weaknesses 
and shine a light on your strengths.”110 Kaepernick, the naysay-
ers soon learned, “was all strength.” Kaepernick also proved 
something of a wonder on the gridiron. Although Nevada 
was the only school to offer him a scholarship, he became a 
record-setting, nationally renowned quarterback. For this rea-
son, in April 2011, Kaepernick, who had created further buzz 
with an eye-grabbing performance in the Senior Bowl and 
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an impressive score of thirty-seven on the Wonderlic “intelli-
gence” test, was selected by the San Francisco 49ers with the 
thirty-sixth pick in the NFL draft.111 
After less than two years in the league, Kaepernick had 
achieved stardom. But the price of fame was that he became, 
in effect, “public property,” a one-of-a-kind object upon which 
still more individuals affixed still more labels, a sui generis 
canvass upon which others, consciously or not, painted their 
own thoughts about race, masculinity, religion, and more. 
For example, to some he was the “anti-[Peyton] Manning,” the 
famed white quarterback who came from a storied football 
family, played a brilliant if conventional game, and whose wry 
humor and folksy demeanor made him a marketer’s dream.112 
Kaepernick, by contrast, was often viewed as an otherworldly 
athlete who might render Manning’s traditional style of play 
obsolete; an inconsiderate adoptee who ought to reconcile 
with his birth mother;113 and maybe, on account of all his tat-
toos (though some were Biblical passages), a public relations 
problem. One sportswriter, who likened a quarterback to the 
head of a company, said of the extensively inked Kaepernick, 
“You don’t want your CEO to look like he just got paroled.”114 
These journalistic observations frequently bore a racial 
subtext (e.g., was “raw athleticism” code for “black”?) Never-
theless, one well-known columnist justified such commen-
tary, maintaining that the media “is as intensely interested in 
the people who play the game as it is in the game itself.”115 That 
may have been true, but players were required to talk with re-
porters, and even when the former did so willingly, the ques-
tion remained whether the latter profiled them accurately. One 
essayist (who wasn’t a sportswriter) sensed that some articles 
of this sort were off the mark, insisting, “Kaepernick is a guy 
who’s earned the right to be taken at face value.”116 And what 
did Kaepernick make of it all? When asked what had changed 
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most since his arrival in the NFL, he replied, “people’s percep-
tion of me.”
The public scrutiny heightened Kaepernick’s self-aware-
ness, and fashion became a means by which he projected his 
evolving identity. As he explained in September 2015, “[A]ll 
this stuff made me ask myself in a really focused way: ‘What 
do I represent?’”117 At the time, the nation was embroiled over 
shootings in Charleston and elsewhere, and while Kaepernick 
had said little about these matters, race was on his mind. “My 
racial heritage is something I want people to be well aware 
of,” he professed. Employing revealing language, Kaepernick 
said he wanted to represent “the African community.”118 And 
he would do so unapologetically: “I want black kids to see me 
and think: ‘Ok, he’s carrying himself as a black man, and that’s 
how a black man should carry himself.’” In Kaepernick’s mind, 
that meant embracing a “clean” look occasionally accentuated 
with tokens of contumacy (e.g., socks with police officers de-
picted as cartoon pigs). Yet even as he asserted himself sarto-
rially off the field, Kaepernick faltered on it, and the phenom 
who only two years earlier had led a star-studded team deep 
into the playoffs was struggling with less talented teammates, 
ultimately losing his starting job in November 2015.119
Kaepernick would regain the starting position the follow-
ing year, and in the interim he reflected even more deeply on 
race relations. His interest in black history had been whetted 
during his Kappa Alpha Psi days, and now he asked Ameer 
Hasan Loggins, a University of California, Berkeley doctoral 
student in African Diaspora Studies, for reading recommen-
dations on the subject. Soon thereafter, Kaepernick audited 
Loggins’ summer class on representations of black people in 
popular culture. “Colin came in aware, focused, well-read, and 
eager to learn,” recalled Loggins. “He was a sponge.”120 That 
was the summer of 2016, right before Kaepernick took a knee.
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In retrospect, if one could see past the labels, Kaepernick 
exhibited many of the hallmarks of a human rights crusad-
er. He was an assiduous, disciplined, and confident individ-
ual who had experienced both acclaim and “infamy”; he was 
learned yet intellectually evolving; and he was an introspec-
tive and self-aware person who was civil but not obsequious. 
Perhaps most importantly, Kaepernick, while reveling in the 
camaraderie of teammates and fellow travelers, may have had 
what sociologist Mark Granovetter calls a “low social thresh-
old”—the willingness to go it alone, to forgo the security and 
comfort of public favor to endure scorn and worse.121 Indeed, 
as Kaepernick averred when first asked about his protest, “I am 
not looking for approval. I have to stand up for people that are 
oppressed.”122 
Taking a Knee
As Kaepernick prepared for the 2016 NFL season, he remained 
attuned to the times. On social media, he discussed human 
rights issues, black history, and the deaths of Charles Kinsey, 
Freddie Gray, and others at the hands of police. But he was not 
ready to join the protests. “I felt that I needed to understand 
the situation better,” he explained.123
Then, on August 14, 2016, before a preseason game, 
Kaepernick, who was injured and therefore not in uniform, 
sat during the national anthem. Was this permissible?124 Like 
all NFL players, Kaepernick had signed a contract that obliged 
him to eschew activities that diminished “public respect” for 
the game or could be “reasonably judged” by his team to “ad-
versely affect or reflect” on the franchise. Likewise, he was 
bound by the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA), which 
had been negotiated by the NFLPA and which mandated that 
league personnel refrain from “conduct detrimental to the 
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integrity of and public confidence” in the NFL.125 In addition, 
the league’s Personal Conduct Policy discountenanced behav-
ior that undercut “public respect and support for the NFL.”126 
At the same time, the NFL’s game operations manual, which 
was not subject to NFLPA approval, required players to be on 
the sidelines during the anthem but merely stated that they 
“should” stand during the song.127 So was Kaepernick’s gesture 
punishable? “Probably,” wrote a legal scholar, but it was “by no 
means a sure thing.”128 
Kaepernick was hardly the first to use the flag, anthem, 
or a comparable symbol as a means of protest. Indeed, it may 
not have been coincidental that later, when associates of his 
compiled a “Kaepernick reading list,”129 they included Freder-
ick Douglass’s famous 1852 speech, “What to the Slave is the 
Fourth of July?,” a meditation on African Americans’ relation-
ship to the nation that Douglass delivered, in a symbolic act 
that foreshadowed Kaepernick’s, on July 5.130 At times, Dou-
glass portrayed black Americans as aliens in a foreign land, 
captives in a star-spangled Babylon, and at other times, he de-
picted them as the true heirs of the founding generation, the 
redeemers that would save the U.S. from itself. Over 160 years 
later, Kaepernick may have been pondering those same issues. 
Kaepernick described sitting during the anthem as a per-
sonal decision.131 After the game, he did not issue a press re-
lease, discuss the act with sports journalists, or mention the 
episode on social media. The following week, Kaepernick 
again sat with no fanfare. But one reporter, Mike Garafolo, 
had noticed.132 So prior to the 49ers’ third preseason game on 
August 26, the New York-based Garafolo alerted his colleague 
Steve Wyche, who was in California to cover the game, about 
the matter.133 Sure enough, Kaepernick, this time in uniform, 
sat once more.134 He did so between two water coolers, an un-
obtrusive spot, he reckoned, that would not infringe on oth-
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ers’ right to stand during the anthem. As Wyche looked down 
from the press box, he saw a big story.
Wyche later said in a personal communication that he 
merely “served the message in a moment.” But he was not 
delivering ordinary news. History beckoned, and Wyche was 
ready. He was a veteran reporter who had broken major sto-
ries before, so he knew what steps to take, like getting a state-
ment from the 49ers’ media relations department and telling 
the NFL Media desk to prepare for a potential firestorm.135 He 
was also an African American, the only black reporter at the 
game in fact, and thus he understood the issues that he soon 
learned vexed Kaepernick. (Wyche subsequently reflected, 
“I’ve got three sons close to his age who I fear for every time 
they leave the house at night, so there’s a lot of things he talk-
ed about that are…rooted [in] concerns that I have.”) Finally, 
Wyche had a strong rapport with Kaepernick, having long cov-
ered his exploits on the field and having watched his growing 
social awareness off it. Kaepernick appreciated what Wyche 
brought to this moment, later telling him, “I am kind of glad 
that you wrote that [article] because you were able to put some 
historical context to it.” Good thing, too, because the story hit 
America like a meteorite.136
“I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for a coun-
try that oppresses black people and people of color,” Kaeper-
nick told Wyche, an utterance that became his most-quoted 
remark. Alluding to instances of police officers shooting un-
armed black Americans, Kaepernick continued, “There are 
bodies in the street and people getting paid leave and getting 
away with murder.” Wyche knew that other sports figures had 
protested such matters, and he situated Kaepernick’s actions 
within the contemporary revival of the athlete-activist. But 
Kaepernick’s gesture seemed different—it appeared momen-
tous and transcendent—and Wyche immediately compared 
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him to Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf, the young, black Muslim star 
on the NBA’s Denver Nuggets who caused a national uproar in 
1996 by engaging in a similar protest and who was soon, as he 
later put it, “weed[ed]” out of the league.137 And if a compara-
ble backlash awaited Kaepernick? “If they take football away, 
my endorsements from me,” contended Kaepernick, “I know 
that I stood up for what is right.”
After practice two days later, on August 28, Kaepernick 
fielded more questions from reporters.138 When asked what he 
hoped to accomplish, Kaepernick replied that the U.S. “stands 
for freedom, liberty, [and] justice for all. And it’s not happening 
for all right now.” Many things needed to be addressed, elabo-
rated Kaepernick, including police brutality, for which “peo-
ple aren’t being held accountable.” Thus he was protesting to 
draw attention to “what’s really going on in this country.” 
Kaepernick’s assertion that he was protesting to raise 
awareness about un-American injustices echoed statements 
made by his activist predecessors. As W.E.B. Du Bois explained 
in 1910, just as a toothache tells the body that a disease exists, 
demonstrations tell society that something is amiss.139 The 
discomfort caused by both warns of a larger problem that re-
quires resolution. Over fifty years later, Martin Luther King, 
Jr. likewise maintained that nonviolent, direct action protests 
don’t create tension.140 The tension already exists—and when 
it is denied or smothered, the frustrated will choose destruc-
tive methods for dealing with it. So demonstrations bring 
that pre-existing, suppressed tension to the surface, where it 
can be constructively addressed. They “dramatize the issue 
[so] that it can no longer be ignored,” observed King. By these 
means, “A community which has constantly refused to nego-
tiate is forced to confront the issue.” Yet, as scholar Ta-Nehisi 
Coates  has suggested, it’s debatable how much black Amer-
icans should labor to awaken their white counterparts. On 
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one hand, Coates told his teenaged son, “The terrible truth is 
that we cannot will ourselves to an escape on our own.” On the 
other hand, “You cannot arrange your life around…the small 
chance of [white Americans] coming into consciousness.”141 
For now, at least, Kaepernick vowed to protest until the flag 
“represents what it’s supposed to represent.”142
Already the subject of intense debate, Kaepernick was 
soon embroiled in another controversy, this one concerning 
socks that he had previously worn that depicted police officers 
as cartoon pigs. A verbal hailstorm descended on Kaepernick, 
who quickly issued a statement on Instagram. “I wore these 
socks in the past,” he explained, because “rogue cops” didn’t 
just endanger the communities they serve.143 By “creating an 
environment of tension and mistrust,” they also imperiled 
officers “with the right intentions,” including two uncles and 
friends of his who worked in law enforcement “to protect and 
serve ALL people.” With that clarification, Kaepernick hoped 
that his former footwear wouldn’t be “used to distract from the 
real issues.”
In less than a week, Kaepernick had sparked a national—
and often vitriolic—debate. Among those who weighed in was 
Nate Boyer, a thirty-five-year-old ex-Green Beret who in 2015 
had tried and failed to make the NFL as a long snapper. On Au-
gust 30, Boyer penned a thoughtful and earnest open letter to 
Kaepernick,144 who subsequently invited Boyer to the 49ers’ 
final preseason game in San Diego on September 1, which hap-
pened to be when the host Chargers held their annual “Salute 
to the Military” festivities.145 Hours before kickoff, the two, 
along with Eric Reid (Kaepernick’s teammate who wanted to 
join the protest but was wary of sitting during the anthem), 
talked at the team hotel.146 A few days earlier, while convers-
ing with reporters, Kaepernick had professed that he intended 
no disrespect to the military. Even so, Boyer showed him text 
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messages that he had received from veterans who were hurt by 
his protest. As the conversation continued, Boyer mentioned 
that twenty-two veterans a day were committing suicide. The 
nation, reflected Kaepernick, would send those people to war 
yet offered insufficient aid upon their return home. “That’s 
another issue,” insisted Kaepernick, “and these issues need 
to be addressed.” Indeed, as Reid acknowledged, many prob-
lems demanded solutions. There were “too many to name,” 
he lamented, which was unfortunate and, insofar as it made it 
difficult to clarify one’s message, potentially problematic.
The trio devised a compromise on the national anthem 
issue. During the pregame ceremonies, Kaepernick and Reid, 
with Boyer standing by their side, knelt during the Star-Span-
gled Banner.147 Echoing scholars who study the psychology of 
kneeling,148 Boyer explained, “Soldiers take a knee in front of 
a fallen brother’s grave…to show respect.”149 Later in the game, 
Kaepernick stood and clapped for the singing of “God Bless 
America.”150 “I’m not anti-American,” he said afterwards. “I 
love America. I love people. That’s why I’m doing this.” 
In Kaepernick’s mind, the exchange between Boyer, Reid, 
and himself was a model for effecting change. Protests height-
ened awareness; awareness countenanced dialogue; dialogue 
promoted mutual understanding; and mutual understanding 
provided the foundation for progress. “I’ve had more conver-
sations about human rights and oppression…in the last week 
than I’ve had in my entire life,” gushed Kaepernick during a 
postgame interview, adding that those conversations were “a 
start.”151 Of course, it wouldn’t work always work that way. As 
Reid foresaw, “People are going to look at the initial headline 
and form an opinion without even digging deeper to see what 
it’s about.”152 But the switch to kneeling, it was hoped, would 
appease those who thought sitting was disrespectful and 
thereby help the national conversation get “back on track.” 
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The conversation may not have gotten back on track, but 
other athletes got on board. During the first week of the NFL’s 
regular season, thirteen more players knelt or raised a fist ei-
ther during or after the anthem.153 “Freedom,” asserted kneeler 
Arian Foster, is supposed to run in Americans’ bloodlines, so 
if “somebody is telling you they don’t feel like they’re free, why 
wouldn’t you listen to them?”154 Many did, but many others 
never got the message.  
Critics had at their disposal an immense and diverse ar-
senal of opposition. The protesters were pressed to explain 
themselves and specify their end goal, and they replied while 
fearing that long, nuanced answers could be clipped into 
provocative sound bites.155 Detractors belittled them, and 
said they were entitled,156 ungrateful,157 and “out of line.”158 
Self-styled patriots claimed they insulted veterans while Is-
lamophobes depicted them as Muslims.159 One demonstrator, 
Denver Broncos’ linebacker Brandon Marshall, who had been 
Kaepernick’s teammate in college, lost two endorsement deals 
(though music mogul Russell Simmons, who called Marshall a 
“great American hero,” signed him to another).160 Kaepernick 
himself was hounded by death threats.161 Indeed, by Septem-
ber 22, according to one poll, Kaepernick’s popularity among 
African Americans had skyrocketed, but he was nevertheless 
the most disliked player in the league, thanks to the white 
backlash against him.162 
Kaepernick remained steadfast. In fact, he branched out, 
extending and diversifying his activism. After the game on 
September 1 when he first took a knee, Kaepernick pledged to 
donate the proceeds from the sale of his jersey, which, despite 
the outcry over his protests had quickly become the top seller 
in the league.163 “That support,” he said, “is something that I 
have to give back to the communities.”164 He further vowed to 
contribute $1 million (of his $11 million salary) to social justice 
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organizations. One week later, the 49ers made a matching do-
nation to the Silicon Valley Community Foundation and the 
San Francisco Foundation.165 Team officials selected these two 
organizations because of their track record and wide reach. 
The former, boasted 49ers’ owner Jed York, was “the largest 
community foundation in the world, managing $7.3 billion in 
assets and more than 1,800 philanthropic funds globally.” By 
contrast, Kaepernick bypassed such institutional behemoths 
when making donations. 
 Kaepernick often expressed his love for “the people,” and 
those affections guided his charitable contributions.166 He 
didn’t give to mammoth entities with lots of overhead, far 
removed from those they served. Rather, he usually donated 
relatively modest sums—typically $25,000—to grassroots or-
ganizations toiling in the trenches. The nonprofits to which he 
made contributions were a diverse lot. Anti-police brutality or-
ganizations received only seventeen percent of his donations. 
Youth initiatives (twenty-three percent), community reform 
and minority empowerment enterprises (twenty-six percent), 
and healthcare and nourishment programs (thirty-one per-
cent) received greater sums. Among the enterprises he sup-
ported were 100 Suits for 100 Men (which provides business 
attire to underprivileged individuals seeking employment),167 
Appetite for Change (which uses food to strengthen families, 
create economic prosperity, and encourage healthy living),168 
and Life After Hate (an organization comprised of former 
violent white extremists devoted to combatting discrimi-
nation).169 This broad range of causes reflected an expansive 
understanding of freedom and justice, and the connection be-
tween seemingly disparate issues—that systemic racism, for 
example, is not just a “social” or “economic” matter, but a pub-
lic health concern, too. Moreover, Kaepernick’s strategy was 
to play the long game, to see contributions as investments, as 
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seed money that would produce more activists. As Loggins 
quipped, Kaepernick was “helping the people, that help the 
people, so that they can help more people.”170  
The same mindset was evident in Kaepernick’s “Know 
Your Rights” camps,171 which were modeled on the “freedom 
schools” established by civil rights crusaders in the mid-1960s 
and the “Free Breakfast for School Children” program run by 
the Black Panther Party in the late 1960s and early 1970s.172 The 
camps spotlighted ten “rights”: the right to be free, healthy, 
brilliant, safe, loved, courageous, alive, trusted, educated, and 
the right to know one’s rights. The camps also tackled legal is-
sues, providing attendees with lawyers’ contact information 
and reminding them that they had the right to say, “Am I be-
ing detained?” and “I do not consent to be searched.”173 In ad-
dition, there were conversations about history, nutrition and 
health, financial literacy, and higher education. Furthermore, 
participants received resource guides that identified where to 
find a community garden, how to support black-owned busi-
nesses, and much more. However, the highlight of the camps, 
the thing that made “students explode with joy,” was when 
they learned that they’d get DNA kits, an item, Kaepernick in-
formed them, that would allow them to trace their ancestry, 
connect with lost relatives, and create a new sense of self.174 By 
these means, Kaepernick, who purposefully did not court me-
dia attention to these camps, strove to create a leaderful move-
ment, “because,” as he declared at one of them, “in oppressed 
communities no one is going to help them but themselves.”
Meanwhile, across America Kaepernick’s protest had, for a 
while, blossomed into a movement. In the two months that had 
passed since he first took a knee, forty-eight NFL players, nine 
NBA teams, fourteen WNBA players, one Olympic swimmer, 
one professional female soccer player, fifty-two high schools, 
thirty-nine colleges, one middle school, two youth football 
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teams, and three national anthem singers had demonstrated 
during the Star-Spangled Banner.175 Yet, by the NFL season’s 
midpoint, only about a dozen players were still doing so. Their 
increasing isolation was clarifying, even inuring. It was one 
thing to denounce an online video of a police shooting, posit-
ed demonstrator Malcolm Jenkins of the Philadelphia Eagles. 
But protesting was different. “[W]hen your endorsements and 
your popularity and your followers and all that stuff start to 
get threatened, or we move on to different things,” said Jen-
kins, “is this still something that you’re passionate about?”176 
Jenkins was. In late October, during a nationally televised 
game in Dallas, Jenkins stood alone, fist raised as the anthem 
played, a solitary figure amid 80,000 fans of the Cowboys, a 
team owned by the disapproving Jerry Jones. “[T]hose who are 
still standing tall,” Jenkins reflected afterwards, “those are the 
guys that are kind of linking together.”
Jenkins’ lonesome stand occurred about a week before 
Election Day, and the demonstrations had long been inter-
twined with the presidential race. From the start, Kaepernick 
disparaged the Democratic nominee, Hillary Clinton. Her 
alleged email scandal, proclaimed Kaepernick, would have 
landed “any other person…in prison.”177 In addition, Kaeper-
nick accused Clinton of once having referred to “black teens or 
black kids” as “super predators.”178 As for Trump, Kaepernick 
adjudged him “openly racist.” From Kaepernick’s perspective, 
what distinguished Trump from Clinton was virtually a dis-
tinction without difference. “[Y]ou have to pick the lesser of 
two evils,” he opined, “but in the end, it’s still evil.”179
Liberals couldn’t believe Kaepernick likened Clinton unto 
Trump. It was true that in 1996, when mass incarceration was 
on the rise, Clinton had described certain “gangs of kids” as 
“super predators,” but she had not specified that they were 
African Americans, as Kaepernick claimed (though this was a 
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“reasonable inference” on his part).180 In any case, Clinton had 
disavowed those twenty-year-old comments and embraced 
criminal justice reform. Indeed, by 2016, many politicians on 
both sides of the aisle had done so.
These bipartisan efforts were partly a response to reports 
published by the Washington Post,181 the Guardian, and other 
entities that continued to assemble ever-expanding databas-
es on police-involved fatalities.182 Their findings differed in 
the details, but, overall, they painted a similar picture. For 
instance, they showed that police shot and killed about three 
Americans each day, for a total of around one thousand such 
fatalities per year.183 This made the U.S. extremely unusual, 
for other western, industrialized democracies experienced far 
fewer deaths of this sort.184 In addition, the statistics suggested 
that black Americans, and especially black males between the 
ages of fifteen and thirty-four, were, compared to their white 
counterparts, more likely to be killed, unarmed at the time 
of death, and die as a result of a routine pedestrian or traffic 
stop.185 Some skeptics insisted that these deaths were the prod-
uct of other factors, like the fact that African Americans were 
over-represented in high-crime neighborhoods. Still others 
contended that, after taking all variables into account, black 
Americans were less likely to be fired upon by officers than 
white Americans.186 Either way, the rich datasets provided 
grist for debates over police work. 
The databases inspired wide-ranging conversations about 
“best practices” in the field of law enforcement. For exam-
ple, an analysis of episodes in which officers shot at moving 
vehicles begged the question of whether it would be wiser if 
they got out of the way instead of discharging their weapons, 
given what might happen if their aim was true.187 Another 
analysis revealed that approximately twenty-five percent of 
those gunned down by police were mentally ill or suffering a 
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mental crisis—would enhanced officer training help reduce 
the number of fatalities among them?188 And given that local 
district attorneys work with law enforcement personnel on a 
daily basis, and that ninety-five percent of them receive cam-
paign contributions from police unions, affiliated political 
action committees, or individual officers, should, when a cop 
has killed a community member, the matter be transferred 
to other authorities, such as the state’s law enforcement offi-
cials?189 Constructive, evidence-based dialogue about these 
and related matters could be advantageous for all, for the data 
further showed that police departments that recently had in-
stituted reforms, including those recommended by Obama’s 
Task Force,190 had seen drops in the number of officer-involved 
shootings.191
Skeptics who doubted that police brutality was widespread 
also turned to the data. For starters, the numbers illustrated 
the dangers of police work. In over half of the officer-involved 
fatal shootings, for example, the decedent had had a gun,192 
and twenty percent of them had fired their weapon.193 In addi-
tion, statistics could contextualize well-publicized episodes in 
which cops felled civilians. For this reason, FBI Director Comey 
urged police chiefs to submit data to the federal government. 
“In a nation of almost a million law enforcement officers and 
tens of millions of police encounters each year,” rued Comey, 
“a small group of videos serve as proof of an epidemic.”194
The national conversation ranged beyond the police 
shootings, as different elements of the criminal justice system 
were reconsidered by Republicans and Democrats alike.195 Sev-
eral GOP-controlled states passed reform measures, including 
Georgia (which revised its criminal code and juvenile justice 
system), Texas (which overhauled its probation and parole 
guidelines, and bolstered its mental health and drug addiction 
programs), and Kentucky (which expanded its pretrial services 
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as part of a larger bail reform movement). Liberals and con-
servatives didn’t always agree on the proper course of action. 
One commentator remarked that the former tended to pro-
mote programs that would keep people out of prison while the 
latter usually championed measures that would help inmates 
after their release.196 But at least both sides were at the table, 
and as a result, for the first time in a generation, the number 
of incarcerated Americans had fallen. A Clinton victory in the 
presidential election presaged further progress on that front 
while a Trump presidency augured poorly at best, or so held 
conventional wisdom.
Trump had been a racially divisive figure long before he 
entered politics and he remained so on the campaign trail.197 
Moreover, his alarmist depictions of rampant lawlessness and 
his emphasis on the criminal aspects of immigration poli-
cy,198 along with his promise that as a “law and order” presi-
dent he would “give power back to the police” and end what 
he subsequently called this “American carnage,”199 portend-
ed the undoing of recent bipartisan criminal justice reforms. 
The fact that Alabama senator Jeff Sessions, a hardliner who 
was outside the mainstream of conservative thought on these 
matters, was an early supporter of Trump’s and a likely pick 
as Attorney General, also gave reformers cause for concern.200 
As one African-American commentator opined, a Trump 
presidency would endanger the people in his predominantly 
black and immigrant neighborhood. Surveying what might 
happen with health care, immigration, marriage equality, and 
Supreme Court vacancies, he warned, “Our very being would 
be at risk.”201
Nonetheless, some defended Kaepernick’s views on the 
candidates. As one of his supporters argued, Kaepernick’s 
goals transcended electoral politics. He aimed to revolutionize 
society, to truly establish “justice for all,” and this necessitated 
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rejecting the “partisan framework that passes for politics.”202 
If this flummoxed Democratic politicians, then Kaepernick 
was “upsetting many of the right people.” Such persons need-
ed to understand why even Democratic policies tasted like 
the “thinnest possible gruel” to those who hungered for “bold 
changes and some semblance of justice.” There were millions 
of such Americans, and they were especially numerous among 
the youth. Democrats alienated this group at their peril; with-
out their support, Clinton would lose the election.
As that left-of-center debate roiled, Trump sized up Kaeper-
nick and the protests. Although he later turned the demon-
strations into his personal political piñata, in fall 2016, while 
running for president, Trump’s response to them was compar-
atively restrained. On one hand, many of his supporters were 
obsessed with the protests (back in Kaepernick’s hometown 
of Turlock, California, white locals wondered what had hap-
pened to the good kid they had once known).203 On the other 
hand, Trump himself did not make the demonstrations a cen-
terpiece of his campaign, perhaps because he hoped to appeal 
to racial minorities (or at least discourage them from voting 
for Clinton, a phenomenon that played a small but important 
role in the election’s outcome).204 Indeed, Trump’s outreach to 
African Americans led to instances wherein he and Kaeper-
nick seemed to echo one another.205 For example, Trump made 
much ado about the email imbroglio and dredged up Clin-
ton’s “super predator” comment. In a similar vein, Trump told 
a largely black audience, “Our government has totally failed 
our African-American friends [and] our Hispanic friends.” To 
be sure, Trump took shots at Kaepernick. For example, when 
the story first broke, Trump suggested that the protesting 
quarterback “maybe…should find a country that works better 
for him.”206 But when conservative pundit Bill O’Reilly asked 
Trump, who had once owned a team in the defunct United 
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States Football League and who had unsuccessfully tried to 
acquire a NFL franchise in 2014, whether, if he owned a team 
now, he would fire a player who knelt during the anthem, 
Trump pulled his punches. “[H]e has the right to protest and 
that’s one of the beautiful things about the country,” replied 
Trump. “He’s trying to make a point,” he continued, “[b]ut I 
don’t think he’s making it the correct way.” O’Reilly suggested 
it was unlike Trump to hold back. Trump responded, “[L]et’s 
keep the headlines down to a minimum.”207 
When he wanted headlines, Trump almost always got 
them, and due to the additional attention the presidential elec-
tion became, some claimed, a referendum on him.208 As a re-
sult, Trump, not the protests, were said to have torn apart NFL 
locker rooms.209 If that was the case before the election, when 
Trump wielded no actual governmental power, it was likely to 
be true after the ballots were cast. Although nearly three mil-
lion more people voted for Clinton,210 Trump won the Electoral 
College,211 and thus the presidency, with its tremendous pow-
ers that could be pushed still further. That night, Kaepernick 
was a bystander to it all. He didn’t vote. 
Kaepernick’s decision was not unprecedented among ac-
tivists. Before the Civil War, some abolitionists eschewed vot-
ing, office-holding, and the like, partly because they believed 
that the U.S. Constitution was a proslavery document (“a cove-
nant with death,” as the famed white antislavery crusader Wil-
liam Lloyd Garrison put it),212 and partly because abstaining 
from formal politics afforded them the independence to raise 
difficult questions typically avoided by majority-seeking pol-
iticians.213 By these means, such abolitionists, most of whom 
were devout Christians, hoped to challenge America, to effect 
a moral awakening, and thereby transform public opinion, 
that ever-shifting foundation upon which the republic stood. 
These abolitionist radicals built the path down which later 
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strode moderate antislavery statesmen like Abraham Lincoln, 
though as trailblazers they were much-despised. 
As was Kaepernick, who was pilloried by liberals and con-
servatives for sitting out the election. Even so, he was unapol-
ogetic. A few days after the election, he answered questions 
about the matter, standing before reporters attired in a Black 
Panther-style leather jacket and a t-shirt that featured the Mal-
colm X quotation, “If you don’t stand for something, you will 
fall for anything.” “I’d said from the beginning I was against…a 
system of oppression,” Kaepernick explained. “I’m not going 
to show support for that system,” he continued. Seen in this 
light, he reasoned, “it would be hypocritical of me to vote.”214 
Moreover, there was nothing to be gained by casting a bal-
lot, because “the oppressor isn’t going to allow you to vote 
your way out of your oppression.” That’s why it “didn’t really 
matter” to him who had won the election.215 Still, did he feel 
heightened urgency about his cause with Trump’s victory? 
Kaepernick answered, “[E]verybody should feel urgency…to 
protect ourselves from what comes in front of us.” For Kaeper-
nick, that meant continuing to work in communities and to 
protest in stadiums.
By the end of the regular season in early January 2017, only 
thirteen other players were, like Kaepernick, demonstrating 
during the national anthem.216 When the final whistle blew, 
the movement’s destiny was unclear, as were Kaepernick’s 
prospects in football. The 49ers told Kaepernick that if he 
opted into his $14.5 million contract for the next season, they 
would cut him. In what others would later deem a strategic 
mistake, Kaepernick did not force the team’s hand. Instead, in 
early March 2017, he opted out of his contract, becoming an 
unrestricted free agent that could sign with any team.217 He 
knew that his activism might be a sticking point for some own-
ers, but he wanted to keep an open mind moving forward. For 
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this reason, as well as for some legal considerations, Kaeper-
nick declined an offer from the NFLPA to prepare for collusion 
litigation should team owners blacklist him.218 In addition, he 
decided that he would not grant interviews concerning the 
NFL. Would this suffice? Would any offers be forthcoming? 
Kaepernick had just put up very solid numbers playing for a 
bad team.219 It would have been unprecedented for a quarter-
back of his caliber to remain a free agent for long. Even so, no 
one knew what would happen next. Although this crusade 
mirrored its predecessors, the past could reveal only so much 
of the future.
The Trump Effect
In late summer 2017, as the NFL prepared for its upcoming sea-
son, the league was bedeviled by a variety of problems.220 The 
previous year, there had been an eight percent decline in tele-
vision ratings.221 The dip was partly attributable to temporary 
phenomenon, like the distracting allure of the 2016 presiden-
tial election. Other factors were more worrisome (e.g., domes-
tic violence cases involving players; dissatisfaction with the 
slow pace of games) and possibly enduring (e.g., unsettling re-
ports concerning football-induced brain injuries; new means 
of media consumption). And then there was role that the 
Kaepernick-inspired protests had played. This was going to be 
a challenging season for the league in any case. That Kaeper-
nick remained unsigned promised to make it even more so. 
Some of Kaepernick’s supporters vowed to boycott the NFL 
until he secured employment.222 Among those who favored 
this idea was the Rev. Al Sharpton, who believed his National 
Action Network could mobilize 10,000 people to demonstrate 
in front of NFL headquarters or elsewhere. The problem, how-
ever, was that the league’s players appeared ready to start the 
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season without showing a sign of solidarity with Kaepernick. 
Complicating matters was the fact that Kaepernick himself 
remained uncommunicative, frustrating and bewildering his 
would-be allies. As Sharpton confessed, “I don’t know what 
his strategy is. Does he have a strategy?”223
This uncertainty might help explain why, once games got 
underway, relatively few players protested during the anthem. 
Only of handful did so during the first week of the preseason;224 
a few more joined the following week. The clash between white 
supremacists and their opponents in Charlottesville, Virginia, 
on August 11–12, 2017, portended an upsurge in demonstra-
tions in a league in which approximately seventy percent of 
the players were black Americans. Indeed, the following Mon-
day, nearly a dozen Cleveland Browns’ players knelt during the 
anthem (including the first white player to do so, Seth DeValve) 
while several others made gestures of support.225 The next day, 
President Trump shocked many by insisting that at Charlottes-
ville there had been “some very fine people on both sides.”226 In 
the end, Charlottesville was a turning point, but not in the way 
one might expect.
Charlottesville proved pivotal because it made wide receiv-
er Anquan Boldin consider retirement. The episode, during 
which a Nazi enthusiast sped his car into a crowd, injuring 
nineteen and killing civil rights advocate Heather Heyer,227 
shook the fourteen-year NFL veteran, who had recently signed 
a one-year contract with the Buffalo Bills. While Boldin had 
never demonstrated during the anthem, he had been passion-
ate about the issues that prompted the protests, and for this 
reason he had been a leading figure in the Players Coalition,228 
an interracial group that had worked informally since the 
earliest days of the Kaepernick-inspired protests and had as-
sumed a more formal structure in February 2017. (Kaepernick 
appreciated the organization, but he had not officially joined 
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it,229 preferring, perhaps, to maintain his characteristic inde-
pendence.) In the aftermath of Charlottesville, Boldin contem-
plated hanging up his cleats so that he could fully dedicate his 
time to fighting for racial equality. When speaking with NFL 
Commissioner Roger Goodell about the matter, Boldin ex-
plained that while some league executives and team officials 
said they “supported” the protests, what they really meant was 
that they were “permitting” them (and Boldin felt they didn’t 
need anyone’s permission to speak out on issues of impor-
tance). Goodell had never seen the distinction between mere 
permission and actual support. “For you,” he asked Boldin, 
“what does support look like?”230 That question would eventu-
ally lead to a multi-year, $89 million commitment by the NFL 
to social justice causes, and that pledge, in turn, would frac-
ture the protest movement. 
Those developments, however, occurred in the future and 
usually behind closed doors. At the time, in mid-August, Char-
lottesville didn’t seem to change much. Although there were 
protests outside NFL headquarters decrying Kaepernick’s un-
employment and confidants like Loggins were sounding up-
beat about the movement,231 by the end of the month, when 
the NFL wrapped up its preseason, only a dozen players were 
demonstrating or signaling their support for those who did. 
The same was true during the first two weeks of the regular 
season.232 That was a dozen more than NFL executives and 
team owners would have preferred—it’s easy to forget that 
even a handful of protesters was highly unusual by historical 
standards. Still, the demonstrations were not as prevalent as 
they had been one year earlier, when many more had rallied 
behind Kaepernick. 
Then President Trump entered the picture. In a September 
22 speech in Alabama, Trump exclaimed, “Wouldn’t you love 
to see one of these NFL owners, when somebody disrespects 
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our flag, to say, ‘Get that son of a bitch off the field right now. 
Out. He’s fired! He’s fired!’”233 Trump also urged fans to leave 
the stadium or turn off their televisions if they saw “even…one 
player” taking a knee. The president’s comments set the stage 
for a weekend like no other in the history of American sports.
Every franchise in the league witnessed demonstrations 
of some sort.234 Nor was it just the players protesting. Coaches 
and staff did, too. Even several owners—many of whom had a 
close relationship with the president—joined in. The gestures 
were diverse: some individuals remained in their respective 
locker rooms during the anthem; others came out but kneeled 
before, during, or after the song; still others raised their fists, 
locked arms, or wore apparel with powerful messages. It was a 
potpourri of protest. And that was the problem. The message 
was being lost.
What were these individuals protesting? Trump’s threats 
against the league? The idea that players could be fired for 
demonstrating? Racial injustice? This confusion infiltrated 
that weekend’s nationally televised Sunday night game, when 
the NFL ran a commercial it had shown during the previous 
year’s Super Bowl,235 a one-minute piece called “Inside These 
Lines” that emphasized “unity.”236 Kaepernick had called for 
unity. But he also sought accountability, justice, and change. 
Complicating matters further was the fact that some in-
sisted that the protests weren’t about inequality, justice, unity, 
or even free speech. Among them was President Trump, who 
tweeted early the following Monday that the controversy had 
nothing to do with race;237 it concerned “respect” for the na-
tion and its symbols. It was a question of patriotism.
The struggle to “control the narrative,” contested ever 
since Kaepernick started protesting, was now being fought 
with an unrivaled intensity. In a New York Times Op-Ed, Eric 
Reid, the 49ers’ safety who had been the first player to kneel 
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with Kaepernick, expressed frustration that the demonstra-
tors’ message was being hijacked.238 Kaepernick was not an 
un-American villain, Reid insisted. Nor were the protests an-
ti-military. “It is imperative,” he wrote, “that we take control of 
the story behind our movement, which is that we seek equality 
for all Americans, no matter their race or gender.” Yet other 
commentators wondered if most people, deep down inside, al-
ready knew that equality was the real issue at hand. Sanctimo-
nious proclamations about proper flag and anthem etiquette, 
the argument went, were merely a means of deflecting ques-
tions about societal inequities. 
After all, Americans seem to violate the U.S. Flag Code on a 
routine basis. The most striking example of this sort concerned 
a New York Jets’ fan who wore an “I Stand for the National 
Anthem” t-shirt while sitting on the flag.239 This episode was 
distinguished not just by its high irony. It was also notewor-
thy because a “real” flag was involved, and that arguably was 
important, because the Flag Code, according to the American 
Legion, applies to only “actual” flags.240 Consequently, instanc-
es wherein the code was allegedly disregarded—such as when 
the flag was signed by a politician,241 used in advertising,242 or 
worn as apparel243—technically were permissible because they 
involved non-regulation flags. This reasoning could justify the 
NFL’s own suspect handling of the flag: displaying the Stars 
and Stripes horizontally is a no-no according to the Flag Code, 
but the enormous flags that league, team, and military person-
nel sometimes stretch across football fields during the anthem 
are slightly too long to qualify as “regulation” flags.244 Such 
nit-picking, however, doesn’t make for an especially gratifying 
argument, if for no other reason than it requires explaining 
why kneeling silently during the anthem is disrespectful but 
wearing flag-themed Speedo underwear that is sweat-stained 
and champagne-soaked is unobjectionable.245
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A better way to approach the issue, one could argue, would 
be to ask what a “reasonable person” would think about the 
treatment of the flag, be it a “real” one or otherwise.246 This 
standard, which is frequently used in legal circles to assess 
an individual’s conduct, has the advantage of steering clear of 
the Flag Code’s idiosyncrasies. But it also privileges the views 
of observers over the words of actors. It means that, the pro-
testers’ explanations notwithstanding, “respect” ultimately 
rests in the “eye of the beholder.” But everyone sees the world 
through the lens of their own experiences and preferences, 
and in America, the lens of race greatly alters outlooks. In-
deed, Kaepernick’s original point was that racially distorted 
perceptions had prompted police officers to shoot unarmed 
black Americans and to otherwise caring people defending 
such episodes. Outrage, whether over “bodies in the streets” 
or flag protocol, is selective because the “eye of the beholder” 
is never color-blind.
Americans’ conduct during the anthem provides another 
case in point. Few watching the game at home or in a bar rise 
when the song is played. And even when attending an event, 
a good number go on with their business during the anthem, 
standing perhaps, but also sipping a beer, taking a photograph, 
or, in some cases,247 yelling toward the song’s end “Chiefs!,”248 
“O!,”249 or “Sioux!”250 Still others buy concessions during the 
anthem and team owners are happy to keep the cash regis-
ters ringing.251 Green Bay Packers’ quarterback Aaron Rodgers 
tried to address these inconsistencies humorously, posting on 
Instagram a picture of a camera crew on the ground, filming 
the players’ deportment during the Star-Spangled Banner, 
commenting, “I can’t imagine what kind of social media at-
tacks these cameramen must be enduring after taking a knee 
during the anthem and wearing a hat.”252 In like manner, col-
umnist John Branch, after surveying a host of dubious behav-
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iors during the anthem, waggishly pointed out that “stadiums 
and arenas…are rarely sanctuaries of patriotic conformity and 
decorum.”253
For these reasons, some observers suggested that race was 
the real reason why detractors denounced the player-protest-
ers. Commentator Nick Wright,254 for example, emphatically 
asked whether the response to the demonstrators would have 
been different had they kneeled in support of better veterans’ 
services (which was something Kaepernick championed, hav-
ing donated $25,000 to Black Veterans for Social Justice).255 
Wright’s remarks, in turn, illustrated another important as-
pect about the clamorous debate: that ever since Steve Wyche 
had broken the Kaepernick story, black journalists, analysts, 
and reporters had been covering the protests. As sportswriter 
Robert Klemko noted when discussing a related subject, the 
“difference now is we have excellent black voices to call out 
this hypocrisy, whereas years ago the responsibility was left 
to white newspaper columnists with no interest or incentive 
to call out the league.”256 African Americans’ expanding pres-
ence in traditional and social media meant that the protesters’ 
opponents wouldn’t be able to completely dictate the terms of 
the debate.  
Indeed, Americans’ opinions regarding the demonstra-
tions greatly depended on whether they saw them through 
the lens of patriotism, free speech, or racial inequality.257 That 
viewpoint, in turn, was closely associated with one’s race and 
partisan leanings, with white people and Republicans gen-
erally being less supportive of the protests than black people 
and Democrats. In addition, it mattered whether a respondent 
was thinking about these issues in the abstract or more con-
cretely—whether they were envisioning nonviolent demon-
strations generally or kneeling players specifically, or wheth-
er they were contemplating the problem of racism in theory 
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or picturing an organization like Black Lives Matter particu-
larly. Support eroded as comforting, nebulous ideas became 
real-world actions.  
The muddled messages among protestors, alternative nar-
ratives by their opponents, and irresoluteness among some of 
their allies countenanced a backlash that made demonstrat-
ing an increasingly risky endeavor, especially for those who 
lacked the safeguards that protected professional athletes. At 
a Kennesaw State University football game in late September, 
for example, five black cheerleaders took a knee during the 
anthem, with one saying, “It was the scariest thing I’ve ever 
done.”258 Likewise, high school players who demonstrated 
faced threats of violence.259 Even fans could incur others’ ire, 
as when two black men who did not stand for the anthem at a 
Los Angeles Lakers preseason game were cursed, had drinks 
throw at them, and told  to “take a kneel [sic] for the land of the 
slaves.”260 Under such circumstances, resolve required cour-
age, not fearlessness.
The Trump administration, meanwhile, refused to sit idly 
on the sidelines. On October 8, Vice President Mike Pence flew 
from Las Vegas to Indianapolis to attend a Colts vs. 49ers game, 
only to dramatically walk out when members of the latter 
team, including protest stalwart Eric Reid, took a knee during 
the anthem. Pence explained via Twitter that he “would not 
dignify any event that disrespects our soldiers, our Flag, or 
our National Anthem.”261 Critics impugned the move. Some 
claimed it was a taxpayer-funded political stunt (it was even 
noted that Pence included a two-year-old picture in his posts 
from the stadium that day);262 others, with a heavy dose of iro-
ny, told Pence that they respected his right to protest but in-
sisted that “A football game is an inappropriate place to flaunt 
your politics.”263 Trump himself seemed to undercut Pence’s 
earnestness by disclosing that he had asked the vice president 
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to leave the stadium.264 Despite the criticism, Pence’s gambit 
signaled to everyone that the administration would continue 
to use its sizable influence against the player-protesters. 
Some team owners were also pushing back. When Dal-
las Cowboys’ owner Jerry Jones, a Trump supporter who had 
long resented the protests, was asked about the Pence episode, 
he offered a dramatic answer, announcing that any player 
on his team who demonstrated during the anthem would be 
benched.265 This was the first time an owner had openly de-
clared that protesting players would be punished. Once again, 
observers were quick to point out the irony of the situation.266 
One, noting that Jones had repeatedly signed players accused 
of domestic abuse, wrote, “Imagine Jerry Jones demanding the 
Cowboys respect women as strongly as he demands respect for 
[the] flag.”267 Even so, it was Jones’ team; he could discipline 
players—probably even fire them—if he wished, for the law 
was likely on his side.268 
Jones’ hard-hitting policy illustrates the risks that indi-
viduals took when protesting. NFL players had few legal safe-
guards against recrimination, and amateur sports figures had 
even fewer. For all practical purposes, universities and colleges 
could dismiss protesters from their squads, as Albright Col-
lege’s Gyree Durante discovered on October 9.269 High school 
officials had comparable leeway, and they exercised it, some-
times in humiliating ways, as when a Texas football coach 
responded to two kneeling players by immediately booting 
them from the team and making them strip off their uniforms 
“pads, the pants and all, in front of everyone.”270 Even journal-
ists suffered consequences for speaking forthrightly on these 
matters, thanks to vague but standard contractual prohibi-
tions against bringing their employer’s company into disre-
pute. ESPN, for example, suspended Jemele Hill for two weeks 
for suggesting—on her personal Twitter account—that fans of 
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the Cowboys could respond to Jones’ threat to bench protest-
ing players by boycotting the team’s advertisers.271 Those with 
power could make the price of protesting quite steep.
By this point, the NFL was anxious to end the demonstra-
tions. The key figure in this regard was Commissioner Roger 
Goodell, who was in the middle of negotiating his own con-
tract, was perceived to have mishandled other controversies 
like player brain injuries, and was now being buffeted by nu-
merous groups, including disgruntled owners like Jones, ac-
commodating ones like the 49ers’ York, factions within the 
league office, jittery advertisers, union representatives, and, 
of course, the players themselves. Moreover, Goodell’s think-
ing about race and sports was evolving. Back in 2006, Harry 
Edwards, a sociologist who had played a role in Carlos and 
Smith’s famed protests at the 1968 Summer Olympics and 
who had been recognized as an expert on athlete activism ever 
since, told Goodell that more African Americans were going 
to become stars in the NFL—and with stardom came power, 
and black power would rankle those accustomed to the status 
quo.272 Edwards said that Goodell never fully comprehended 
his advice—until the Kaepernick protests began. Even so, af-
ter the demonstrations commenced, Goodell had participated 
in some player-protesters’ outreach activities and thereby had 
come to a greater appreciation of the problems that plagued 
their communities.273 It was within this context that Goodell, 
being batted in every direction, felt determined to get this is-
sue right. 
“The controversy over the Anthem,” asserted Goodell in a 
memo sent to every team just two days after Pence’s ploy and 
Jones’ threat, “is a barrier to having honest conversations and 
making real progress on the underlying issues.”274 So how 
could the league go from “protest to progress”? On one hand, 
Goodell unambiguously stated that “We believe that everyone 
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should stand for the National Anthem.” On the other hand, 
he suggested establishing an “in-season platform to promote” 
the players’ work on “core issues.” Goodell wasn’t envisioning 
a quid pro quo—the players wouldn’t have to stand if a “plat-
form” was created, but he surely hoped they would do so.
Within hours of it being made public, Goodell’s olive 
branch was nearly snapped in two. At 4:47 a.m. (EST), Trump 
essentially claimed victory, tweeting, “It is about time that 
Roger Goodell…is finally demanding that all players STAND 
for our great National Anthem—RESPECT OUR COUNTRY.”275 
That, of course, was not what Goodell had proposed, so the 
NFL quickly released a statement indicating that certain “com-
mentary” on Goodell’s memo was “not accurate.”276 Even so, 
some remained fixated on the idea of compulsory standing. 
Even people who knew otherwise couldn’t resist discussing 
it. Sportswriter Adam Schefter, for example, shared the NFL’s 
statement via Twitter on the morning of October 11, but later 
that day, while recording a podcast, he asked Tampa Bay Buc-
caneers’ defensive tackle Gerald McCoy, who had not knelt 
during the anthem, what would happen if the league forced 
players to stand, to which McCoy replied, “It’s going to be an 
uproar.”277 Just as the protesters had strained to control their 
story’s narrative, Goodell struggled with his, even though it 
was written in black and white on league letterhead for all to 
see. 
Misunderstandings, distortions, and apprehensions about 
the nature of his proposal were not the only problems trou-
bling Goodell. His memo had called for a platform to address 
the players’ “core issues.” But what exactly were the “core is-
sues”? Kaepernick’s unemployment? Criminal justice reform? 
Systemic racism? Even if league and team officials agreed on 
these matters, the players, it soon became evident, did not. 
Moreover, implicit in Goodell’s proposal was the assump-
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tion that the protests would end if a platform was created. 
That assumption may have undersold the protests’ distinct 
value—that they could raise awareness in unmatched ways. 
For players who subscribed to this view, the demonstrations 
were hardly barriers to “real progress,” especially compared to 
vague promises of a platform that would be subject to league 
approval.  
If there was one person who could sympathize with Good-
ell’s travails, it may have been Nate Boyer, the former Green 
Beret who back in August 2016 had written an open letter to 
Kaepernick and dialogued with him, with the result being that 
the quarterback had knelt instead of sat during the anthem. 
Boyer now took up his pen again, addressing “Every Single 
American.”278 “[I]t seems like we just hate each other,” lament-
ed Boyer, and that extreme divisiveness, he added, “is almost 
as difficult to deal with as burying a fallen comrade.” The 
problem, he continued, was that people appeared unwilling to 
swallow their pride, open their mind, embrace what they don’t 
understand, and “ultimately…surrender.” Instead, “It’s all 
about winning.” The contestants in this battle, thought Boyer, 
were not “right and wrong.” Rather, they were “right and left.” 
Boyer had a point. The NFL had become a partisan issue.279 
Prior to Trump’s September 22 speech in Alabama, Republi-
cans and Democrats held roughly similar attitudes about the 
league—about sixty percent of each viewed it favorably. After 
Trump’s remarks, Republicans soured on the NFL. By mid-Oc-
tober, the league was among the nation’s most politically po-
larizing businesses, comparable to (on the one hand) Fox News 
and (on the other) ABC News. How had a league dominated by 
right-wing, white male billionaires end up being castigated by 
conservatives? 
The answer partly concerns the way race warps political 
ideologies in America. Consider Kaepernick’s case. Conser-
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vatives lambast Kaepernick, even though, upon closer exam-
ination, they should see likeable qualities in him. Kaepernick 
embodies the self-help tradition of Marcus Garvey,280 Malcolm 
X,281 and the Black Panther Party,282 a boot-strapping philos-
ophy that ought to appeal to conservatives. If, as the saying 
goes, inconsistency is a minor sin in politics, race is what often 
leads the guilty to commit transgressions.  
Like conservatives, liberals also have reason to reassess 
their views on Kaepernick. For example, Kaepernick may 
share some characteristics with Martin Luther King, Jr., but 
the latter, while well-attuned to the African liberation move-
ments of his day, never called himself “an African man,” as did 
the former.283 Misreading Kaepernick is one thing that liberals 
and conservatives have in common.   
Conservatives also walked away from the NFL because the 
league’s leaders had inadvertently built a pathway for them to 
do so. Team owners and league executives, by laboring to asso-
ciate the NFL with militaristic patriotism, had created a brand 
that was susceptible to political exploitation. It was compara-
tively easy for a figure like Trump, who was skilled at rallying 
his base against those he said threatened the country’s values, 
to frame what was happening at NFL stadiums, where a par-
ticular kind of public-spiritedness was supposed to reign, as 
un-American, as an affront to the nation. But the potential 
for the league’s brand to be usurped became clear only in ret-
rospect. Moreover, once it was co-opted, there was little that 
could be done about it. Even if they had wanted to, the league’s 
powerbrokers couldn’t re-write history, they couldn’t go back 
in time and scale back on the military flyovers, soldier re-
unions, and other nationalistic displays. 
What if the protesting players had taken a different ap-
proach? What if they hadn’t involved the flag or anthem—
would it have been more difficult for their opponents to 
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change the subject from racism to patriotism? Perhaps. But 
the historical evidence indicates otherwise. As previously dis-
cussed, well before the Kaepernick-inspired protests, many 
athletes had demonstrated in ways that had nothing to do with 
the flag or anthem, yet their activism sparked outrage none-
theless. But what if player-protesters had expressly embraced 
the flag? Civil rights era activists had done so, and they were 
less popular than the NFL demonstrators.284 Ultimately, it may 
not have mattered whether the protesters steered clear of the 
flag, literally wrapped themselves in it, or gestured in such a 
way as to dramatize the gap between the values it represents 
and the realities of American life, for after scanning the broad 
sweep of the nation’s history, one would be hard-pressed to 
name any instance of black protest that was deemed accept-
able by most white people at the time. From a historical per-
spective, the NFL demonstrations were distinguished not by 
the amount of indignation they generated, but by how much 
support they received.
Such long-term views about the protests’ comparative 
popularity provided little comfort to team owners who were 
distressed about the here and now as they gathered in New 
York City on October 17 to discuss the demonstrations with 
Goodell, about a dozen players, and three union leaders.285 
(Why Kaepernick wasn’t there was a matter of dispute.286 
That he had just filed with support from the NFLPA but inde-
pendently of it a collusion grievance against the NFL may have 
played a role,287 as may have the fact that some players, while 
sympathetic to Kaepernick’s situation, did not regard his un-
employment as their top priority, a distinction that would fur-
ther rend the players’ ranks as time passed.) Goodell worked 
to bridge divisions between and among the groups, insist-
ing “We’re all in this together.” However, a recording of the 
meeting obtained by the New York Times showed that the par-
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ticipants largely talked past one another.288 More challenges 
awaited the next day, when at a meeting in which the players 
were not present, hardliners like Jerry Jones tried to persuade 
their counterparts to enact a must-stand edict, while Bob Mc-
Nair offered the cringe-worthy comment that “We can’t have 
the inmates running the prison.”289 Yet despite everything, 
Goodell, after two difficult meetings, felt optimistic.
In the meantime, protests continued across the land, and 
once a person or institution weighed in on the matter, the 
consequences of doing so ricocheted in unpredictable ways. 
Take, for example, the case of the College of the Ozarks, a 
small Christian school located in Point Lookout, Missouri. 
Back in September, the school said it would not play any op-
ponent that had player-protesters. “We’re living in a culture 
that doesn’t know right from wrong anymore,” opined the col-
lege’s president.290 Now, in late October, the school, which had 
hosted the NAIA Division II men’s basketball tournament for 
eighteen years, asked the NAIA, which would not compel stu-
dent-athletes to stand for the anthem, to take its tournament 
elsewhere, thereby depriving local businesses of the economic 
boost that came with hosting the event.291 The protests’ polit-
ical and pecuniary complexities likewise redounded against 
John Schnatter, the Trump-supporting CEO of Papa John’s, a 
pizza company that was among the NFL’s top business part-
ners. In early November, Schnatter blasted the league for its 
handling of the demonstrations, which he blamed for the 
company’s slumping sales.292 Papa John’s thus became the 
highest-profile company to pressure the league to resolve the 
issue. But days after Schnatter’s statement, the Daily Stormer, 
a white supremacist publication, declared Papa John’s the of-
ficial pizza of the “alt-right.” The company quickly denounced 
the endorsement, condemned “racism in all forms,” and, the 
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following month, sacked Schnatter as CEO.293 Thus did one 
man taking a knee lead to another being shown the door.
The players, too, were dealing with difficulties. Reid had 
grown frustrated that he and Kaepernick, who had spearhead-
ed the protests, had been supplanted by Boldin and Malcolm 
Jenkins as the Players Coalition’s point persons in conversa-
tions with league officials.294 This was no minor matter, for they 
embraced somewhat different goals and tactics than Reid. For 
example, Jenkins had gone on a ride along with the Philadel-
phia police.295 He and four others (Boldin, Detroit Lions’ safety 
Glover Quin, the aforementioned Andrew Hawkins and his 
white teammate, quarterback Josh McCown) also had traveled 
to Washington, D.C. to discuss police brutality with lawmakers 
(among them Republican House Speaker Paul Ryan).296 In an 
attempt to bridge the riff between the two factions, the Play-
ers Coalition reportedly agreed that any communication with 
the league would involve multiple players, but soon thereafter, 
Reid unsuccessfully attempted to arrange a meeting between 
Goodell, Kaepernick, and himself, an undertaking that “blind-
sided” other members of the group. The coalition, in short, 
was cracking.297
Amid the frayed nerves and seething resentments, the 
only person who seemed to delight in the situation was 
Trump, who continued to hammer away at the issue on Twit-
ter. Two episodes in November seemed custom-made for the 
president’s 280-character invective. In the first instance, when 
the Oakland Raiders played the New England Patriots in Mex-
ico City, running back Marshawn Lynch stood for Mexico’s 
national anthem but sat during the United States’, prompting 
Trump to tweet that the next time he did so the NFL ought to 
suspend him for the remainder of the season.298 A few days 
later, Trump, grousing that players continued to “disrespect” 
the flag, anthem, and country “without penalty,” retweeted an 
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item from his social media director Dan Scavino, Jr., whose 
post showcased an article about New York Giants’ defensive 
end Olivier Vernon kneeling before a game on Thanksgiving 
Day,299 a story that underscored the notion that protesters 
were not only unpatriotic but also ungrateful. This trope had 
become so common that one columnist, recalling how oppo-
nents of the civil rights movement had castigated that era’s 
activists for not “knowing their place,” concluded that “un-
grateful” was the new “uppity.”300 Even so, the president knew 
his base, claiming, with an expression reminiscent of McNair’s 
infamous “inmates” comment, that Goodell had “lost control” 
of the league and that the players “are the boss!”
Trump had not always said such things. But at the time, 
he was, by historical standards, a hugely unpopular president 
and the NFL protests were among the few issues on which 
he polled well.301 For him, bashing the league made political 
sense, even if it damaged what had been an exceedingly well-
liked $13 billion American business. 
Whither the Movement
As the president railed against the protests, NFL officials and 
player representatives edged closer to an agreement. By late 
November, a tentative deal had been struck. Soon thereafter, 
Troy Vincent, the former Eagles’ safety who now served as the 
NFL Executive Vice President of Football Operations, sent Jen-
kins a final draft of the proposal.302 On the table was an unprec-
edented seven-year, $89 million partnership to address causes 
considered important to African-American communities. 
Jenkins forwarded the materials to Reid and other play-
ers, asking if they would be willing to abide by the implicit as-
sumption that if the deal came to fruition, they would cease 
demonstrating. Reid just couldn’t sign on. He and three oth-
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er staunch protesters (Miami Dolphins’ wide receiver Kenny 
Stills and his teammate safety Michael Thomas, along with 
San Diego Chargers’ offensive lineman Russell Okung) soon 
left the Players Coalition.303 The rupture exasperated Goodell, 
who feared that the negotiations would be derailed. Jenkins 
encouraged the commissioner to keep faith.304 “Don’t hold us 
all accountable for a few we can’t control,” he pleaded with 
Goodell. “Give us a chance….Together we can make a differ-
ence.” Goodell concurred, and on the evening of November 29 
the two sides approved the proposal.305
After the split in the Players Coalition, accusations and 
counter-accusations were levelled about the nature of the 
negotiations (e.g., whether Kaepernick had been purposely 
excluded from the conversations; whether Jenkins’ commu-
nications with the league had been appropriate; whether the 
whole affair had been rushed to take pressure off Goodell as 
he entered his own fraught contract talks with the owners).306 
But even if leadership and transparency hadn’t been issues, 
the substance of the deal had given Reid and others pause. 
The agreement, they thought, had many shortcomings. 
Most importantly, it said nothing about Kaepernick’s status 
(Jenkins felt for Kaepernick but concluded that the out-of-
work quarterback had known that unemployment might be 
the penalty for protesting, and, in any case, the movement 
was bigger than one person.) In addition, reports indicated 
that the agreement called for the creation of a working group 
that would consist of five players, five owners, and two NFL 
staffers.307 If the latter two groups worked in tandem, as one 
might expect, the players would be outvoted five to seven on 
nearly all matters. Would, for example, the league minimize 
its financial commitment by simply reallocating funds it had 
earmarked for other projects, like aiding service members and 
promoting youth fitness, instead of ponying up new dollars? 
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As Harry Edwards commented, “[T]he devil isn’t in the details, 
it’s in the delivery….Unless you substantially control the deliv-
ery, you’ve been took, you’ve been had, you’ve been bamboo-
zled.”308   
There were also questions about the organizations that 
would receive funding. Twenty-five percent of the national 
donations would go to the United Negro College Fund,309 a 
venerable institution, to be sure, but not exactly a grassroots 
outfit, nor one that has much to do with police reform. An-
other twenty-five percent would go to Dream Corps, an entity 
that works to reduce the prison population, build an “inclusive 
green economy strong enough to lift people out of poverty,” 
and teach youth of diverse backgrounds to find success in the 
technology sector.310 The remaining fifty percent would go to 
the Players Coalition, but that group, because of its legal sta-
tus at the time, could not distribute the monies as it pleased, 
but rather would be overseen by the Hopewell Fund, a murky 
organization with no history of fighting racial injustice.311 One 
observer compared the agreement’s terms with Kaepernick’s 
work and concluded, “It’s the difference between philanthropy 
and activism.”312
For these reasons, skeptics suggested that this endeavor 
would be as underwhelming as the NFL’s comparable ventures. 
The league’s “No More” anti-domestic violence campaign had 
been derided as little more than an exercise in self-congratu-
latory corporate branding,313 and its Breast Cancer Awareness 
program allegedly wasn’t much better.314 The league had like-
wise trumpeted a $30 million “unrestricted” grant to the Na-
tional Institute of Health to study concussions but ended up 
withholding over half of the money on account of it potential-
ly going to a scientist who had criticized the NFL’s handling of 
brain trauma.315 Given the league’s track record, remarked one 
doubtful commentator, it was clear that “The NFL was always 
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going to try and co-opt this, it was only a question of exactly 
when, and how, and for what final amount.”316 
Conservatives also disparaged the agreement. Fox News, 
for example, ran an op-ed that insisted the NFL’s donations 
had nothing to do with “social causes” and “racial equality” 
(this argument was, ironically, similar to the critique offered 
by some progressives, who contended that the league’s contri-
butions neutered what had started as a bold movement against 
police violence).317 It wasn’t clear, however, why groups that 
combatted mass incarceration, enhanced black people’s ac-
cess to college, and trained young people of color for tech jobs 
weren’t really, in the conservatives’ minds, champions of “so-
cial causes” that advanced “racial equality.” Moreover, if these 
groups didn’t fit the bill, what other organizations would? It 
was also intriguing that conservative commentators didn’t de-
nounce one of the proposal’s most conspicuous features—that 
it did not require players to stand during the anthem. If “disre-
specting” the flag had been the real source of right-wing out-
rage over the demonstrations, one would have expected that 
conservatives would have lambasted this aspect of the agree-
ment. Ultimately, conservatives’ criticism boiled down to the 
idea that the NFL had buckled by promising to fund what they 
derided as “left-wing activist” organizations. If that was going 
to be the case, then the league ought to “stick to sports.”318
The final agreement did not end the protests. Although 
Jenkins, who had raised a fist during the anthem since Week 2 
of the 2016 season, no longer did so, most of the twenty-five 
to thirty players who had demonstrated before the agreement 
was reached continued making such gestures thereafter.319 Un-
surprisingly, among them were Okung, who dubbed the deal a 
“farce,”320 and Reid, who called it a “charade.”321 And what did 
Kaepernick have to say about the matter? Characteristically, 
nothing. He remained focused on his own objectives. 
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As Kaepernick labored on, he was aided and lauded by 
others. Kevin Durant, Stephen Curry, Serena Williams, Snoop 
Dogg, Meek Mill, Usher, and other celebrities matched Kaeper-
nick’s donations with contributions of their own.322 Sports Il-
lustrated gave him its Muhammad Ali Legacy Award;323 the 
American Civil Liberties Union of Southern California hon-
ored him,324 as did the Robert F. Kennedy Foundation;325 the 
New Yorker’s cover depicted him kneeling with fellow protester 
Michael Bennett and Martin Luther King, Jr.;326 and the NFL-
PA named him a finalist for the Byron “Whizzer” White Com-
munity MVP Award.327 Even Kaepernick’s fashion sense drew 
praise, particularly because he showcased black designers.328 
All the while, Kaepernick remained deflective. “It was never 
for or about me—it has & always will be for the people,” he 
tweeted.329 
Of course, Kaepernick and the other demonstrators still 
had many detractors. Among them was Trump, who recog-
nized the political value of continuing to wage this culture 
war, and consequently took a thinly veiled swipe at the NFL 
protesters in his State of the Union Address on January 30, 
2018.330 From the league’s perspective, the president’s jab was 
especially ill-timed, for it came right before the NFL held its 
premier event, the Super Bowl. Over the course of the season, 
NFL viewership, while declining in absolute terms, had actu-
ally increased relative to most other programs, as nearly all 
broadcast and cable networks lost ground to streaming ser-
vices like Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Hulu.331 And if there was 
one show that could draw an audience, it was the Super Bowl, 
an entertainment spectacle that transcended sports and had 
produced nineteen of the twenty most-watched television pro-
grams in U.S. history.332
The Super Bowl, like the playoff games that preceded it, 
was perceived through the prism of the protests. When the 
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regular season ended, five teams had at least one steadfast 
protester. Three of those squads, noted one commentator, had 
been among the twelve teams to make the playoffs in 2016 but 
had failed to do so in 2017, indicating that the demonstrations 
had caused divisions within teams that hurt their on-field per-
formances.333 The evidence for that argument was suspect, 
however. While an usually large number of squads that had 
made the 2016 playoffs didn’t repeat the feat the following 
year, the attrition rate was not unprecedented, and among the 
teams that didn’t make the cut were those that had no staunch 
demonstrators.334 If anything, claimed one observer, the oppo-
site was true: decent teams that could have made the playoffs 
if they had had a good quarterback opted to scuttle their sea-
son rather than sign Kaepernick, a decision that, if true, raised 
the question of whether franchises that received tax breaks 
and other public assistance had an obligation to field the best 
squad possible.335 Whatever effect the presence or absence of 
protesters had on a team’s fortunes, the two that made the 
Super Bowl—the Philadelphia Eagles and the New England 
Patriots—reflected in the popular imagination very different 
attitudes toward the demonstrations and the causes they sym-
bolized. 
Any generalization about an NFL franchise should be 
viewed warily, given that these large entities invariably include 
a diverse array of individuals. That said, although some play-
ers from the Patriots’ 2016 championship team had skipped 
the traditional White House visit (among them were indi-
viduals who did so explicitly on account of their opposition 
to Trump),336 the most important figures in the organization 
admired the president: team owner Robert Kraft was close to 
Trump and had donated $1 million to his inauguration com-
mittee; head coach Bill Belichick likewise regarded Trump as a 
friend and on the eve of the 2016 election had sent him a letter 
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that praised him as “the ultimate competitor” and an “amaz-
ing” leader and expressed his hope for a Trump victory;337 and 
star quarterback Tom Brady golfed with the president and had 
a “Make America Great Again” hat in his locker.338 Trump’s in-
vective against the NFL had strained, but not severed, his ties 
to these Patriot leaders.
By contrast, the Eagles featured several players who, while 
not necessarily taking a knee, had with words and deeds been 
ardent activists. Among them were Malcolm Jenkins, Torrey 
Smith, and Rodney McLeod. This group also included Chris 
Long, who had been the demonstrators’ earliest and arguably 
most stalwart white supporter, and who after the clash in his 
hometown of Charlottesville had donated his entire 2017 sal-
ary to organizations that promote educational equality.339 The 
team’s unofficial song was “Dreams and Nightmares” by Meek 
Mill,340 a black artist from Philadelphia whose troubles with 
the law exemplified in some protesters’ minds the criminal 
justice system’s problems. Indeed, those problems seemed 
even more manifest after the Super Bowl, when an Eagles’ 
victory prompted fans in Philadelphia, most of them white, 
to topple structures, tear down light poles, vandalize vehicles 
and storefronts, and engage in other disorderly acts with virtu-
al impunity. “You can riot if you’re white and your team wins,” 
reflected a Black Lives Matter official, “but if you’re black and 
being killed, you can’t speak out.”341
Some continued to speak out nonetheless. According to 
one report, there were over 1,110 instances of athlete-activism 
during the previous year.342 They included protests, of course, 
but also episodes in which athletes made financial contribu-
tions, issued public statements, participated in collective ac-
tion initiatives, joined community outreach projects, or wore 
special apparel. More than seventy percent of these endeav-
ors aimed to raise awareness, particularly about racism and 
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inequality, while the rest sought to increase underprivileged 
groups’ access to resources, encourage civic participation, em-
power individuals, and protect human rights. Critics pushed 
back—sometimes. Athletes who raised money for victims of 
natural disasters, or who touted mental healthcare, usually 
weren’t told to “stick to sports.” That refrain was typically re-
served for those who combatted racial prejudice or champi-
oned criminal justice reform (a cause that had taken on addi-
tional urgency with the Trump administration pursuing what 
the Brennan Center for Justice called a “draconian vision of law 
enforcement”).343 Defamed or acclaimed, some athletes came 
to regard advocacy as not merely “a hobby or pastime but as 
a career.” It was central to their identity, a part of their legacy. 
Among them was Colin Kaepernick. After fulfilling his 
pledge to donate $1 million, Kaepernick organized an encore 
campaign in which additional well-known individuals con-
tributed $10,000 or more to grassroots, social justice organi-
zations. “We can all enact change,” proclaimed Kaepernick, 
who remains unbent.344 
Thus black Americans continue to fight for freedom, ex-
tending a crusade that stretches back to the days of Francis 
Scott Key and beyond. The most recent chapter of this epic tale 
is comparable to the preceding ones. It features a yearning for 
equality and justice; athletes stepping into the historical spot-
light; debates over their tactics and the unleashing of count-
er-tactics; and a cacophony of opinions about the activists’ 
causes, dissent’s boundaries, and patriotism’s meaning. It is, 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This essay originally appeared on Switchfoot on October 13, 2017. 
http://switchfoot.com/the-national-anthem/  [https://perma.cc/
JJ4S-66X9]
The National Anthem of the United States of America is 
not a statement. It’s a question. And we, my friends, are the 
nation in question.
I was standing side stage with a mic in my hand getting 
ready to sing the national anthem at a NASCAR race. The top 
8 finalists for a popular TV singing contest just got up and 
crushed “God bless America.” And I’m supposed to just go 
ahead and sing the anthem. No accompaniment, just me. So 
I start in.
And then halfway through the anthem, my renegade mind 
starts to wander. Instead of focusing on the lyrics and pitch 
and making it through to “the home of the brave,” my brain 
starts to analyze the sentence structure. For the record, I’m 
not the guy to parse out sentence structure. Besides, even if 
our nation’s anthem is grammatically fascinating, syntax was 
probably the worst thing I could be thinking about right then. 
Distraction from the task at hand could lead to angry NASCAR 
fans, and angry NASCAR fans is never the goal.
“Oh Say, Can You 
See?”: The National 
Anthem
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So there I was—still singing this anthem. Still thinking 
about grammar. It was an out of body experience. I was in 
three places at once; my mouth and my lungs were singing; 
my brain was pondering the syntax; and something beyond 
my brain was yelling at my brain to pay attention.
Nonetheless, that was the moment that I realized what the 
National Anthem of the United States of America meant to 
me. And it all comes down to punctuation.
Our national anthem consists of two meandering ques-
tions with a wandering statement in between. The first ques-
tion is an incredibly long, run-on sentence that’s especially 
easy to get lost in. The first part goes like this:
“Oh say can you see 
by the dawn’s early light, 
what so proudly we hailed 
at the twilight’s last gleaming…”
This would be a good place to begin a new sentence but the 
question continues with more specifics about about the flag:
“…whose broad stripes and bright stars, 
through the perilous fight 
o’er the ramparts we watched 
were so gallantly streaming?”
Here we get a little more context of this perilous fight and 
some glowing adjectives describing the flag. The second sen-
tence talks a bit more about the battle that went on during the 
night:
“And the rockets red glare, 
the bombs bursting in air, 
gave proof through the night 
that the flag was still there.”
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This second sentence, annunciates that even through the 
dark night of battle the flag was still there, (lit up by the light 
of exploding rockets and bombs).
It’s worth noting that even though we’re almost to the end 
of the anthem there has been almost no mention of the nation 
over which the flag stands. There’s been a lot of specifics about 
the flag and the battle but nothing about liberty or justice. Or 
honor or patriotism. Just pride in hailing the flag in the twi-
light. The anthem concludes with yet another question:
“Oh say does that star-spangled banner yet wave, 
o’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?”
And now, in the final two lines of the song we hear our first 
few details about the people who hail the flag, who are pur-
portedly free and brave. And as I stood singing those words 
onstage in front of NASCAR enthusiasts, I realized something 
I had never thought about before. The most important, most 
overlooked aspect of the national anthem is this: It’s not a dec-
laration. It’s a question. “Does the banner yet wave over the 
land of the free and the home of the brave?”
Since we’re singing these words while staring at the flag, 
the question is not whether or not the flag is still there. The 
question is for us is this: are we the “land of the free and the 
home of the brave?” Who are we the people? What is the char-
acter of the nation underneath the flag? Do we empower and 
uphold the freedom and bravery of others, or does our flag 
wave over a different kind of land?
Lately, the posture of professional athletes during our na-
tional anthem has become a point of tension. You might see the 
actions of Colin Kaepernick and others as a strong non-violent 
protest—a beautiful way to draw the attention of the nation to 
parts of America that are less than beautiful. Or maybe, you 
are irate because you’ve concluded this gesture can only mean 
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that the anthem of the country you love is being disrespected. 
Maybe you feel that their posture goes too far. Even though the 
players have carefully explained (and will continue to explain), 
that they aren’t disrespecting the flag or the nation, perhaps 
their actions offend you.
For those of you who disagree with the players who are 
taking a knee, I ask for you to be brave and embrace the free-
dom that the anthem portrays. To silence all voices but your 
own is not strength, but weakness. It takes bravery to allow 
others to peacefully disagree with you. It takes courage to step 
outside of your comfort zone and begin to listen to another’s 
perspective. Remember, these players are not protesting the 
flag or the anthem—they are using this moment to protest in-
equality, police brutality, and racial injustice. If these shameful 
elements were less present in our society, there would be no 
need to protest.
If you are upset about folks kneeling during the anthem, 
consider this: perhaps the player protesting during the an-
them believes in a bigger America than you do. Maybe they 
believe that our freedom (particularly our freedom of speech), 
is larger than you believe it to be. Maybe they believe in an 
America whose justice fully embraces racial equality. Could it 
be that they are kneeling to bring attention to the parts of our 
land that is neither free nor brave? Hoping to see a land that 
lives up to our anthem, a land that is freer and braver than the 
America we live in?
Maybe bravery is doing the right thing in the face of dan-
ger. Even when you’re scared. Maybe a land is free only when 
the folks in charge abstain from imposing their restrictions 
on the folks who disagree with them. Ask yourself an honest 
question, if the players were kneeling to draw attention to fall-
en soldiers, do you think our society would have a problem 
with their posture? Are we offended by the manner in which 
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these players are protesting? Or is it the content of what they 
are protesting?
Yes, I’m proud of my country. I’m proud of my grandfathers, 
my friends, and neighbors who have fought for our freedom. 
Even though it’s hard to sing, I truly appreciate our national 
anthem. And yet, blind nationalism cannot help us forward. 
After all, America is a nation in process. Not unlike her an-
them, America is more of a question mark than a statement. 
Our nation is an ongoing experiment chasing after ideals like 
liberty, honor, and justice for all. A nation of immigrants de-
fined by a promise, rather than a nationality or a geography or 
a language.
Who gets to decide what America means? They do. You do. 
I do. We the people choose our path. “Does that star spangled 
banner yet wave, o’er the land of the free, and the home of the 
brave?” You tell me. After all, the National Anthem of the Unit-
ed States of America is not a statement. It’s a question. And, 
we are the nation in question.

Clay S. Jenkinson
This essay was originally published on The Jefferson Hour on Octo-
ber 31, 2017. https://jeffersonhour.com/blog/mild [https://perma.
cc/64DB-FAC2]
I know people who feel strongly that professional football 
players should stand during the national anthem. They feel 
that the anthem is a symbol of American unity, a tribute to 
our service men and women, and that it is that not patriotic to 
sit or kneel or hold up a fist during the Star-Spangled Banner. 
I respect people who feel this way, but I respectfully disagree 
with them. Here’s why.
If you have been listening to the Jefferson Hour for any 
length of time, you know that Jefferson was a revolutionary 
in the full sense of the term, not just a “revolutionary” in the 
milder Continental Congress sense. In his carefully crafted 
letters, he told Abigail Adams and James Madison that he 
liked a little rebellion now and then.
In a letter to William Smith, written in Paris on Novem-
ber 13, 1787, Jefferson wrote, “God forbid we should ever be 20 
years without a rebellion.” He said, “What country can pre-
serve its liberties if their rulers are not warned from time to 
time that their people preserve the spirit of resistance? Let 
them take arms. The remedy is to set them right as to facts, 
Mild Protest
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pardon & pacify them. What signify a few lives lost in a cen-
tury or two? The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to 
time with the blood of patriots & tyrants.”
The NFL players in question are not shooting the referees 
for reaching for their penalty flags. They are not tearing down 
the goalposts at halftime. They are not beating up random 
fans in the stands. They are not blowing up the football on 
the 45-yard line. They are not smashing people’s iPhones, or 
throwing flagons of beer on coaches and owners. They are not 
boycotting the games or walking off the field with ten seconds 
left in the fourth quarter to show their discontentment with 
America. They are not taping over the mouth of the celebri-
ty or active military officer who sings the national anthem. 
They are not ripping through the giant American flag that is 
stretched across the field or throwing bleach or blood on it.
They are quietly kneeling, without shouting slogans or ob-
scenities. This does not sound very incendiary or very radical. 
Jefferson defended the French Revolution, including the Reign 
of Terror, as a necessary bloodletting to restore the equilibri-
um and justice to life in France. I doubt that he would find the 
NFL protest outrageous. Nor did he ever express any sacred 
reverence for songs, flags, salutes, anthems, medals, or the 
rest of the flummery of artificial patriotism. To be patriotic is 
to love this country. To love this country is to want it to live up 
to its ideals. To want it to live up to its ideals is to be willing 
to criticize it when it fails to do so. If you think it never fails 
to do so, you have not paid the slightest attention to the wild 
ride of American history. If you think we never fail to live up to 
the promise of America you are not black, Hispanic, poor, or 
Native American, and you have not bothered to project your 
imagination beyond your own comfort zone.
When I watch the video of the athletes kneeling in silence, I 
see purpose, dignity, anguish, and conviction. What I don’t see 
is people brandishing semi-automatic weapons, people wear-
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ing camouflage fatigues, people wielding openly hateful, of-
ten racist signs denouncing the president of the United States, 
people calling for Second Amendment solutions to America’s 
ills. No, that was what one saw at a Tea Party rally during the 
Obama years, and it was always defended as a venerable Amer-
ican tradition drawn from the playbook of the Minutemen and 
the Boston Tea Party.
We need to take a deep breath. We need to have a serious 
and careful national conversation about the legacy of slavery 
and racism. We need to read and investigate. We need to take 
this protest seriously.
The NFL’s athletes have gotten our attention. All of Ameri-
ca is now talking about the protests. That includes people who 
would rather talk about anything else. In their quiet, non-vio-
lent and dignified way, the athletes have forced all of us to talk 
about what kinds of protests are legitimate in a sprawling con-
tinental democracy, whether corporation owners have a right 
to censor the free expression of their employees, whether pol-
iticians can legitimately try to coerce corporation owners to 
censor their employees.
But we are also talking about the real issue—police brutal-
ity, race profiling, whether the seemingly routine shooting of 
black suspects is justified, whether there is structural and in-
stitutional racism at the center of American life, or to put it by 
way of the slogan, whether black lives matter in American life 
as much as white lives matter. I wish we were talking about 
this issue more and the sanctity of the national anthem less, 
but that may still come.
Protest is a central virtue in the American experiment. Its 
roots are in the Boston Tea Party on December 16, 1773, in Dan-
iel Shays’ rebellion of 1786, the event that triggered the Consti-
tutional Convention of 1787; or the dozens of slave rebellions 
that were a prelude to John Brown’s terrorist raid on the U.S. 
arsenal at Harper’s Ferry on October 16, 1859.
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Think of the silent protest of the Underground Railroad 
in which an estimated 100,000 black slaves were shepherded 
out of the plantation south to free northern states or to Canada 
in response to the inhuman violation of human right that was 
slavery.
Think of the labor movement of the post-Civil War era, or 
the protests of women demanding that they be given the vote 
in the United States and then equal access to employment, and 
then control of their reproductive destiny.
Think of Rosa Parks silently refusing to move to the back 
of the bus—do you remember the outrage expressed then by 
white people who felt that this was not the time or place to 
raise the issue of equal access to taxpayer supported public 
transport? Think of the African Americans who sat in white 
only lunch counters, or those who marched peacefully along 
the roads of Alabama—subjected to water hoses and attack 
dogs for the crime of marching nonviolently in silence.
Think of the vast national protest against the Vietnam war, 
the worldwide anti-nuclear movement of the 1970s and 80s.
In each of those watersheds—some of them among the 
greatest moments in American history—the reactionaries 
have said not now, not here, not about this, not patriotic, not 
legitimate, not American.
Thomas Jefferson understood this better than all the rest of 
us combined, and he understood it back at the very beginning 
of our national experiment. He understood that petitions and 
letters to the editor do not redress the fundamental wrongs of 
a civilization. He understood that protest only works if you are 
able to get the attention of the community, and to do so you 
had to be willing to violate the norms of civil complacency. “I 
like a little rebellion now and then,” said Jefferson.
The athletes who are kneeling at NFL games are not at-
tempting to tear down American civilization. They are not 
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moving us toward anarchy and social collapse. (The person 
who is flirting with that agenda now occupies the desk in the 
Oval Office of the White House). No, they are quietly asking 
the rest of us to attend to a central problem of American life—
that to be born black in America means that your life is going 
to be more vulnerable, more marginal, more impoverished, 
and more dangerous, that if you are born black you are born 
into second class citizen status and the great institutions of 
the country, including the police and the judicial system, ap-
pear to line up against you more often than not.
This is a question that all people who prize equality should 






Before there was Colin Kaepernick, there were Lillian and 
Billy Gobitas.
Bitter public controversies over an individual’s right to 
refrain from participating in compulsory patriotic rituals are 
nothing new in American history. In fact, one of the greatest 
(if sometimes overlooked) episodes of intolerance in our his-
tory was sparked when members of a small religious group 
stubbornly refused to honor the flag in the traditional man-
ner. As would be the case with the former San Francisco 49ers’ 
quarterback, Jehovah’s Witnesses like the Gobitas children 
paid a heavy price for holding fast to their beliefs at a time 
when failing to take part in patriotic rituals was seen by many 
as being nothing less than treasonous.
Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that saluting a secular em-
blem like the American flag amounts to idolatry, a practice 
forbidden by the Christian scriptures. At the urging of their 
leader, members of the faith began refusing to participate in 
Pledge of Allegiance exercises in the 1930s. At about the same 
Bearing Witness for 
Civil Liberties
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time, and for the same reason, they also started abstaining 
from the “Hitler salute” in Nazi Germany.
The results were, as one might expect, catastrophic. In 
Germany, Witnesses (who were called Bible Students there) 
were among the first groups targeted for extirpation by the 
Nazis.  Conditions in the United States were better but still 
grim. Witnesses were expelled from public schools, fired from 
their jobs, denied relief benefits, and mobbed on the streets. 
In one fairly typical incident, a group of Witness proselytizers 
in West Virginia was rounded up, tied together, and forced to 
drink large doses of castor oil—a form of torture that had been 
popularized in fascist Italy under Mussolini. Specifically refer-
encing widespread physical assaults on members of the faith, 
the American Civil Liberties Union stated, “Nothing parallel 
to this extensive mob violence has taken place in the United 
States since the days of the Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s. No re-
ligious organization has suffered such persecution since the 
days of the Mormons.”
Matters came to a head in 1940 when the legal battle over 
the expulsion of the Gobitas children reached the U.S. Su-
preme Court. (The case was known as Minersville School Dis-
trict v. Gobitis because the family’s name was misspelled in 
court records.) The timing of their case—in which they argued 
that their right to the free exercise of religion had been abro-
gated by a school measure mandating the flag salute—could 
not have been worse. With World War II raging in Europe, 
panic over spies and saboteurs gripped the United States; tales 
of alleged “Fifth Column” activities appeared in the news al-
most daily. In an opinion written by Justice Felix Frankfurter, 
the Supreme Court ruled against the Jehovah’s Witness school 
children. 
No Supreme Court opinion in American history has had a 
more direct and violent impact. Throughout the summer and 
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fall of 1940, mobs routinely attacked Witnesses who attempt-
ed to distribute religious literature in public spaces. They were 
persecuted because their refusal to salute the flag made them 
appear unpatriotic. According to the ACLU, by September of 
1940 more than one thousand members of the faith were in-
jured in 236 separate incidents. Attacks and other forms of op-
pression continued for several years, prompting a prolonged 
investigation from the U.S. Department of Justice.
The Supreme Court’s misguided ruling in the flag salute 
case was widely misunderstood as giving legitimacy to doubts 
about the loyalty of the Jehovah’s Witnesses. When asked by 
a reporter why some Witnesses were being rounded up in his 
town, one police officer said, “They’re traitors—the Supreme 
Court says so.”
One useful lesson to be drawn from the persecution of 
the Jehovah’s Witnesses is that it abated over time and for a 
variety of interrelated reasons. Wartime paranoia eased; the 
Witnesses themselves became somewhat less obstreperous in 
practicing and promoting their faith; and the Supreme Court 
changed its mind about the constitutionality of compulsory 
patriotic exercises. A second flag salute case reached the high 
court in 1943, and this time the justices ruled in favor of the 
Jehovah’s Witnesses. “If there is any fixed star in our consti-
tutional constellation,” Justice Robert Jackson wrote for the 
court, “it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what 
shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other 
matters of opinion, or force citizens to confess by word or act 
their faith therein.”
Incredibly, the Jehovah’s Witnesses (who were involved 
in numerous Supreme Court cases during the World War II 
era) became unsung civil liberties heroes. Their legal efforts 
were seen as precursors to the “rights revolution” that flow-
ered during the tenure of Chief Justice Earl Warren during the 
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1950s and 1960s. All Americans, not simply members of the 
faith, benefited from their persistent advocacy for judicial pro-
tections for our most basic democratic freedoms. 
Of course, there is no telling how the current national an-
them protests will play out, in either the short or long terms. 
One might gain hope by looking at the lessons of the past and 
hope that tolerance prevails. Perhaps Colin Kaepernick even-
tually will be widely regarded as a champion of free expres-
sion, a real patriot (and not one of the NFL variety). However, 
the very fact that this type of controversy has cropped up yet 
again, and in its characteristically virulent form, seems to sug-
gest that the path toward tolerance will be a long and rocky 
one. 
Emma Long




When San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaeper-
nick chose to remain seated during a pre-game national an-
them in protest against racial injustice and police brutality 
last year, his action caused widespread controversy.1 Now 
Donald Trump has reignited that controversy by suggesting at 
a rally that National Football League (NFL) players who take 
similar action should be kicked off their teams:
Wouldn’t you love to see one of these NFL owners, when 
somebody disrespects our flag, to say ‘get that son of a 
b*tch off the field right now, he’s fired? He’s fired!’2
The fallout was immediate. Stephen Curry, player for the Gold-
en State Warriors, responded that he did not want to attend 
an event at the White House honouring the team’s success.3 
Trump fired back by publicly withdrawing the invitation.4 In 
response,  teams, players, and managers across the country 
(and at the London-based NFL games) followed Kaepernick’s 
Trump’s National 
Anthem Outrage 




example and kneeled, or stood, with arms locked in protest as 
the anthem was played before their games.5
And so the debate rages on. But if anyone defending the 
players’ right to kneel (or #TakeAKnee) needs some backup for 
their arguments,6 there’s an obvious place for them to look: 
the judgements of the U.S. Supreme Court, which has heard 
a number of major cases involving the Pledge of Allegiance 
and the treatment of the American flag, all touching on the 
obligations of patriotism and the right to refuse to participate 
in national rituals. And more than that, the court is general-
ly supported by the people it serves—even when they disagree 
with its decisions.7
So as the Trump-NFL national anthem controversy contin-
ues, let’s look at some of what the court has said on this subject 
over the decades.
Compulsory unity
In January 1942, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor and 
America’s entry into World War II, West Virginia’s State Board 
of Education adopted a resolution requiring the state’s chil-
dren to salute the flag as part of their daily school activities. 
Much as did Trump in his recent tweets about players’ refusal 
to stand for the national anthem at sporting events,8 the board 
argued that the salute would “honour the nation represented 
by the flag” and that refusal to participate would be “regarded 
as an act of insubordination”.
The board’s actions were inspired by a ruling two years 
earlier. In  Minersville School District v. Gobitis  (1940),9 it 
was found that a compulsory flag salute and recitation of the 
Pledge of Allegiance did not violate the constitutional rights 
of Jehovah’s Witness children, who objected to the actions on 
the grounds that it violated their faith’s requirements not to 
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worship graven images. The fallout from that decision includ-
ed laws and resolutions similar to West Virginia’s, increased 
reports of physical assaults on Witness children, and threats to 
send non-conforming children to reformatories.10
But the backlash wasn’t long in coming, and in 1943, the 
court reversed its decision in West Virginia State Board of Edu-
cation v. Barnette, holding that such compulsory activities did 
violate the U.S. Constitution.11
The court recognized that the flag symbolised adherence 
to the government and that national unity was an important 
value: “National unity as an end which officials may foster by 
persuasion and example is not in question.” It also noted that 
the case involved an emotional issue and was difficult “not be-
cause the principles of its decision are obscure, but because 
the flag involved is our own.” But the court also argued that “to 
sustain the compulsory flag salute we are required to say that 
a Bill of Rights which guards the individual’s right to speak his 
own mind, left it open to public authorities to compel him to 
utter what is not in his mind.”
Recognising that the Board of Education had acted in good 
faith, the court nevertheless issued a stark, eloquent warning:
Struggles to coerce uniformity of sentiment in support of 
some end thought essential to their time and country have 
been waged by many good as well as by evil men … Those 
who begin coercive elimination of dissent soon find them-
selves exterminating dissenters. Compulsory unification 
of opinion achieves only the unanimity of the graveyard.
The justices also had a message for those who saw the chil-
dren’s refusal as a threat to American patriotism and unity: 
“To believe that patriotism will not flourish if patriotic cere-
monies are voluntary and spontaneous instead of a compulso-
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ry routine is to make an unflattering estimate of the appeal of 
our institutions to free minds.”
Individuals might disagree with the actions taken, the 
court argued, but that does not mean such actions threaten 
the nation’s future, strength, or unity. In fact, the freedom to 
disagree is at its strongest when such disagreement touches 
on the most controversial issues.
Protecting contempt
Those most upset about players who choose not to stand 
for the national anthem might also do well to revisit a 1990 
case, Texas v. Johnson, in which the court struck down a Texas 
law banning the burning of the American flag.12
In concurrence with the decision, Justice Anthony Kenne-
dy expressed his difficulty with the case:
The hard fact is that sometimes we must make decisions 
we do not like. We make them because they are right, right 
in the sense that the law and the Constitution, as we see 
them, compel the result. And so great is our commitment 
to the process that, except in the rare case, we do not pause 
to express distaste for the result, perhaps for fear of under-
mining a valued principle that dictates the decision. This 
is one of those rare cases.13
“I agree,” Kennedy continued, “that the flag holds a lone-
ly place of honor in an age when absolutes are distrusted and 
simple truths are burdened by unneeded apologetics.” But, he 
argued, “it is poignant but fundamental that the flag protects 
those who hold it in contempt.”
Kennedy’s words have a particular message for those who 
see the players’ actions as an affront: sometimes those same 
American values demand you accept actions of which you 
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don’t approve.14 You don’t have to like the decision to kneel 
during the national anthem, but you do have to accept that 
people have the right to do so without fear of retaliation.
The court has time and again recognized that the Amer-
ican people think differently about issues, and that they can 
express those differences so long as others are not prevented 
from exercising their own right to reply. Those caught up in 







































The national anthem protests taking place in professional 
sports were inevitably going to trickle down to collegiate and 
high school athletics. Unlike professional athletes who are 
paid employees, collegiate and high school athletes are held 
to a separate standard of care. Furthermore, because high 
school athletics do not generate the large amount of institu-
tional revenue like collegiate athletes, there is further scrutiny 
of the actions of high school athletes. Whereas professional 
and collegiate athletes’ actions are judged against their ability 
to raise revenue, high school athletes’ actions occur within a 
well-established legal precedent.
Participation in high school athletics is not a constitution-
ally protected right. Rather, it is a privilege afforded to high 
school students who meet a certain set of criteria.  With the 
explosion of  social media  alongside the unfortunately  high 
stakes nature of youth sports today, it has become even more 
important to remind families and athletes that participation 
in athletics is a privilege. Unlike students in the classroom 
who are constitutionally protected (unless there is a substan-




tial disruption to the educational process), athletes can be held 
to a stricter standard.
You will find no mention of education in the U.S. Constitu-
tion; however, the Tenth and Fourteenth Amendments com-
bine to determine, in part, that a person’s right to life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness (which includes the right to be 
educated) are based in state law. North Dakota establishes the 
right to a free, public education in Article VIII of its constitu-
tion. Nowhere in either the United States or the North Dako-
ta Constitutions will you find reference to any athletics pro-
gramming, meaning an individual is not guaranteed the right 
to participate in extra-curricular activities  beyond the equal 
protection parameters set by the Fourteenth Amendment and 
several federal laws such as Title VI (race equity) and Title IX 
(gender equity).
Generally, there are four constitutional amendments—
First, Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth—that are challenged in re-
lation to extra-curricular activities, and case law for all of them 
has reinforced athletics as a privilege.  Although the Fourth 
Amendment has little to do with establishing guidelines for 
such actions as national anthem protests, the other three are 
integral in providing schools with guidance for regulating stu-
dents’ actions. As will be noted below, school districts do still 
have a standard of care to allow for those aspects of due pro-
cess and equal protection that are guaranteed to students.
Combining the First and Fifth Amendments, several cas-
es have challenged courts attempting to show that athletic 
program regulations violate an individual’s property rights 
and/or have not allowed sufficient due process to the athlete: 
 
The 1987 case Brands v. Sheldon Community School established 
that when a school district applies consistent consequenc-
es that are neither arbitrary nor capricious, those conse-
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quences do not deprive a student of property rights regard-
less of his or her athletic ability. 
Using the Brands case as a guideline, Thompson v. Fayette Coun-
ty Public Schools denied a student’s appeal to reverse a sus-
pension for academic ineligibility.
Letendre v. Missouri HSAA ruled against a student attempting 
to swim for a club team during the high school season by 
noting that due process in executing the suspension and 
equal protection for students on athletic teams do not ap-
ply because the student was not deprived of life, liberty, or 
property.
James v. Tallassee High School found that schools and coach-
es can publish their own set of standards and guidelines 
without violating constitutional rights because participa-
tion in teams is a voluntary activity. Like the Brands case, 
this case also found that a student’s ability to earn a college 
scholarship has no bearing on the court’s decision.
Mancuso v. Massachusetts IAA established that athletic teams 
are separate from a school’s required physical education 
curriculum and are therefore allowed to set additional 
rules and regulations.
Tenets of the Fourteenth Amendment requiring due pro-
cess and equal protection for citizens’ life, liberty, and the pur-
suit of happiness run through many of the above cases. School 
districts and participants need to remember that (1) the loss 
of voluntary participation does not constitute a loss of Four-
teenth Amendment rights, but (2) schools need to treat all par-
ticipants equally within their extra-curricular rules. Further-
more, as is good practice for all school regulations, schools are 
best-served by publishing a handbook and requiring written 
verification from athletes and parents that it has been re-
ceived.
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Although many of these cases are more recent, courts have 
been attempting to make sense of schools’ role in student lib-
erties for a long time. The decision summary in the 1975 Goss v. 
Lopez case foreshadowed the necessity of courts limiting their 
decision-making powers for every small infraction in schools. 
As we see more and more cases related to high school athlet-
ics being brought to court, we are realizing how visionary that 
summary was.  Establishing high school athletics as a privi-
lege, not a right, has allowed multiple courts to dismiss cases 
quickly rather than miring themselves in the inner workings 
of high school administration. As such, we can reasonably ex-
pect court cases based on high school athlete protests to simi-
larly be dismissed.
Can a school punish an athlete for an action of protest 
while representing the school? The simple answer is, yes, such 
punishment is protected by legal precedent. The longer answer 
is that schools would be best-served by publishing a student- 
athlete Code of Conduct and then holding all students equally 
accountable to that Code. Further, schools need to remember 
that the purpose of high school athletics is to use competition 
in sports as a catalyst for teaching usable life lessons. While 
schools appear to be within their legal rights to punitively re-
act to a national anthem protest, the better route may be to use 
such an incident as a teachable moment regarding civic duty 
and peaceful protest.
Shontavia Johnson




When NFL player  Colin Kaepernick  refuses to stand for 
the national anthem,1 or the cast of the Broadway musical 
“Hamilton” confronts the vice president-elect, or the Dixie 
Chicks speak out against war,2 talk quickly turns to freedom 
of speech. Most Americans assume they have a constitutional 
guarantee to express themselves as they wish, on whatever 
topics they wish. But how protected by the First Amendment 
are public figures when they engage in political protest?
Recently, celebrities have become increasingly vocal re-
garding the collective Movement for Black Lives, for instance.
Coming out publicly, whether for or against some disput-
ed position, can have real consequences for the movement 
and the celebrity. However helpful a high-profile endorse-
ment may be at shifting the public conversation, taking these 
public positions—particularly unpopular ones—may not be 
as protected as we assume. As a professor who studies the in-
tersection of law and culture, I believe Americans may need 
to revisit their understanding of U.S. history and the First 
Amendment.
Celebrity Voices are 
Powerful, 
But Does the First 
Amendment Let 
Them Say Anything 
They Want?
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Harnessing the power of celebrity
Far from being just product endorsers, celebrities can and do 
use their voices  to influence policy and politics.3 For exam-
ple, some researchers believe Oprah Winfrey’s early endorse-
ment of Barack Obama helped him obtain the votes he needed 
to become the 2008 Democratic nominee for president.4
This phenomenon, however, is not new.
Since the birth of the nation, celebrities have used their 
voices—and had their voices used—to advance important 
causes. In 1780, George Washington enlisted the help of Mar-
quis de Lafayette, a French aristocrat dubbed by some “Ameri-
ca’s first celebrity,” to ask French officials for more support for 
the Continental Army.5 Lafayette was so popular that when he 
traveled to America some years later, the press  reported on 
each day and detail of his yearlong visit.6
Social movements also have harnessed the power of ce-
lebrity influence throughout American history. In the early 
1900s, after the National Woman Suffrage Association was 
founded to pursue the right of women to vote, the group used 
celebrities to raise awareness of the cause.7 Popular actresses 
like Mary Shaw, Lillian Russell and Fola La Follette, for exam-
ple, brought attention to the movement, combining their work 
with political activism to push the women’s suffrage message.8
Celeb actions can move the needle
The civil rights movement of the 1960s benefited from celebri-
ties’ actions. For instance, after Sammy Davis Jr., a black come-
dian, refused to perform in segregated venues, many clubs in 
Las Vegas and Miami became integrated. Others—including 
Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee, Dick Gregory, Harry Belafonte, Jack-
ie Robinson and Muhammad Ali—were  instrumental in the 
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success of the movement and passage of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964.9 These actors planned and attended rallies, performed in 
and organized fundraising efforts and worked to open oppor-
tunities for other black people in the entertainment industry.
By the 1980s, you could watch Charlton Heston and Paul 
Newman debate national defense policy and a potential nucle-
ar weapons freeze on television.10 Meryl Streep  spoke before 
Congress against the use of pesticides in foods.11 Ed Asner and 
Charlton Heston  publicly feuded about their differing opin-
ions of the Reagan administration’s support of right-wing Nic-
araguan militant groups.12
Whatever you think of how well thought out their opin-
ions are (or aren’t), celebrities have the ability to draw atten-
tion to social issues in a way others do not. Their large plat-
forms through film, music, sports and other media provide 
significant amplification for the initiatives they support.
There is, in particular, a measurable connection be-
tween celebrity opinions and young people.13 Most marketing 
research shows that celebrity endorsements can improve the 
likelihood  that young consumers will choose the endorsed 
product.14
Antagonism toward celebrity activism
Celebrities have been important partners, strategists, fund-
raisers and spokespeople for social movements and politicians 
since the earliest days of modern America. Recently, howev-
er, celebrities speaking out about policy and politics have re-
ceived some harsh responses.
Kaepernick, in particular, has received  scathing criti-
cism.15 Fans of his team  have burned his jersey in effigy.16 
Mike Evans, another NFL player, drew so much criticism for 
sitting in protest of Donald Trump’s election to the presidency 
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that he was forced to apologize and say he would never do it 
again.17 #BoycottHamilton trended on Twitter after the cast of 
the Broadway show Hamilton addressed Mike Pence.18
Tonight, VP-Elect Mike Pence attended #HamiltonBway. 
After the show, @BrandonVDixon delivered the following 
statement on behalf of the show.19
President-elect Donald Trump jumped into the fray, tweeting 
that he does not support the public expression of sentiments 
like those of the “Hamilton” cast.
Our wonderful future V.P. Mike Pence was harassed last 
night at the theater by the cast of Hamilton, cameras blaz-
ing.This should not happen!20
The Theater must always be a safe and special place.The 
cast of Hamilton was very rude last night to a very good 
man, Mike Pence. Apologize!21
Unprotected speech
All of this raises significant questions about speech, protests 
and the law. Often celebrities, commentators and pundits talk 
about being able to say whatever they want thanks to their 
right to freedom of speech. But this idea is based on common 
misconceptions about what the U.S. Constitution actually 
says.
What is allowed under the law starts with the text of 
the First Amendment, which provides that:
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridg-
ing the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Gov-
ernment for a redress of grievances.22
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The language essentially allows for freedom of expression 
without government interference. The right to free speech in-
cludes protests and distasteful speech that one might find of-
fensive or racist.
But, the First Amendment as written applies only to ac-
tions by Congress, and by extension the federal government. 
Over time, it’s  also come to apply to  state and local govern-
ments.23 It’s basically a restriction on how the government can 
limit citizens’ speech.24
The First Amendment does not, however, apply to non-
government entities. So private companies—professional 
sports organizations or theater companies, for instance—can 
actually restrict speech  without violating the First Amend-
ment, because in most cases, it doesn’t apply to them (unless 
the restriction is illegal for other reasons).25 This is why the 
NFL could ban DeAngelo Williams from wearing pink during 
a game in honor of his mother, who had died from breast can-
cer, and fine him thousands of dollars when he later defied the 
rules and did it anyway.26
How does all of this affect celebrities? In a nutshell, if a ce-
lebrity is an employee of, or has some kind of contract with, a 
nongovernment entity, his speech actually can be restricted in 
many ways. Remember, it’s not against the law for a nongov-
ernment employer to limit what employees can say in many 
cases. While there are other more limited protections  based 
on state and federal law  that protect employee speech, they 
are incomplete and probably wouldn’t apply to most celebri-
ty speech.27 Any questions about what a public figure can or 
cannot express, therefore, will start with the language of any 
contracts she has signed – not the First Amendment.
For better or worse, celebrities can make significant im-
pacts on policy, politics and culture, and have been doing so 
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for centuries. But speaking out can put them at risk. Celebri-
ties can be fined by their employers, like DeAngelo Williams, 
have their careers derailed, like the Dixie Chicks,28 or receive 
death threats, like Colin Kaepernick.29 Even so, their involve-
















































































Citizens United, the Supreme Court ruling that some fear  is 
destroying American democracy, may also be showing us how 
to heal it.1
The most recent example of this is the reaction to Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s comments suggesting that sports own-
ers should fire players who kneel during the national anthem.2 
As the president does so often, he placed business leaders in 
the difficult position of deciding whether to speak out at the 
risk of alienating customers and courting further controversy.
In this case, many league officials and owners chose to do 
just that,  labeling  Trump’s words “divisive”3 and  defending 
their players’ right  to “express themselves freely on matters 
important to them.”4  Some owners “took a knee” alongside 
their players.5
While corporate speech is often assumed to favor only con-
servative causes, my research on attorney advertising reveals 
the extent to which free speech rights for companies also ad-
vances causes important to liberals.6
The Surprising 
Connection Between 




I would argue that Citizens United—a Supreme Court 
opinion that has produced bitterly partisan reactions—ironi-
cally offers a pluralistic vision of corporate speech as well as 
a full-throated defense of the kind of political speech we are 
now witnessing from business leaders.7
Speaking out in the age of Trump
Whether to speak out when Trump takes a position that is at 
odds with the rights of their employees or their own or com-
pany’s values has become a fundamental dilemma for many 
business leaders in the Trump era.
Many have on Charlottesville,8 climate change,9 transgen-
der service in the military,10 and Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrivals.11 Others have stayed silent,12 seeming to support the 
notion that inserting themselves into political controversies 
would be to step out of bounds.
In this view, business should be separate from politics, 
and corporations should leave political discourse to private 
citizens. But for better or worse, our system protects business 
leaders speaking up. And the Supreme Court’s ruling in Citi-
zens United describes why it’s so important.
Citizens United, the left’s bete noir
In 2010,  Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission  over-
turned a law that limited corporate finance of certain political 
ads on First Amendment grounds.13 The reaction from liberals 
and those who favor limits on campaign finance was fierce.14
President Barack Obama famously  criticized  the opinion 
during a State of the Union address, with the justices who is-
sued the ruling sitting a few feet away:
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“I don’t think American elections should be bankrolled by 
America’s most powerful interests, or worse, by foreign en-
tities. They should be decided by the American people.”15
According to a Time magazine survey of law professors, the 
opinion ranks among the worst since 1960.16
And yet, like any political lightning rod, Citizens United is 
both less and more than it seems.
Constitutional scholar Justin Levitt characterized  the 
opinion as an incremental change from previous law,17 which 
offered corporations no shortage of options for political in-
fluence. Another study found that companies spent more on 
politics after Citizens United but it ultimately hurt sharehold-
ers —it was essentially a form of corporate waste.18 Spending 
additional corporate dollars on campaigns awash in advertis-
ing may not produce much of a return on investment.19
Beyond its legal impact, Citizens United offered a vision of 
democracy that embraces the unique and important role that 
business leaders play in political discourse. In other words, 
exactly what we’ve seen when business leaders stand up to 
Trump.
Business leaders bridging divides
Citizens United stands in part for the idea that the First 
Amendment provides strong protection for political speech, 
even if it originates from a company.  Corporations may not 
be people,20 but, to paraphrase the movie Soylent Green, they 
are made of people.21
In this view, corporations are groups of people on par with 
labor unions or nonprofits, and their joint viewpoints are de-
serving of protection.
At a time of deep partisan division, business leaders may 
be the rare voice deemed credible across the political spec-
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trum. Small businesses are among the few remaining institu-
tions that inspire a high level of confidence from both Repub-
licans and Democrats.22 Tech companies also still enjoy high 
levels of trust.23 Importantly, among those who are losing con-
fidence in the “system,” business is seen as  the most trusted 
institution.24
To this, one might respond, why ruin a good thing? Per-
haps business leaders should lie low and preserve their rep-
utation. But it is a mistake to assume that any statements in 
opposition to Trump are themselves divisive.
In this regard, even diluted corporate rhetoric offers the 
comparative benefit of articulating a few things that Ameri-
cans have in common. After Charlottesville, the CEO of Camp-
bell Soup—a symbol of mainstream values if there ever was 
one—issued a statement  that “racism and murder are un-
equivocally reprehensible.”25 It may not be revolutionary, but 
at least it’s a point upon which virtually every American can 
agree.
Citizens United also argued that corporations have a unique 
viewpoint in the marketplace of ideas.26 In this conception of 
speech, corporate voices are worth protecting because voters 
find them valuable or important. As the Supreme Court  ex-
plained:
“On certain topics corporations may possess valuable ex-
pertise, leaving them the best equipped to point out errors 
or fallacies in speech of all sorts, including the speech of 
candidates and elected officials.”27
In this vein, corporations represent a credible source of in-
formation and context on policy matters.
The Trump administration’s decision to terminate DACA is 
often invoked as a moral issue. However, in a lawsuit against 
the administration, tech leaders explained that it was also a 
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business issue, describing how its termination will affect their 
ability to  recruit and retain top talent.28 Likewise, when NFL 
owners and coaches defend their players, it’s an opportunity 
to provide context for how the kneeling controversy relates to 
racial justice.
For business leaders, it’s personal
To be sure, Citizens United has had some of the negative impact 
liberals feared. In particular, one study estimated that corpo-
rate spending following Citizens United measurably improved 
Republican prospects in state legislatures.29
When corporations have the option to engage in unlimited 
spending, it gives them a louder voice than others in the elec-
toral process.30
Nevertheless, the kind of statements we’ve heard from 
NFL and NBA team owners offers a counterpoint to the kind 
of corporate speech most feared by commentators following 
Citizens United—that of faceless corporations pouring money 
into elections in service of their “greedy ends.” Instead, these 
statements have an intensely personal character. They show 
leaders sharing their own personal experiences and how those 
experiences are reflected in the organizations they run.
When NFL team owner Shahid Khan linked arms with his 
players during the national anthem before a game, it sent a 
symbolic message to his players—and to everyone watching – 
about his vision of an inclusive America that honors diversity 
“in many forms—race, faith, our views and our goals.”31
It may not be the kind of corporate speech that we imag-






















































































With NFL training camps well underway, teams looking to 
sign a quarterback have passed over Colin Kaepernick time 
and time again. It appears he may be serving his ultimate pun-
ishment following a year of protest and activism. Amid those 
who defend NFL decision-makers as simply making choices 
for “football reasons,” there has also been a chorus of critics 
who see (black) players as responsible for his remaining on 
the sidelines.
“If the black players would unite, and say, ‘We will not play 
Game 1 this year,’” Skip Bayless noted as part of a discussion 
about Kaepernick on Fox Sport’s Undisputed, “I promise you, it 
would have an impact and would get something done.”1
Bayless isn’t alone in putting the responsibility and risks 
in the laps of the league’s black players.
“As a result, the only way that NFL owners would be threat-
ened by a protest was if it came from the players,” argues A.R. 
Shaw. “If all of the Black NFL players threatened to sit out a 
game, the NFL owners would immediately find a way to sign 
#PlayingWhileWhite: 
The Colin Kaepernick 




Kaepernick. About 70 percent of all players in the NFL are 
Black. The NFL product would suffer tremendously without 
its Black players.”2
In response to such commentaries, we should question 
why it is the responsibility of black players to refuse to play. 
Why do Bayless and others see the burden of protest as one 
held by black players rather than those who cash in on racially 
codified privilege on and off the field? Imagine if Tom Brady 
spoke out. What about Drew Brees, J.J. Watt, or countless other 
white NFL players? Imagine if they refused to play in protest 
of the treatment of Colin Kaepernick. What if they, like Mal-
colm Jenkins  and  Marshawn Lynch,3 continued Kaepernick’s 
protest against persistent anti-black racism? Yet, white players 
are neither expected nor chastised for failing to protest racial 
injustice, for failing to account for the decisions of their em-
ployers.
#PlayingWhileWhite means having the ability to remain 
silent amid zero expectations of doing what is morally/politi-
cally righteous. As noted by Howard Bryant, “The White play-
ers in the NFL should be ashamed of themselves. If you’re a 
union…You have to send some type of message that this isn’t 
acceptable.”4 Yet Bryant has been one of the few voices de-
manding action from ALL players.
Seemingly ignoring the countless black players who have 
spoken truth to power over the discrimination and persecu-
tion of Kaepernick, much of the discourse focusing on “play-
er silence” continues to center the failures of black players to 
speak up. Some have even gone as far as to  call out specific 
players for not kneeling with Kaepernick last season or stand-
ing up against the owners.5 Most of those named are Afri-
can-American, ostensibly giving white superstars a pass.
As I argue in Playing While White, one of the privileges of 
whiteness, on and off the field, is being seen as a leader.6 Yet, 
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when it comes to leading the fight against racial injustice, 
against the discrimination of one’s football peers, these white 
leaders are nowhere to be found. And while their black peers 
are chastised for selfishly not standing up for Kaepernick, for 
not speaking, whites inside and outside of football are not 
held accountable.
#PlayingWhileWhite is also having the privilege to speak 
out without fear of punishment; in fact, #PlayingWhileWhite 
is having the ability to speak out about racial injustice without 
widespread accusations of “playing the race card,” “selfish-
ness,” “ignorance,” “childishness,” or “ungratefulness.” To be 
white and woke is to be insulated from the demonization and 
criminalization that is commonly applied to black athletic pro-
test. While black athletes, whether in the WNBA,7 among the 
collegiate ranks,8 or in countless other spaces,9 are routinely 
told to shut up and play, white athletes are told over and over 
again, “we love when you use your voice, your intelligence, 
and your place to be role models and facilitators of social good 
#ThankYou #TruthToPower.” To be white and woke is to garner 
celebration for one’s courage, leadership, and selflessness.
When New England Patriots’ defensive lineman Chris 
Long voiced his support for Kaepernick, he was rightly praised 
as an accomplice doing necessary political work. Long went 
beyond the clichéd “I support his right to kneel,” never mind 
the issues of racial injustice and anti-black violence, reflecting 
on his own whiteness.10 “I play in a league that’s 70 percent 
black, and my peers—guys I come to work with, guys I respect, 
who are very socially aware, intellectual guys,” Long noted. “If 
they identify something that they think is worth putting their 
reputations on the line, creating controversy, I’m going to lis-
ten to those guys.” Such comments didn’t prompt outrage or 
endless debates within the sports media; rather they prompt-
ed praise, shock and awe, and celebrations. He’s not alone.
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San Antonio Spurs’ coach Gregg Popovich, who has ex-
pressed support for Kaepernick and disdain for the “45th Pres-
ident of the United States,” and who has discussed white priv-
ilege and systemic racism,11 has not been called a distraction. 
His opinions have not been dismissed as baseless; he has not 
been routinely told to shut up because he is alienating fans and 
sponsors. Instead, he has been widely celebrated as “woke,”12 
as intelligent and knowledgeable, and for using his power 
and privilege to advance change. Like Steve Kerr and Stan Van 
Gundy,13 Pop is held up as an example of how sports figures 
can use their platforms to foster critical conversations about 
racism. While their platforms emanate from their place in the 
coaching ranks, from their power as fixtures within the sport-
ing landscape, their whiteness is central. To coach while white 
empowers them to speak out in ways that their black peers 
rarely dream; the wages of whiteness amplify their voices, pro-
moting praise and celebration of their courage, wokeness, and 
sacrifice.
The widespread celebration of  Josh Rosen  (and  Johnny 
Manziel),14 compared to Cardale Jones or Nigel Hayes,15 all of 
whom have in different ways shone a light on the hypocrisy, 
moral bankruptcy, and complicity of the NCAA, its partner 
schools, and collegiate coaches in the exploitation of college 
athletes, elucidates the ways whiteness matters.
#PlayingWhileWhite is also engaging in political projects 
without fanfare, media scrutiny, or accusations of distraction 
and disrespect. Look no further than America’s golden boy, 
the ultimate modern-day great white hope, whose leadership 
is praised as much as his intelligence and work ethic, Tom 
Brady. Over and over again, he exhibits the power and privi-
leges of whiteness not simply in the narratives that render his 
screaming on the sideline as evidence of his passion, that re-
fashioned accusations of cheating as proof of his competitive-
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ness and victimization, that imagine him as the ultimate lead-
er because of his determination, intellect, and commitment to 
team, but in his ability to be vocal and silent on political issues 
at his choosing.
#PlayingWhileWhite is standing for the national anthem, 
while black peers kneel or raise a fist, and never having to an-
swer why he stands in silence. It is never having to explain 
how his whiteness shapes his understanding of the national 
anthem, the Kaepernick protest, or the broader issues of rac-
ism in America. It is the ability to put a “Make America Great 
Again” hat in his locker in the midst of the election and then 
rebuff inquires and criticisms.  Like countless college coach-
es who embraced then-candidate Donald Trump,16 questions 
about appropriateness, about feelings of fans, sponsors, and 
teammates, and about these political choices were few and 
far between for Brady. As I write in Playing While White, “Race 
helps us to understand how Colin Kaepernick and countless 
black athletes are demonized and threatened for bringing 
their disrespectful politics into sports at the same time that 
countless white athletes and coaches are empowered to sup-
port Donald Trump with few questions about respect, the val-
ues of his campaign, or the message they sent in their support. 
Whiteness is privilege on and off the field. Whiteness matters.” 
It matters for those who remain silent; it matters for those 
speak out; and it matters for those whose rhetoric and actions 
serve to normalize white supremacy. If the  recent events in 
Charlottesville, Virginia taught us anything, it should be that 
white America,17 from the football fields to stands, from the 
halls of government to the classrooms of higher education, 
need to speak out, kneel and stand up, collectively in opposi-
































































The country is now recognizing black athletes as protest lead-
ers and the sports field as a viable space for resistance and pol-
itics. High school,1 college,2 and professional athletes are cur-
rently engaging in various forms of demonstrations,3 many 
inspired by  Colin Kaepernick’s protest  of the National An-
them. Often overlooked, however, is the key role black female 
athletes have played and continue to play in making sports 
arenas places of political and ideological protest. This month, 
I spoke with  Amira Rose Davis, a Postdoctoral Fellow at the 
Africana Research Center at Penn State University, who exam-
ines the ideological and institutional development of recre-
ational, competitive, and professional sporting opportunities 
for black women in the United States. Her recent article, “No 
League of their Own: Baseball, Black Women and the Politics 
of Representation,” appears in the latest issue of the Radical 
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Ashley Farmer (AF): Athletes today are becoming more 
vocal about racism and police brutality. Most credit Col-
in Kaepernick  with starting this latest wave of protest. 
Where do you place the origins of it? 
Amira Rose Davis (ARD): I think the emergence of the collec-
tive athletic protests we are seeing now can really be mapped on 
to the rise of Black Lives Matter (BLM) and grassroots organiz-
ing that has kept the issues of racism and state violence visible 
and present in public discourse,5 from the Miami Heat’s hood-
ie photo following the death of Trayvon Martin to the St. Louis 
Rams’ players putting their hands up after the death of Mike 
Brown and the smattering of professional and collegiate ath-
letes who donned “I Can’t Breathe” shirts after Eric Garner.6
Of course, individual athletes have taken stands on these 
issues for decades. I think it is important to situate this mo-
ment on a continuum of black athletic activism. There is a ten-
dency to think of the 1960s as the golden age of athletic activ-
ism and then act like nothing has happened and no athlete has 
been vocal or politically engaged since then. But even in the 
1990s when Michael Jordan was selling shoes to Republicans, 
you have Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf refusing to stand for the na-
tional anthem and salute the flag.7 Or Etan Thomas’s anti-war 
activism in the early 2000s,8 and Toni Smith-Thompson, a 
mixed-race woman who played basketball at Manhattanville 
College  who staged a silent protest during the National An-
them in 2003.9
AF: Who were the foremothers of current day black ath-
lete protests? 
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ARD:  I like to think of the history of black women’s protest 
in two ways. First, their symbolic protest—that is, the mean-
ings that people project onto their athletic success. I think it is 
mainly in this way that we remember black women athletes as 
trailblazers and barrier breakers, like Althea Gibson and Wil-
ma Rudolph,10 whose achievements were—and continue to 
be—celebrated as moments of black excellence or racial ad-
vancement. I find their legacy in the way we celebrate the suc-
cesses of the Williams sisters,  Gabby Douglas,11 and  Allyson 
Felix.12
However, there is a second strand of black women’s ath-
letic protest that is often less visible. It is found in Wilma Ru-
dolph insisting her town’s celebratory parade be integrated or 
Olympian  Earlene Brown being vocal about civil rights and 
women’s rights in the 1960s.13 It is the legacy of Erosenna Rob-
inson’s 1959 anthem protest and tax resistance, and Wyomia 
Tyus’s push for racial equality and equal pay and professional 
opportunities for women athletes.14
I think this legacy can be seen in contemporary black 
women athletes who use their platforms to speak on an in-
tersection of issues. Venus Williams fighting for equal pay at 
Wimbledon, for example. Or Brittany Griner’s LGBTQ advoca-
cy. Or Serena’s return to Indian Wells 13 years after experienc-
ing racist heckling and accusations of match fixing, where she 
publicly partnered with Bryan Stevenson and the Equal Justice 
Initiative to raise funds and vocalize concerns about systemic 
racism and the death penalty.
AF: What are the  similarities and differences between 
black male and female athletes’ protest options and deci-
sions? What do you think accounts for these differences?
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ARD: Black male athletes, by and large, have much larger plat-
forms to speak from, but they also tend to stand to lose more 
in terms of endorsements. Because of the underfunding and 
lack of visibility of women’s sports, black women athletes of-
tentimes wouldn’t have as many endorsement offers and large 
contracts available to them. That being said, this summer [Ed. 
Note: 2016] the WNBA attempted to fine the teams and indi-
vidual players who engaged in protests. It took a public uproar 
to prevent the league from seizing money from already under-
paid players.
Because sports is still largely understood as a masculine 
enterprise, women athletes, save the high-profile few, often re-
ceive less attention and therefore have a smaller platform on 
which to generate discussions. Indeed, much current coverage 
of athletic protest simply mentions the protests of women ath-
letes as a footnote or bullet point to the larger discussion of 
black males protesting when in fact black women have been 
some of the most vocal and persistent activists. Just look at 
the WNBA teams who not only staged collective protest and 
wore BLM shirts,15 but also initiated a media boycott, refusing 
to answer questions unless they related to police brutality and 
racism.
AF: How would you describe the intersection of black wom-
en athletes’ protest and political ideologies like black na-
tionalism and black feminism?  
ARD: It’s interesting because when I study black women ath-
letes of the 1950s and 1960s I find myself asking what the pos-
sibilities and function of black nationalism is within national 
projects, which is to say that often the most prominent athletic 
space available to black women was in international compe-
titions, particularly during the Olympic games. This in many 
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ways remains true today. But also in the Cold War these same 
athletes were tapped to be part of the US State Department’s 
cultural diplomacy tours. So the biggest opportunities for 
competition, for travel, for visibility, were usually done with a 
huge USA jersey on or as a cultural ambassador for the nation. 
This reality very much framed their protests. Black women 
athletes used their roles as both unofficial and official ambas-
sadors of the country to argue for their piece of the American 
dream and demand their rights as fully protected citizens.
I do think you see tenets of black feminism embedded in 
black women’s athletic protest, particularly in the protests that 
insist on the intersectional aspect of their identities. In her au-
tobiography Wilma Rudolph is critical of the burgeoning (at 
that time) Women’s Liberation Movement. Rudolph notes the 
ways in which women’s liberation is speaking for and about 
issues facing white middle-class women that alienate her and 
many of the black women athletes she knows. Yet the fight for 
professionalization and later equal pay is something that black 
male athletes aren’t fighting for or dealing with at the same 
level. Indeed, as the Williams sisters have fought for equal pay 
as women tennis players they also have constantly dealt with 
the fact that their white, often inferior competitors can get 
more endorsements and are considered more marketable.
I also think black women athletes have had to be ever con-
scious about how they perform black femininity. Certainly in 
the mid-20th century there was an insistence from the men 
who were coaches and sportswriters and really gatekeepers of 
black sporting industry that black women athletes carefully 
avoid playing into any racial stereotypes about the animalistic 
de-feminized a-sexual black woman. I think black women con-
tinue to wrestle with what it means to be a woman in a space 
that is often read as masculine—women from Flo Jo to Serena 
Williams who have forcefully asserted their athleticism, sexu-
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ality, and traditional femininity as all bound up together and 
complementary rather than contradicting.
AF: What do you see as the future of black women ath-
letes and protest?
ARD:  I think we will continue to see black women athletes 
speak out and protest both individually and collectively. The 
real issue is if we as a public listen to them and engage with 
them instead of only highlighting their actions as supple-
mental to those of black males, particularly because black 
women athletes continue to vocalize critiques of systemic rac-
ism and sexism, and increasingly homophobia as well. I think 
it is great that the collective actions of black women athletes 
are getting attention right now and I hope that the interest and 
solidarity will remain moving forward, especially if protest is 




































As Michael Bennett stood in the Seattle Seahawks’ lock-
er room, speaking with reporters on the ongoing injustice 
against people of color, he strongly cast another voice into 
the discourse on both the state of African Americans in the 
United States and that of athletes addressing such matters. 
Bennett was stopped by Las Vegas police officers in August of 
2017, and he claimed to have been racially profiled. Bennett 
stated the officers used excessive force and pointed a gun at 
him. A subsequent investigation found no wrongdoing by 
the officers, and the sheriff stands by his officers’ actions, 
but Bennett had a clear message for his community and any-
one willing to listen: something had to change regarding the 
treatment of African Americans in the United States.1 While 
views on Bennett, Kaepernick, and their cohort have varied 
from depictions as brave champions of change to destructive 
millionaires, one response continually sticks out: “Athletes 
should stick to sports.”
Since the summer of 2015, American life had been inun-
dated with politics, so this type of response was understand-
Voices Beneath the 
Helmets: Athletes as 
Political Outsiders
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able. What made this historical moment unique is that recent 
frustration brought with it the rise of the political outsider.2 
Individuals from varying political backgrounds gravitated 
toward candidates beyond the mainstream in an attempt to 
make politics better serve their needs. While Donald Trump’s 
election likely had as much to do with crowded primary fields, 
political timing, and unpopular candidates as it did his rogue 
status,3 it demonstrated the power of political outsiders to af-
fect the current landscape. Trump, Bernie Sanders, and others 
associated with the concept channeled the frustration of their 
bases to strive for political change. Justin Gest argued that this 
political frustration and outsider status is the reason many 
working-class white people still support Donald Trump. They 
believe he gives them a voice.4 It seems as though this is the 
common thread amongst political outsiders: they provide un-
heard groups with a voice.
The rise of outsiders is a context with which one can view 
the 2016–2017 National Football League player protests. Be-
ginning with Colin Kaepernick, the demonstrations started 
as a movement to bring attention and discussion to issues the 
protesters believed were falling on deaf ears: the mistreat-
ment of African Americans by police and racial injustice in 
general. While later efforts shifted the attention against the 
suppression of free speech or displays of team unity, the most 
intentional moments stand out. How then did these athletes 
fit into the discourse on political outsiders, and how can one 
view them historically alongside other figures? They were 
non-mainstream political agents, giving a voice to otherwise 
unheard groups, using unconventional means to do so. These 
athletes are certainly political outsiders, but reactions to their 
protests reflect some of the very reasons that the kneeling be-
gan. 
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The multitude of protests brought with them severe back-
lash from several communities. Rationale for opposition 
branched into discussions of three main topics: patriotism 
and honoring veterans, politics in sports, and the underlying 
message. Backlash was perhaps most noticeable regarding the 
first category. Pundits, critics, citizens, and veterans showed 
their disapproval of acts they saw as disrespectful to the flag, 
the military, and the country in general. American Legion 
commander Denise R. Rowan showed her disapproval of the 
politicization of the anthem on behalf of veterans, urging uni-
ty on the subject instead.5 Market researcher Diane Hessen 
argued that basic patriotism fueled much of the disapproval 
regarding kneeling and other anthem protests along with tra-
dition; standing for the anthem is a hallmark of sports, and it 
represents a moment of unity prior to heated conflict. Hessen 
identified sports as an escapist moment for fans tired of the 
onslaught of politics.6 This is important to note: while some 
members of the public readily accepted political outsiders into 
the mainstream, that did not mean they wanted mainstream 
politics in all facets of their lives. As sports were one of the 
last sanctuaries from the torrent of division that was 2016 and 
2017, fans often opposed a further inundation of partisanship.
What is possibly the most important category to explore 
when analyzing athletes’ place in the category of political out-
siders is reactions to the original claims of the protests. Many 
of the protests strayed from the core purpose to focus on uni-
ty, free speech, labor autonomy, and opposition to President 
Trump, but those acts did less to set up athletes as political out-
siders acting in politics than to make some other kind of state-
ment, so they are less relevant. The lessons from reactions to 
the original protests, or those which shared the original in-
tent, likely shed light on more deeply held opinions that other 
responses to the protests may have covered up. Some individ-
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uals in the U.S. simply did not believe the injustices Kaeper-
nick originally referenced. In statements directly following 
his original demonstrations in August of 2016, Kaepernick ex-
plicitly outlined the problem of police misconduct and brutali-
ty against African Americans, citing “bodies in the street” and 
more broadly critiquing the mistreatments of African Ameri-
cans in the United States.7 These are two focuses on which to 
anchor an understanding of the discourse. 
Recent data from Pew Research Center sheds light on dif-
ferent issues germane to Kaepernick’s claims. Thirty-six per-
cent of white people believed that racial discrimination was 
a major reason black people struggled to get ahead, a figure, 
again, nearly doubled when posed to African Americans (sev-
enty percent). The same poll found that white people were 
almost twice as likely (forty-one versus twenty-two percent) 
to believe that too much attention is placed on race. That fig-
ure jumped to fifty-nine percent for white Republicans (twen-
ty-one percent for their Democratic counterparts). This essay 
is not interested in a discussion of data that would support or 
negate these claims, but rather examines the effect perception 
has on public opinion.8 Additional data suggests that such 
figures were exacerbated when pollsters asked working-class 
white individuals, many of whom felt that they have received 
unfair treatment in society.9 
While these were groups that mainly backed outsider can-
didates, their reactions to the protests show what is fairly obvi-
ous, yet still illuminating. It was not the outsider status of ath-
letes that led to a degree of public backlash, it was what they 
were claiming and how they went about it. Support for the 
military and sports as escapism certainly played a role in the 
disapproval, but the underlying argument for many was that 
those protesting do not have anything to be protesting about. 
The wave of supporters for Trump did not espouse the idea of 
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political outsiders simply because they gave those who were 
unheard a voice; they did so because he gave them a voice. 
When Michael Bennett and his colleagues kneeled during 
the anthem and worked with fellow players to come to an 
agreement with the National Football League regarding the 
protests, they too fought to give individuals a voice. This 
schism between these two groups reflects the very nature of 
changes to public policy: if all parties agreed change was nec-
essary, it probably would have occurred prior to that conclu-
sion. Recognizing this allows individuals to look back on these 
moments to view the manner in which specific athletes acted 
as political agents. 
The protests yielded their most promising result in late 
November 2017. NFL owners proposed a partnership in which 
the league reportedly would contribute $89 million to assist 
African-American communities and causes, and in return, 
players presumably would stand for the national anthem. Al-
though some players saw the move as an attempt to buy loy-
alty, the leadership of the newly formed Players Coalition, the 
group representing athletes’ efforts for social change, believed 
that the money, which would be split between the United Ne-
gro College Fund, the Dream Corps, and the Player Coalition 
itself, was the first step in acting out real change.10 As the out-
sider among outsiders, Colin Kaepernick chose not to officially 
serve with this group, but sought to support the broader caus-
es moving forward.
Much like those businessmen, doctors, and celebrities 
who impacted politics from 2015–2017, athletes identified 
those who needed an outlet. With their status as political 
agents comes necessary differences. These men simply took 
a knee and spoke out against injustice. It is reasonable to ar-
gue that these acts did not require the level of planning and 
coordination, although planning was certainly involved, that 
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campaigns and officeholding do and were therefore less tact-
ful or groundbreaking. They spoke largely on one subject, 
rather than on a host of problems facing America. Some, like 
Kaepernick, even refrained from voting, a move he described 
as representative of the multiple avenues of social change.11 
These athletes are clearly a different type of political outsider, 
but nonetheless, they fit into the discussion of how new voices 
in public debates affect issues that matter.
Whatever comes of these efforts, they will stand out his-
torically as a moment when sports transcended the field and 
entered broader public discussions. The claims of Kaepernick, 
Bennett, and a host of other athletes fit into the evolving land-
scape of political outsiders. Their words and actions embold-
ened some and deeply offended others. In the process, Amer-
ica engaged in a lively conversation on race, sport, patriotism, 
and free speech. These political outsiders got people talking, 
and it is their hope that they will help people change.
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This essay originally appeared in The Conversation October 7, 2016. 
https://theconversation.com/the-oppressive-seeds-of-the-colin-
kaepernick-backlash-66358 [https://perma.cc/J5RH-DZVQ] 
Ever since San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick 
said, “I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for 
a country that oppresses black people and people of color,”1 
he’s been in the media spotlight. Before every game, the TV 
cameras fixate on him as he kneels in protest. And with each 
passing week, more and more players around the league have 
joined him in an act of solidarity.2
In addition to troves of internet trolls and media commen-
tators, the fierce opposition has included a handful of  NFL 
owners and a California police union that threatened to stop 
working at the home games.3 Even Donald Trump said his 
bit, suggesting that Kaepernick leave the country.4
Some might think that Kaepernick’s words and actions, 
together with the subsequent backlash, represent a watershed 
moment. They don’t. Spanning back to America’s founding, 
there’s an entire history of blacks stepping outside of the so-
cial order – or protesting it – only to be told they can’t.
As a psychiatrist, I’ve long been interested in how racial 
identity affects mental health, and the chronic stress that 
racial minorities experience when they’re exposed to rac-
ist messages, particularly in the media. In the controversy 
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swirling around Kaepernick, I see racially encoded messages 
about power, place and punishment of black people. Obvious-
ly, there’s a difference between antebellum lynching and so-
cial media outrage. But though the overt responses may have 
changed, the underlying hatred, disgust and impulses to pun-
ish prominent, “poorly behaved” black figures still remains.
Taming the black male?
During Reconstruction, blacks who stepped outside the social 
order risked their lives.
To enforce the racial hierarchy and police the boundar-
ies of what blacks could say and do, whites often resorted to 
lynching. Although no one is exactly sure, it’s estimated that 
over 3,400 blacks  were lynched or publicly murdered from 
1882 to 1968.5 One of most famous examples was Emmett Till, 
who was murdered in Mississippi in 1955 for allegedly flirting 
with a white woman.
Economist Dwight Murphey has written that lynching was 
different from other forms of violence.6 Unlike, say, a domes-
tic dispute or an act of revenge, it functioned to maintain the 
social order. It was, Murphey wrote, “motivated by a desire to 
vindicate the moral sense of community, and has as its target 
a specific person or persons.” In other words, it was used to en-
force a racial hierarchy, foster a sense of community among 
whites, and ensure that black men knew their place.
Although the methods of lynching varied, it was common 
practice for white mobs, seeking to reaffirm the racial order, 
to hang or castrate the victim. (A number of psychoanalytic 
theories have sought to account for the phenomenon of cas-
trations, but many scholars agree that castration served as the 
ultimate act of “taming” the black male, assuaging the fears 
and anxieties about uncontrolled black masculinity).7
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As the number of lynchings decreased in the early 20th 
century, the mechanisms of enforcing the boundaries of black 
identity were reshaped. White majorities enforced social and 
civic confinement for most of the African-American commu-
nity through redlining,8 voting restrictions and Jim Crow laws.
Jack Johnson put in his place
For the few black athletes who had become famous by the ear-
ly 20th century, the boundaries of acceptable black behavior 
continued to be publicly policed through racist media portray-
als, searing criticism and public outrage.
Boxer Jack Johnson, after defeating Tommy Burns in 1908 
to become the first black heavyweight champion, was publicly 
shamed. One boxing magazine called him “the vilest, most de-
spicable creature that lives.”9
With his dominant beatings of his white opponents, brash 
personality and lavish lifestyle, Johnson was one of the first 
black celebrity athletes to defy the social mandate that a black 
man must be subject to the white man’s power. He was also of-
ten seen in public with white women, which was an appalling 
display for the time. After his defeat of Jim Jeffries (nicknamed 
the “Great White Hope”) in 1910, race riots broke out  across 
the country.10 Some white men even committed suicide,11 re-
sulting in the film of the fight being banned in many cities and 
states.
Johnson was eventually sentenced to one year in jail un-
der  the Mann Act,12 which had made it illegal to transport a 
woman “for the purposes of prostitution or debauchery, or for 
any other immoral purpose.” In truth, he had saved a young 
girl from a life of prostitution. Using trumped up charges, po-
lice had leveraged the woman into testifying against Johnson, 
and an an all-white jury convicted him on basis of train tickets 
he bought for her.
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But in truth, this case was about punishing Johnson for 
disobeying the racial order inside and outside the boxing ring; 
even the Justice Department lawyers decried his relationship 
with a white woman.13
After Johnson skipped bail and fled the country, civil rights 
activist W.E.B. Du Bois prophetically wrote:
Why then this thrill of national disgust? Because Johnson 
is black. Of course, some pretend to object to Mr. Johnson’s 
character. But we have yet to hear, in the case of white 
America, that marital troubles have disqualified prize-
fighters or ball players or even statesmen. It comes down, 
then, after all to this unforgivable blackness.14
The Los Angeles Times essentially demonstrated Du Bois’ 
point when it wrote to the black community, following John-
son’s win over Jeffries, “Remember you have done nothing at 
all… Your place in the world is just what it was.”
Throughout the 20th century, the media continued to 
relegate black athletes to a place of inferiority. Examples in-
clude  sportscaster Brent Musburger calling  the 1968 Olym-
pic protesters Tommie Smith and John Carlos “a pair of dark 
skinned storm troopers” and Time magazine featuring a cover 
that  darkened O.J. Simpson’s face  to make him appear more 
menacing during his murder trial.15 Then there were the 
countless media portrayals of Muhammad Ali as unpatriotic 
for refusing to be drafted.16
Michael Jordan, submissive superstar
On the opposite pole are the black athletes who are widely em-
braced by the American public and media. Not surprisingly, 
they are deemed “acceptable” because they are docile and un-
controversial (at least, off the court or field).
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Perhaps the best illustration of this phenomenon is Mi-
chael Jordan, the NBA star who is arguably responsible for the 
basketball league’s global popularity. He’s the perfectly pack-
aged ambassador for the sport.
The media portrayed him as apolitical, tame and well-man-
nered—an acceptable black athlete who was “black but not 
really black.”17 Image-conscious corporate advisers had effec-
tively divorced him from inner city, hip-hop culture, placing 
him opposite from other more “street” players like Philadel-
phia 76ers star Allen Iverson, who was once described as the 
“living embodiment of hip hop in a basketball uniform,” a 
player who “refused to bend over backwards to accommodate 
the tastes of the mainstream.”18
In 2011, long after Jordan’s playing career ended, a Niel-
sen and E-Poll Market Research study that measured appeal, 
public likability and awareness found that his personality at-
tributes were off the charts: 93 percent of those surveyed said 
they liked him.19 
Yes, Jordan’s otherworldly talent explained a huge portion 
of his popularity. But it was arguably also due to his ability to 
be uncontroversial and seemingly disconnected from his race.
In 1990, when asked why he wouldn’t endorse Harvey 
Gantt, a black Democratic candidate for Senate in North Car-
olina,  Jordan simply said, “Republicans buy shoes, too.”20 (In 
2001, the Washington Post  described Gantt’s opponent, Jesse 
Helms, as “the last prominent unabashed white racist politi-
cian in this country.”)21 When given the opportunity to use his 
power and influence, he reduced himself to a shoe salesman.
Prior to his murder trial, O.J. Simpson was another su-
perstar that exhibited appropriate, acceptable forms of 
black behavior. He was  lauded as  “the first [black athlete] to 
demonstrate that white folks would buy stuff based on a black 
endorsement,”22 while the CEO of Hertz rent-a-car, which fea-
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tured Simpson in a famous TV ad, said he thought of the star 
running back as “colorless.”23
Then there was Tiger Woods, who, before his marital in-
fidelities, was worshiped as “The Chosen One” in Sports Illus-
trated and “A Universal Child” due to his multiracial identity.24
Like Jordan, they had stuck to the same script: be humble, 
grateful and—most importantly—nonthreatening to the ra-
cial order.
Where are we today?
Just months before the Kaepernick saga started to unfold, 
Carolina Panthers quarterback Cam Newton found himself, 
like Kaepernick, weathering criticism for not behaving appro-
priately. First he was celebrating too much in the end zone.25 
Then, after he lost the Super Bowl,  he didn’t act like a good 
enough sport.26
Critics of black athletes often claim they have “character” 
concerns—that they’re bothered by arrogance or poor sports-
manship.27 But I wonder if the same social and psychological 
processes that fueled the phenomenon of lynching are the 
undercurrent of so much public disgust with Newton and 
Kaepernick.
As Newton  told the Charolotte Observer earlier this year, 
“I’m an African-American quarterback that may scare a lot of 
people because they haven’t seen nothing that they can com-
pare me to.”28
It’s almost like there’s a reflexive visceral reaction toward 
successful black males who step outside their socially pre-
scribed boundaries. There is evidence that supports the per-
vasiveness of racial attitudes in the American psyche. In the 
1990s researchers at Washington University and Harvard Col-
lege developed a test to measure implicit, or unconscious, bias 
for a number of characteristics, including race.29 When a large 
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nationally representative sample of people took the test for ra-
cial bias, investigators found the majority of people had pref-
erence for whites over minorities.
Today no one can lynch a professional athlete, so the pres-
sure to conform must be exerted more subtly. In this way, old 
expressions of racism are simply being recrafted and reshaped 
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Former NFL player Chris Kluwe took the stage at the Aspen 
Institute Sports & Society Program’s 2017 Project Play Summit 
to discuss the rise of esports and how best to get kids interest-
ed in more traditional organized sports.1 Afterward he spared 
some time to answer our quest
ions about athlete activism, NFL culture, and the saga of Colin 
Kaepernick, who has yet to be signed by an NFL team after pro-
testing during the national anthem and speaking out against 
police violence and racism last season.2 Kluwe was outspoken 
in his support for same-sex marriage during his football ca-
reer, and he thinks that activism may have led to the loss of 
his punting job four years ago.3 He had a lot to say about being 
an activist in the NFL, the difficulties facing Kaepernick, and 
what he wishes fans understood about why players stand up 
for what they believe in.
A Former NFL 
Player Explains Why 
We Need More 
Colin Kaepernicks 
[An Interview with 
Chris Kluwe]
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Can you talk a little bit about what it’s like speaking up 
politically as a professional athlete?
Speaking up politically as a professional athlete is something 
I wish more professional athletes did. I understand why they 
don’t. One look at what Colin Kaepernick is going through and 
what I ended up having to go through four years ago, is there’s 
a risk because the professional sports world wants to be a very 
corporate world. It wants to be, “Don’t offend anyone. Go out, 
sell jerseys, sell shoes. Make sure the fans come back for this 
game and the next game.”
And I think that’s unfortunate because the framework that 
sports is built on is our societal framework, and if our socie-
tal framework breaks down because people are denied their 
rights and are not allowed to experience life the same way as 
everyone else then there won’t be that framework for sports. 
And it doesn’t matter how many stadiums you have or how 
many jerseys you’ve sold — none of it means anything any-
more because people are focused on getting food and shelter 
and trying to survive. So, I would say to any corporate sports 
person who might possibly be watching this, take a moment 
and think about the society that allows you to exist and may-
be do things that perpetuate that society instead of tearing it 
down. 
It seems like those challenges are somewhat more present 
in the NFL than, let’s say, the NBA. What is it about the 
NFL that you think makes it harder to speak out?
The NFL is probably harder to speak out in for a couple of 
reasons. One is the players union is the weakest players union 
out of the four major sports. And that’s because there are so 
many players. It’s very hard to get 1,800 players to organize 
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and work in unison, especially if those players have a limited 
career span. On average, they’re going to play three, three and 
a half years. If you have to give up a year of your playing career, 
33 percent of your potential earnings, to go on strike, that’s a 
pretty hefty sacrifice. Now hopefully guys will do that in order 
to make changes, but I can understand why they don’t.
The second problem with the NFL is that the majority of 
the owners are rich, old white guys and they have very specif-
ic points of view that might have been points of view in the 
50s and 60s, but are not necessarily great points of view in our 
modern society. So, until people with those viewpoints either 
cycle out or are replaced with someone with more progressive 
points of views, then it’s going to be hard to effectuate any sort 
of change.
It seems like there are more players who are willing to 
protest and speak up right now. Do you think that’s been 
the trend?
I think a lot more players have been willing to speak out 
and protest because they understand that they have a lot 
to lose. And they’re starting to understand that there’s 
safety in numbers. If there’s just a lone voice speaking out, 
it’s very easy to quash that voice, but if there are multiple 
voices speaking out, then there’s strength in numbers and 
it becomes very obvious at that point that what the league 
is doing is trying to silence players from speaking out on 
social issues.
In my case it was, “Oh here’s just a punter who’s speaking 
out on same-sex rights. Well, we can cut him and a lot of peo-
ple will accept the fact that it was due to his play performance 
dropping or it saved us some money.” But when you have 
someone like Colin Kaepernick get cut for speaking out on po-
lice brutality, not getting picked up by any other teams, you see 
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all these other quarterbacks get picked up by those teams that 
are clearly worse than he is and now other players are speak-
ing up on that, all of a sudden it makes it a lot harder for those 
same excuses to be made because people see through the cha-
rade, they see through the lies. They’re like, “No. This isn’t why 
he’s not playing anymore. He’s not playing because he spoke 
up on this issue that needs to be addressed and you don’t want 
us to talk about it.” And so hopefully that drives a lot of people 
to continue talking about it and make some change.
How important is it for the league for Colin Kaepernick to 
be speaking out the way he is?
I think it’s very important for Colin Kaepernick to be speaking 
up the way he is because he’s a role model. He is someone that 
hundreds of thousands of kids and adults look up to and will 
model their behavior after. He has the stage, he has the plat-
form. And by using it to try to make society a better and fairer 
place, then that helps other people realize, “Hey I can do the 
same thing. I can work towards positive change in my commu-
nity. I can work towards positive change in my society. I’m not 
the only one who feels this way.” And the more of us that do 
that, the healthier our society becomes, the more likely it is to 
withstand the test of time.
What do you wish that people, especially everyday fans, 
understood about what you went through four years ago 
and what Kaepernick is going through now?
What I wish that everyday fans understood about what I went 
through and what Kaepernick is going through now is that 
when someone tells you that something is happening, odds 
are they’re probably not lying about it, specifically as it relates 
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to an NFL job where there’s really no incentive for us to make 
things up and tell you that there’s a problem that doesn’t exist. 
If we’re telling you that there’s a problem, that problem does 
exist and it needs to be addressed.
I wish more fans understood that sports were secondary to 
human life and human society, and that, in the grand scheme 
of things, sports really don’t matter. What matters is how you 
are as a human being, how you treat the human beings around 
you. That’s what’s important. So, any athlete who speaks up on 
that I think is doing a very helpful service to society at large 











The NFL doesn’t just want to be popular; it wants to be 
important. It doesn’t just want to make money; it wants to 
be influential. And it doesn’t just want to be entertainment; 
it wants to embody America. For all of these reasons, it has 
both a moral obligation and an existential need to celebrate 
protests on the field.
Consider the myth of the student quarterback: the popu-
lar high school kid who dates the head cheerleader, the heroic 
leader who personifies school spirit and carries the student 
body’s reputation on his shoulders. He is the golden boy in 
the prime of his life. His time on the field is, in Bruce Spring-
steen’s words, his glory days. In order for this to be believable, 
football has to either eclipse or provide all of his other needs. 
It must inspire his parents to love him and his friends to ad-
mire him. It must give him honor in battle, teach him to be a 
man, educate him, and, above all, get him laid. 
But history tells us that the quarterback isn’t so pure. He 
is a date rapist and bully. He is arrogant and enabled. Parents, 
schools, and whole towns hide his misdeeds. People whisper 
What Does It Mean 
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the truth while his victims cower, but he is given everything 
because his victory is their validation. Team sports were sup-
posed to teach him responsibility and give him a sense of com-
munity, but all that football actually did was hold him above all 
the others. Even when he gives lip service to the power of the 
offensive linemen or praises the defensive backs, even when 
he thanks Jesus for his victory, it is a show.
The quarterback is a selfish gladiator who is entitled to all 
the spoils, no matter whom it hurts. The townspeople, in turn, 
disavow the rape victims because they have invested too much 
in the rapist and only condemn themselves by pointing their 
fingers. Economists tell us that “sunk costs”—the amount of 
money a person spends on a failing endeavor—do not justify 
spending more money, but few believe it. The loyalty and the 
lies are the sunk costs that the community paid for the convic-
tion that football is goodness. 
For all this to succeed, the quarterback must not protest. 
He must not complain or feel incomplete, or the illusion is 
shattered. He must accept football in his heart, sacrificing his 
body and his spirit. Heaven can and will wait for him. His soul 
is the property of the game. He must trust in the coach and 
the league. He must be subservient to their decisions. He must 
bend both knees to their wills, and herein lays the problem. 
Colin Kaepernick only bends one. 
My account of the quarterback and his relationship with 
others is an oversimplification, of course. No football player is 
only one thing and condemning all those who play because of 
the misdeeds of some is profoundly unfair. However, I am dis-
cussing the football mythos here, not any given individual. Sta-
tistics don’t tell us anything about specific cases; they reveal 
patterns. These are the stories that brighten our Friday night 
lights. These are the invincible dreams that teach our boys all 
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the right moves. Our midwestern boys. Our rural and, occa-
sionally, our suburban boys.
Football myth is purified by the heartland and soiled by 
the inner-city. Knute Rockne, the white all-American; Rudy, 
the Irish-catholic team-conscience; Mox, Varsity Blues’s un-
appreciated backup; and even Bobby Boucher, The Waterboy’s 
special-needs tackling-machine, are all stories of potential 
realized. The urban teams, in contrast, the black teams—The 
Rock’s Gridiron Gang, Denzel Washington’s Titans, Cuba Good-
ing Jr.’s Rod Tidwell—are all tales of redemption disguised as 
stories of acceptance. (Tidwell has to redeem not just himself, 
but Jerry McGuire and Bob Sugar—no small task.) Again, Col-
in Kaepernick runs against the grain. He is uninterested in his 
own redemption; he is concerned with America’s. He is step-
ping over the lines. He is uppity.
Uppity is the right word, by the way. As Taylor Branch has 
convincingly argued in The Cartel, college sports—football 
especially—is particularly exploitative of African-American 
men. By naming their employees student-athletes, the NCAA 
takes away players’ abilities to make money off of their own im-
ages, get adequate post-college health care, and even self-ad-
vocate. As Branch puts it, “College athletes are not slaves…. 
Yet to survey the scene—corporations and universities enrich-
ing themselves on the backs of uncompensated young men, 
whose status as ‘student-athletes’ deprives them of the right 
to due process guaranteed by the Constitution—is to catch the 
unmistakable whiff of the plantation.” 
High school diminishes the player’s humanity, and col-
lege commodifies them, but the NFL asks for worse. With the 
crushing blows against their poorly protected heads, the NFL 
demands its players damage their intellect and their very ex-
periences of the world. The injuries sustained from the game 
produce headaches, torpor, inability to focus, and limit the 
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attention span. They make it hard to move and to lift things. 
They take away players’ agency and, in some cases, cause de-
pression so powerful that some former players’ only escape is 
suicide. The NFL knew of these consequences as early as 19941, 
possibly earlier. Yet they denied it, and did little to protect 
their players. 
Their youth gone, their education wasted, their physicali-
ty impaired, their profits stolen, and their individualism disre-
garded, NFL players have only their relationships to call their 
own. They have their families, they have their citizenship, and 
they have their group self-identification. But these too are ex-
ploited, for example, when the families are shown celebrating 
victories, or when athletes shout out to their loved ones (and 
God) after they win, or when the NFL and the U.S. military 
stage well-publicized reunions of cheerleaders and deployed 
service members on the field.2 The U.S. military paid more 
than five million dollars for four years of “moments” honoring 
the troops. Players are tools for propaganda as well as profit.3 
All of these are challenged by Colin Kaepernick when he 
kneels on the field in protest, and this is the real reason why 
his actions should be celebrated. There are other reasons to 
do so as well: football’s role in democracy, players’ positions 
as role models, football’s being of such influence that its fields 
have become, in essence, a public sphere. But these are all sec-
ondary to the fact that the NFL should celebrate Kaepernick’s 
actions because it is the moment when he reclaims his hu-
manity. It is the act that allows him to give larger meaning to 
a pastime that is, in the end, just a game. It is the recognition 
that his personal history is always embedded in a world that 
he, too, has a responsibility to contribute to.
The NFL wants to be important, but all it has managed to 
be is prominent. It has confused moral authority with wealth 
and ubiquity. We remember the classical Greek Olympics as 
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a bridge between athletic excellence and human betterment. 
It was an endeavor of peace and optimism. In contrast, we re-
member the Roman colosseum as a place of cruelty, corrup-
tion, and distraction. If the NFL can only be the latter, if it is 
just bread and circus, then it is indistinguishable from Wal-
Mart and Verizon. All it will ever be is a commercially success-
ful corporation created for private gain, an exploitative and 
racist feudal lord that is itself exploited for jingoistic purpos-
es. But if it can be more—if it can celebrate protest on its field 
by honoring the humanity of its players, the citizenship of its 
viewers, and its role in educating a global audience—then it 
can have meaning. It can have moral worth. It can, when all is 
said and done, be justified.  
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Famed black minister Richard Allen once took a knee to pro-
test racial injustice. When he got up, Allen launched perhaps 
the most important institution in African-American life: the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church. That church helped 
spread antislavery ideas in antebellum America; it recruited 
black soldiers during the Civil War; it remained a key insti-
tutional base in the long Civil Rights movement. Frederick 
Douglass gave his last speech in an AME church. Rosa Parks 
was an AME disciple. An AME church in Mississippi hosted 
protest meetings after Emmitt Till’s savage murder. AME ad-
herents in South Africa fought Apartheid. The AME Church is 
legendary and still growing in the twenty-first century. 
And it all began when Allen took a knee to protest racial 
injustice.
Allen had not planned on kneeling in protest. A former 
slave who gained his freedom by literally paying for himself—
he saved enough money to pay his master for freedom—Al-
len was a teenage convert to the Methodist Church. When 
he kneeled, Allen honored an Almighty power that had long 
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since intervened in history to vanquish tyranny and wicked-
ness. Like many other African Americans, he loved the Old 
Testament story of Exodus, in which a just God  punished unre-
pentant Egyptian slaveholders. As a boy, Allen heard revivalist 
preachers near his Delaware home talk about the righteous-
ness of an all-powerful God, as well as spiritual equality in 
Heaven. Such words inspired Allen to attend Methodist camp 
meetings and then Bible study sessions. He often crossed the 
color line, clasping hands with white  believers of the Gospel 
and sharing intimate space with men and women of all rac-
es and backgrounds interested in the Word. When he became 
a preacher, Allen roamed the mid-Atlantic countryside in 
search of new adherents to his gospel of freedom and equality. 
He worked and prayed with white as well as black itinerants. 
He thought the American republic was dedicated to liberty 
and justice for all. He believed in an early version of the Amer-
ican Dream.
That vision crumbled when white leaders at his new 
church in Philadelphia decided that black members were 
becoming a problematic presence. Allen had arrived at St. 
George’s Church in the mid-1780s hoping to expand black 
membership and communal opportunities with white congre-
gants in the City of Brotherly Love. Preaching several times a 
day, Allen brought new vigor and membership to the church. 
He thought this was God’s way: a church of interracial fellow-
ship that practiced what he preached.
At worship one morning, Allen and other black members 
discovered that St. George’s had other plans. After relegating 
African Americans to the back of the church, they would build 
a new gallery upstairs designed exclusively for black mem-
bers. 
Segregation had come to St. George’s church—to Allen’s 
church.
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Allen wanted to prove that this violated church poli-
cy, Methodist conscience, the Lord’s way, and the American 
Dream. 
So, he and others took a knee.
Allen and his colleague Absalom Jones kneeled in prayer 
and refused to rise when white people tried to physically pull 
them up. Nothing should interrupt the sacred act of prayer, Al-
len thought. 
But this prayer also had a design: he would challenge white 
congregants to stand tall against racism. If the congregation 
got up and told white leaders to stop, then Allen would know 
that his church was righteous and true. If it did not, he would 
walk out from a racist institution.
As one scholar has put it, Allen wanted to demonstrate 
that he was the best representative of Christianity and a true 
disciple of American democracy. When St. George’s church 
failed to support him—to support these ideals—Allen left and 
launched his own church.
And so, the AME Church was born on Allen’s bended knee.
In football, one knee equals two feet. In Richard Allen’s 




This essay originally appeared in Black Perspectives on September 4, 
2017. https://www.aaihs.org/colin-kaepernick-and-the-power-of-
black-silent-protest/ [https://perma.cc/U5YS-3663]
On July 28, 1917, thousands of Black children, women, and men 
stoically marched in silence down Fifth Avenue in New York 
City in what was called the “Negro Silent Protest Parade.”1
The silent protest was in response to the ubiquitous hor-
rors of Jim Crow terrorism, placing a spotlight on the horri-
fying reign of terror that took place in East St. Louis,2 where 
within a three-day period, an estimated 100 black people had 
been killed by white mobs and more than 6,000 black people 
were burned out of their homes.
Reporter Carlos F. Hurd published an eyewitness report in 
the  St. Louis Post-Dispatch regarding the domestic terror at-
tacks where he recounted, “The East St. Louis affair, as I saw 
it, was a man hunt, conducted on a sporting basis, though 
with anything but the fair play which is the principle of sport,” 
Hurd wrote. “There was a horribly cool deliberateness and a 
spirit of fun about it. ‘Get a n*****’ was the slogan, and it was 
varied by the recurrent cry, ‘Get another.’”
Though vocally silent, the protesters spoke in volumes 
with their presence, and the  signs that they carried, one of 
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which read that, “America has lynched without trial 2,867 
Negroes in 31 years and not a single murderer has suffered.”3 On 
an average, 39 black people were lynched per year during the 
Old Jim Crow era. In 1892, the worst year, 161 Black people in 
America were lynched  and a 2015 report from the Alabama- 
based nonprofit Equal Justice Initiative found that white mobs 
murdered a total of 3,959 black persons in 12 southern states 
between 1877 and 1950, which is  700 more than previously 
reported.4  During the New Jim Crow Era, Quartz states  more 
Black men were shot dead by police in 2015 than were lynched 
in the worst year of the Old Jim Crow era.5
Just as the  lynching of Black people  was heavy on the 
hearts of Black America in 1917 during the Negro Silent Pro-
test Parade,6 so to are the deaths of Black children, women, 
and men at the hands the police in America a century later. 
And just as the Negro Silent Protest Parade marched because 
they deemed, “it a crime to be silent in the face of such bar-
baric acts,” as lynching,  Colin Kaepernick  silently protested, 
because:
I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for a 
country that oppresses black people and people of color. 
To me, this is bigger than football and it would be selfish 
on my part to look the other way. There are bodies in the 
street and people getting paid leave and getting away with 
murder.7
Kaepernick—like the participants in the Negro Silent Pro-
test Parade—represents a complex collision of being tactically 
silent as a direct action method of protest, while serving as a 
voice for those muted by untimely deaths.
Let me explain.
When we think of the term silence it produces various 
intellections. On a purely definitional level we see silence as 
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the absence of sound or noise, but when applied to the human 
condition, the presence of silence takes on different meanings.
At one end of the spectrum of silence, it is associated with 
the silenced (group or individual) experiencing intimidation, 
fear, embarrassment, a lack of knowledge, and/or powerless-
ness.8 Being silenced is almost always conceptualized as neg-
ative. Examples of this type of silencing include the silencing 
of trauma in general and violent trauma in particular. Trauma 
survivors describe a ‘‘conspiracy of silence’’ where they feel a 
need to testify to their experiences, to make them real and to 
make themselves whole again, but society will not let them 
speak, leading to a fragmented or shattered self.
In the case of those that are victims of fatal encounters 
with the police, they are permanently silenced.
In contrast to being silenced (by force),  being silent  (by 
choice) can have unifying benefits. We see this at the cultural 
level, for example, during moments of silence, used to com-
memorate great losses, serving as a form of soundless remem-
brance. Moments of silence have been used to unite people in 
communal mourning and reflection, and in many cases, when 
grieving those that have lost their lives due to systemic social 
injustices; moments of silence serve as the calm before the 
storm that leads to communal mobilization.
Moments of shared silence can also provide space for the 
impetus of a new communal unification, a unification born 
out of mourning, revolving around reflection, leading to resis-
tance, and thus giving rise to mobilizing via protest.
In the cases of the Negro Silent Protest Parade, and Kaeper-
nick, these silences by choice serve as convergences of mourn-
ing, reflection, and protest, all taking place in a single action, 
providing a voice for the silenced without saying a single 
word. But unlike the Negro Silent Protest Parade—which took 
place on one day—Kaepernick’s silent protest took place every 
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week for the entirety of an NFL season. Kaepernick’s tactical 
silence is a calculated action being used as a means of exercis-
ing agency. His utilization of wordless communication should 
be viewed as an exercise in patience and perseverance, as well 
as a source of strength and calm.
Kaepernick’s silence in 2017, screams in the same tone as 
his ancestors in 1917 parading through New York to protest the 
lynching of Black children, women and men in America. His 
silence speaks the same language as John Carlos and Tommie 
Smith as they stood atop the medal podium at the 1968 Sum-
mer Games in Mexico City with their Black fists firmly fixed in 
the air.9 His silence, like those silently protesting before him, 
is in honor of all of those who were silenced for simply being 

























As political science professor Michael Tesler recently ob-
served, “American patriotism has always been racialized.” In 
1995, for example, an NBC poll cited by Tesler found that just 
two percent of respondents envisioned the ideal patriot as 
an African American; fifty percent pictured a white man or 
woman. (The poll asked: “When you hear about someone be-
ing ‘patriotic,’ do you think of a white man, a white woman, a 
black man, or a black woman?”) Tesler also reviewed contem-
porary social science research demonstrating the tendency to 
associate American national identity with whiteness.1 Does 
this mean that African Americans who fight against racial in-
equality are likely to be seen as unpatriotic and un-American, 
even if they demonstrate their patriotism through military 
service and support for a war? 
Historically the answer is yes, as a brief look at the World 
War I era reveals. In April 1917, President Woodrow Wilson 
asked the nation to enter the war on the Allied side to make 
the world “safe for democracy.” Military service and the pur-
* This essay is in part adapted from my book: David Krugler, 1919, The Year of 
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chase of liberty bonds were two major ways in which Ameri-
cans contributed to the war effort. For African Americans, the 
war posed a unique challenge: should they fight for a nation 
that disfranchised, segregated, exploited, and lynched them? 
Despite the denial of democracy at home, a majority of African 
Americans supported the war. “He, the American Negro—is a 
loyal, patriotic, undiluted American!” proclaimed the Denver 
Star.2 Almost 370,000 black men served in the military. Black 
citizens flocked to industrial cities to work in factories produc-
ing war-essential goods and bought the bonds that funded the 
war. By August 1918, for example, African American women 
“had subscribed $5,000,000 for Liberty Loan bonds.”3  
The U.S. government did not, however, regard African 
Americans’ war service as equal to that of white people. Con-
sider the treatment of black recruits and draftees, most of 
whom served in segregated units in the Army. Opposed to 
the training of black people as officers and combat soldiers, 
the War Department created all-black labor battalions led by 
white officers. Some stateside battalions resembled chain 
gangs more than military units: the officers hired out their 
men to civilian contractors and kept their wages.4 Discrimina-
tion greatly devalued black patriotism and demeaned African 
Americans while still requiring the same level of contribution 
and sacrifice expected of white people. Conscription was col-
or-blind, but race mattered very much in the Army.
The sight of black men in uniform threatened white su-
premacy, especially in areas where local white authorities 
used their power to oppress African Americans. In August 
1917 in Houston, a white police officer struck a black private 
from the Twenty-fourth Infantry, Third Battalion, after the sol-
dier challenged his rough arrest of a black woman. Tensions 
were already high between the men of the Twenty-fourth and 
the Houston police, who had beaten several other soldiers 
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for defying Jim Crow rules on streetcars. Rather than view 
the soldiers as patriots, the police saw them as a menace to 
the established, racist social order. In this instance, black sol-
diers fought back, leaving their base because they believed a 
white mob was forming. Armed clashes with white people in 
Houston led to swift and harsh reprisals by the Army—courts 
sentenced thirteen soldiers to death. The black press acknowl-
edged that the soldiers had committed crimes; at the same 
time, it observed that the Houston police’s mistreatment of 
the soldiers, and the failure of the men’s white commanding 
officers to respond, had pushed the soldiers to a breaking 
point.5 In another, smaller incident, a white Charleston police-
man struck a black soldier whom he was arresting. When an 
observer rebuked the officer for “hitting a United States uni-
form,” he angrily retorted, “Fuck the uniform! These sons of 
bitches should not be in them.”6 These episodes—and there 
were many more like them during the war—starkly showed 
how the association of whiteness with patriotism was an inte-
gral part of the oppression of African Americans. The Charles-
ton officer’s vehement, hateful statement put into words the 
widespread fear of white people that African Americans could 
use military service and patriotism as a pathway to equality of 
rights and opportunities. The willingness of black soldiers to 
use force heightened this fear. 
African Americans responded by working to end as much 
wartime Jim Crow as possible and by preparing for a full-
fledged effort to secure their rights and equality after the war 
ended. Howard University led a campaign that successfully 
lobbied the War Department to train African Americans as 
officers; the National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses 
pressured both the War Department and the Red Cross to end 
the ban on accepting black nurses.7 A wartime slogan advised 
African Americans, “first your Country, then your Rights.”8 If 
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this sounded militant—would black veterans fight for their 
rights after the war?—then Emmett J. Scott, Booker T. Wash-
ington’s former secretary, struck a conciliatory tone in a Feb-
ruary 1919 speech. Black soldiers, Scott declared, were coming 
home “to perform their full duties as citizens and to live in 
peace with their fellow men, asking in return only the full pro-
tection of the law of their land—the guarantee of life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness.”9
But acceptance of African Americans as patriots and 
equal citizens was not forthcoming. The wartime abuses of 
black soldiers in Houston and Charleston presaged a nation-
al white backlash against African Americans for transgress-
ing white supremacy or asserting their rights. In 1919, white 
lynch mobs murdered more than seventy-five black people, 
including eleven veterans.10 Such violence fulfilled the omi-
nous promise of Congressman James Byrnes (Democrat, South 
Carolina): “There are in this country 90,000,000 white people 
determined not to extend political and social equality to the 
10,000,000 Negroes” no matter how much African Ameri-
cans had contributed to the war.11
Black patriotism and military service did not bring an end 
to or even abate white supremacy. Throughout 1919 and into 
1920, racial violence—to be precise, organized white-on-black 
attacks—broke out in Chicago, Omaha, Washington, D.C., and 
Phillips County, Arkansas, among other locations. White mobs 
used violence to enforce the boundaries of all-white neighbor-
hoods, punish perceived slights against white people, carry 
out rough justice (that is, mob killings of black people accused 
of crimes against white people before court proceedings could 
take place), or protect the economic exploitation of black 
sharecroppers.
The ferocious reassertion of white supremacy did not go 
unchallenged. As NAACP co-founder W.E.B. Du Bois wrote 
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in May 1919: “We return from fighting. We return fighting. Make 
way for Democracy! We saved it in France, and by the Great Je-
hovah, we will save it in the United States of America, or know 
the reason why.”12 Where mobs attacked, black people resist-
ed, often led by veterans. When police failed to protect black 
residents from roving white gangs during Chicago’s week-
long outbreak of anti-black collective violence, local black 
veterans took up arms to stop the gangs. Although a Chicago 
jury later commended these men for “their valuable service 
in patrolling, quieting the excited colored population, and re-
lieving the grave fears of the women and children that white 
mobs were about to break through,” local newspapers falsely 
described the men as marauders who had randomly fired on 
white people.13 
Black armed self-defense in Chicago and elsewhere great-
ly alarmed the Bureau of Investigation (BI), forerunner of the 
FBI. Ignoring the root cause of white-on-black violence, the BI 
decided that African Americans were carrying out a national 
uprising even though they could find no reliable evidence to 
support this conclusion. Still, the BI continued to assert that 
“propaganda of a radical nature” was a cause of racial vio-
lence.14
In one sense, the BI was correct: during and after World 
War I, African Americans’ quest for equality of rights and op-
portunity, an expectation validated by their wartime service, 
was “radical” in a nation that practiced racial discrimination 
and white supremacy. Patriotism was highly racialized, as 
recognized by Hubert Eaves, a black teenager living in Des 
Moines, Iowa. Eaves was arrested for refusing to salute the 
American flag at school because, as he said in court, “America 
is a White man’s country” and so he had no nation.15 
This occurred in 1916. One hundred years later, Colin 
Kaepernick continued, so to speak, Hubert Eaves’s protest by 
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silently kneeling during the playing of the National Anthem 
before a NFL game. The condemnation of the black quarter-
back for being unpatriotic has overshadowed his and other 
players’ motive for the protest, to draw attention to police bru-
tality against African Americans, and suggests that, despite 
the gains of the civil rights movement, there is still a strong 
tendency in the United States to associate patriotism with 
whiteness, as happened during World War I. 
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“It should go without saying that I love my country and 
I’m proud to be an American. But, to quote James Baldwin, 
‘exactly for this reason, I insist on the right to criticize her 
perpetually.’”
Eric Reid, Strong Safety, San Francisco 49ers, 
New York Times,  Op-Ed, September 25, 2017.1
“The politics of disruption—where activists have inter-
rupted the daily functioning of American life—have 
brought into full view the contradictions that drive the 
current social crisis in this country.”
Eddie Glaude Jr., Democracy in Black.2
“Can’t you understand that this is the perspective from 
which we are now speaking? It isn’t as if we got up today 
and said, you know, ‘what can we do to irritate America?’” 
Lorraine Hansberry, “The Black Revolution and the White 




It’s no surprise that the NFL player protests have sparked de-
bate among African-American activists about protest tactics 
more generally. When San Francisco 49er Eric Reid met early 
on with Colin Kaepernick to deliberate about the best way to 
use their place on a very visible stage to protest racial injustice 
and police brutality against black citizens, they were clearly 
aware that their protest was part of a longer tradition of debate 
about political strategy.
Reid said in his September 2017 Op-Ed: “After hours of care-
ful consideration, and even a visit from Nate Boyer, a retired 
Green Beret and former NFL player, we came to the conclusion 
that we should kneel, rather than sit, the next day during the 
anthem as a peaceful protest. We chose to kneel because it’s a 
respectful gesture. I remember thinking our posture was like a 
flag flown at half-mast to mark a tragedy.”3
This somber intention has been respected, ignored, and 
denigrated in the ensuing controversy. As Reid put it in the 
same Op-Ed: “It baffles me that our protest is still being mis-
construed as disrespectful to the country, flag and military 
personnel. We chose it because it’s exactly the opposite. It has 
always been my understanding that the brave men and wom-
en who fought and died for our country did so to ensure that 
we could live in a fair and free society, which includes the right 
to speak out in protest.”
Television audiences have since watched players, coach-
es, and owners take a range of physical stances during the 
opening ceremonies before NFL (and other) games, and those 
varied choices illustrate the diversity of opinion about tactics 
and their symbolic meanings among those participating in the 
protests. Such debates have been part of every historical mo-
ment in the African-American struggle for civic equality and 
racial justice, from the colonial era to the present. In 1964, an-
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other protest illuminated such internal debate, and did so on a 
similarly public entertainment stage.
It’s a complex story in its own terms, but in 1964, civil rights 
activists abruptly interrupted the commercialized leisure of 
their fellow Americans on the opening day of the World’s Fair 
in New York City. What became known as the “stall-in” actual-
ly morphed into two separate protests, but the original stall-in 
aimed to shut down transportation across the city by having 
hundreds of cars strategically run out of gas and block traf-
fic, while hundreds of activists would block bridges and pull 
emergency brakes to stop the subways.
The 1964 World’s Fair protests share with the current NFL 
player protests an intent to highlight racial inequity by star-
tling audiences who have gathered to view a Grand American 
Entertainment. The aim in both historical moments has been 
to disrupt American leisure in order to shake peoples’ compla-
cency and turn their attention toward serious and persisting 
racial injustice.
In his 2016 book Democracy in Black, philosopher Eddie 
Glaude Jr. calls this injustice “the value gap”: 
The crisis currently engulfing black America and the coun-
try’s indifference to the devastation it has wrought illus-
trate what I call the value gap. We talk about the achieve-
ment gap in education or the wealth gap between white 
Americans and other groups, but the value gap reflects 
something more basic: that no matter our stated principles 
or how much progress we think we’ve made, white people 
are valued more than others in this country, and that fact 
continues to shape the life chances of millions of Ameri-
cans. The value gap is in our national DNA.4 
A key focus for Glaude is the refusal of too many white 
Americans to look at, let alone address, the realities of the 
value gap. The protests in 1964 and today deploy a time-hon-
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ored tactic in American democratic dissent: they aim to force 
a look, to redirect the gaze, disrupt the status quo, to interrupt 
regular programming and interrupt habits of perception and 
action which perpetuate the value gap. In both historical mo-
ments, activists aim to very intentionally disrupt the “peace” 
when said peace is built on unjust social practices.  
It’s obvious from some virulent white backlash in both 
eras that for some Americans, any protest by black citizens is 
condemned and dismissed, peaceful or not. But both the NFL 
player protests and the 1964 World’s Fair protests also got the 
attention, even action, of supporters in each audience. Just as 
critically, both protests also sparked important debates among 
African-American activists, especially ones about strategy. 
These debates will persist within a range of American social 
justice movements.
When activists of the Brooklyn chapter of the Congress 
of Racial Equality (CORE) proposed their massive stall-in to 
tie up city traffic and disrupt attendance for the opening day 
of the 1964 World’s Fair, not all African-American civil rights 
activists supported the tactic. The stall-in was meant to draw 
public support for the Civil Rights Act, to dramatize racial dis-
crimination in hiring (including at the Fair) and housing, and 
to protest police brutality in New York City. But critics within 
the black civil rights movement argued that the tactic targeted 
and “disrupted” the wrong people—i.e. working citizens—not 
those in power, and that a better strategy would be to disrupt 
the World’s Fair opening ceremony itself, a glitzy symbol of 
American enterprise and the fruits of segregated commerce.
In fact, CORE national leader James Farmer and longtime 
“angelic troublemaker” Bayard Rustin organized their own 
counter-protest within the fairgrounds for the same day, a 
protest that actually drew significantly more participants as 
the stall-in faltered. This alternative protest at the opening 
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ceremonies resulted in the arrests of Rustin and many others 
for “disturbing the peace.”  Longer and politically distinct ac-
counts of the stall-in controversy can be found in coverage by 
the New York Times and Slate.5  
That following summer, playwright and activist Lorraine 
Hansberry spoke at a June 1964 New York City forum entitled 
“The Black Revolution and the White Backlash,” sponsored by 
The Association of Artists for Freedom. She opened her com-
mentary by sharing her initial skepticism about the stall-in: “I 
said, ‘Oh My God, now everybody’s gone crazy, you know, tying 
up traffic. What’s the matter with them? You know. Who needs 
it?’ And then I noticed the reaction, starting in Washington 
and coming on up to New York…”  
The June forum was an attempt to hash out tensions be-
tween African American activists and white liberals. Most of 
Hansberry’s commentary focused on those tensions, but she 
concluded her remarks by returning to the tactics of the stall-
in and civil disobedience more generally, and she did so in 
terms that echoed the strategy of NFL players who take a knee: 
       
This is why we want the dialogue, to explain [the viewpoint 
of African Americans] to you, you see. It isn’t a question of 
patriotism and loyalty. My brother fought for this country, 
my grandfather before that and so on and that’s all a lot 
of nonsense when we criticize. The point is that we have a 
different viewpoint because, you know, we’ve been kicked 
in the face so often and the vantage point of Negroes is 
entirely different and these are some of the things we are 
trying to say.6
Both of these historical moments, the 1964 World’s Fair 
stall-in and the NFL protests today, invite further careful anal-
ysis of the particulars, especially the detailed thought, deliber-
ation, and planning behind both actions. But more critically, 
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both protests ask American citizens to pay attention to con-
ditions in their country and to extend basic respect to those 
who are speaking up about serious racial and social problems 
in our nation. The viewing public is being asked to change the 
channel and listen up. As James Baldwin put it so succinctly in 
1962: “Not everything that is faced can be changed, but noth-
ing can be changed until it is faced.”7
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Colin Kaepernick reminds us that there is one entity out there, 
striving to hold a fragmenting America together. And that en-
tity is…ESPN.
In truth, it’s sports broadcasting writ large, which is why 
we all care so much about Colin Kaepernick. He’s important 
because most of us agree that he exists. 
Most media scholars are fairly certain that our media con-
sumption has some impact on how we view the world, even if 
the question of “how much” is still contested. Those that fol-
low George Gerbner’s theory of cultivation believe our media 
use, especially if we consume a lot of media, means that we 
can start to impose the reality of media onto how we view the 
real world. This is often illustrated with violence. People who 
watch a lot of television—with all its crime chases, detectives, 
and lawyers—tend to think there’s more crime than there re-
ally is, even if they know of little crime firsthand.
Many believe this readjusting of reality extends to oth-
er aspects, as well. Mainstreaming was Gerbner’s idea that 
media consumption starts to push viewers toward a general 
E Kaepernick Unum: 
How Our Changing 
Media Habits Have 
Left Sports Our 
Place for Diverse 
Debate
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consensus about our life and our reality. The issues on TV are 
the issues we encounter. The problems are our problems. The 
views are our views. The problem is Gerbner wrote in 1976, 
and we live in 2017.
Gone are the days of 1974 when Americans watched de-
plorable Archie Bunker argue with his meathead liberal son-
in-law about a variety of racially based gripes on All in the Fam-
ily. Almost as many would tune in to watch those same gripes 
flipped another way on Sanford and Son. You could count on at 
least a quarter of a group being able to follow discussions of 
the collision of class and race on The Jeffersons. To reach that 
size of audience, these shows brought in black and white, con-
servative and liberal, young and old. Everyone had the same 
TV reality to muse over. 
We have plenty of chances to use TV to talk social issues. 
I’d love to use Captain Raymond Holt from Brooklyn Nine-Nine 
as a way of talking about the stress of resisting self-stereotyp-
ing, but chances are only one out of fifty people in a random 
group will recognize his name. Westworld is a perfect chance 
to talk about how free we can be in a media-drenched world, 
but only 1.5 percent of TV viewers ages 18–49 regularly tune 
in. I could probably use the hit Empire, but, like most people, I 
don’t watch it.
These aren’t obscure shows. In fact, they are among the 
one hundred most successful shows of 2017. Even if we give 
up on the more interesting examples and go for sheer mass 
appeal, we’re still likely to fail. The number one show for ages 
18–49 was The Walking Dead, which does have a multiracial 
cast roaming its post-apocalyptic South, but also only regular-
ly brings in eight percent of U.S. viewers.
If you want to hold a collective conversation about media 
or what’s presented in it—good luck. Young women are watch-
ing celebrity reality shows on basic cable. Young men are play-
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ing Call of Duty. Young liberals tune in to Last Week Tonight. 
Young conservatives follow Tomi Lahren on social media. 
For every unique combination of identities, there’s a unique 
collection of media to match. We still have mainstreaming in 
media, but now there are multiple mainstreams, matching the 
viewing patterns of smaller and smaller segments of society. 
Those mainstreams move to the center of their audiences, not 
the center of society, and the realities they present may not 
share much in common with each other. Policing problems in 
regard to minorities is part of the reality created for me in my 
TV viewing, which includes CBS’s nightly newscast, Last Week 
Tonight, and complex societal dramas like The Wire. If your 
mainstream is comprised of Wheel of Fortune, NCIS, and cable 
news, your mainstream may be constructing a reality that em-
phasizes crime and order. 
Our best bet for something in common would be to go for 
the content making up 2016’s number two, three, four, and 
eight shows: professional football. We don’t really watch sports 
more now than we used to, but the way we watch media in gen-
eral has left sports one of the last things we watch in common. 
Sports are broadcast live, and the enjoyment of them is largely 
dependent on not knowing what’s going to happen. You can’t 
be part of the conversation the next day if you’re time-shift-
ing the game to next week. We also binge-watch most content 
alone, but watch sports with others. All this means that sports, 
particularly football, dominates the top of the ratings, when it 
wasn’t even on the list in 1974. Sports can also cut across these 
growing multiple mainstreams, giving a place where different 
created realities can come into contact.
In February 2016, the TV comedy Black-ish directly dealt 
with a conversation on African Americans and policing. It 
was well-scripted, well-received, and thought-provoking. But 
only a fraction of the U.S. audience saw it, and the ones who 
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did were already more likely to agree the issue was import-
ant. When Kaepernick took a knee, he did it for a bigger audi-
ence, and, more importantly, one full of different perspectives 
and backgrounds. These viewers took different positions on 
Kaepernick, and they spread those views to others like them 
on social media. There may not have been as much debate 
across positions, but there is awareness that there is a debate. 
It’s likely not something anyone other than a professional ath-
lete—and probably a professional football player—would be 
able to achieve.






It started with the second song. As the players lined up on Oc-
tober 6, 2001, as is customary in any international friendly, 
nothing seemed out of the ordinary. First came the Algerian 
national anthem, “Kassaman” (“We Pledge”), a song of revo-
lution, pride, and virtuous dedication to a homeland grant-
ed independence in 1962 by others but claimed internally 
for centuries. Green and white flags waved. Thousands sang, 
“Fa-shaddü! Fa-shaddü!” (“Bear witness! Bear witness!”) as 
the music came to an end and cheers, whistles, and applause 
filled the air. Then came the home anthem, it too a revolu-
tionary song, but from 170 years earlier than its predecessor. 
As the drums rolled in preparation, blue, white, and red flags 
waved, the team, clad in blue shirts and white shorts, a coq 
sportif newly crowned with a single cherished star on each left 
breast, stood together, arms linked. This was the hymn of the 
revolution that created this team, this stadium, this match, 
and, in a strange and tragic way, the day’s opponent. 
“Allons enfants de la Patrie
Le jour de gloire est arrivé!”
“They Will Use This 
Against You”: 
The Context and 
Legacy of the 2001 
France vs. Algeria 
Protests 
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The first notes of the French revolutionary march, “La Mar-
seillaise,” met an unexpected chorus. Instead of the resound-
ing chant, “Allons enfants de la Patrie” (“Onward children of the 
fatherland”), deep tones formed in the crowd, broken by whis-
tles and jeers, quickly overcoming the hum of players and fans 
singing along. This was not supposed to happen. The faces of 
the players betrayed a universal confusion as they turned their 
heads to each other and then back to the crowd. National an-
thems were and remain sacred in international football. They 
represent the individuality of states, their players, and the fans 
and citizens who give it all meaning. Usually met with power-
ful, complimentary silence, the ritual of mutual respect that 
night went wrong. Something had changed, but no one on the 




“La Marseillaise” finished, the chorus of boos shifted to 
supportive joy, the captains met, shook hands, exchanged 
gifts, and the game began. But something was off. The match, 
indeed, had a purpose far beyond an exhibition between two 
vastly unequal sides—the French had won the most recent 
World Cup in 1998 and were the number one ranked team in 
the world. Algeria sat at eightieth, having failed even to qualify 
for each of the previous three World Cups. No one expected Al-
geria to score, much less win. And in the end, France emerged 
the victor by a 4-1 score line. But that was not the point. The 
match was organized as a statement of solidarity and binding 
wounds. Until 1962, when “Kassaman” became the Algeri-
an national anthem, the country sat beneath the yoke of the 
French colonial empire. For seven full years, the Algerians 
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fought for their independence against a French force brutal in 
its desire to retain the prized North African colony. 
The war, fought between 1954 and 1962, served as fuel for 
a wider anti-colonial discourse that ultimately brought about 
the collapse of European colonialism on the African conti-
nent. It gave rise to some of the most profound and influen-
tial thinkers of the twentieth century—Frantz Fanon, Thomas 
Sankara, Aimé Césaire, and others. Perhaps most importantly, 
though, it created a relationship between France and Algeria 
that neither, it seemed, wanted to have. Because the fighting 
took place entirely in Algeria, refugees of the violence sought 
shelter in the colonial metropole of France, a nation that nev-
er entirely accepted them as its own but could not justly turn 
them away. 
The match between the two nations in October 2001, then, 
stood as a reconciliation of sorts, an attempt at finding a com-
mon language and a common cause between nations once 
linked only by force. “A football game, chosen voluntarily, re-
quires a kind of pacification in the relationship,” anthropol-
ogist Christian Bromberger told the French newspaper L’Hu-
manité. “You don’t play a football game against a country you 
are at war with.”1 A month prior, two airliners hijacked by ter-
rorists declaring jihad against the United States slammed into 
the World Trade Center in New York, killing more than 2,600 
people in the worst terrorist attack in modern U.S. history. The 
world, it seemed, recognized the tragedy as an opportunity 
to make change and come to grips with differences allowed 
to fester too long with others. The France-Algeria match was 
supposed to do just that—reconcile the violent, oppressive 
past and share the excitement and friendship that only foot-
ball could bring.
The peace lasted seventy-six minutes. France, led by their 
talisman Zinedine Zidane, the French-born son of two Algeri-
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an refugees, and the black Guadeloupe-born defender Lilian 
Thuram, had hoisted the World Cup trophy in that same stadi-
um just three years earlier. Indeed, the 3-0 victory over Brazil 
in the World Cup final in Paris was a watershed moment for 
France as a whole. A team made up of immigrants and chil-
dren of immigrants, nearly half of African descent, conquered 
the world of football for a nation that just a single generation 
before would have never recognized them as their own. This, 
it seemed, was the “New France” journalists celebrated in the 
streets that night. “There was no more red light, no bus lane, 
no forbidden direction,” Annick Cojean famously wrote in 
Le Monde. “No more social classes, provincials, banlieusards. 
Nothing but the extraordinary, like a world turned upside 
down…. It was madness Paris, laughter Paris, delirious Paris. 
Paris the brothel. Paris the joyful. Paris the loving…colored 
and multi-colored, fraternal.”2  
France was still riding this high when the first of “pitch 
invaders” arrived on the field. Exactly thirty-one minutes into 
the second half, with Algeria on the attack and defender Mou-
lay Haddou streaking up the left flank, a young man, clad in 
red and waving a white flag, sprinted across the field, a bevy 
of docents stumbling desperately behind him. From the right, 
another made his start. Then another, this time from the op-
posite touchline. Then another, and another, and another, 
each one simply running, some waving flags, all refusing to 
leave. Within two minutes the field was a chaotic mess, an ant-
hill disturbed from above, each colorful dot a young man or 
woman of Algerian descent running aimlessly so long as the 
match did not continue. 
Both teams, fearful and confused, quickly abandoned 
the match and left the field. But Lilian Thuram, the tall, dark 
French defender and public advocate for immigrants’ rights, 
remained, his face twisted with rage, his finger lifted in accu-
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sation just inches from the chest of a young Algerian “invader” 
now startled with fear. He screamed furiously at the teenager, 
maintaining eye contact as docents and minders pulled him 
away and down the tunnel to the locker room.3 The match was 
not supposed to end this way. There should never have been 
any boos or jeers. There should never have been any invaders. 
This was football. This was sacred. This was the New France, 
the “colored and multi-colored” France. This was “Paris the 
joyful, Paris the loving.” What had become of this holy place, 
this nation of one, this reconciliation of past ills? As the com-
mentators screamed of respect and shame, the embarrassment 
they believed the “invaders” ought to feel, and as the Algerian 
sports minister calmly declared, “This has nothing to do Alge-
ria,” the Algerian players smiled and took pictures with Zidane 
in the tunnel, their national hero clad in the French kit.
The protest that day had a strange feel to it, as though the 
point was not entirely clear. Lilian Thuram’s fury as he left the 
field became a symbol of several sides—anger at the “invad-
ers,” frustration with the effects of the protest itself, an expres-
sion of the pent-up isolation that led to the protests in the first 
place. The next day, it was Thuram who graced the front pages 
of Le Monde, L’Equipe, and other national newspapers. Regard-
less of individual position, the entire nation seemed to balk at 
a universal reaction. Indeed, many French viewers feared that 
politics would get in the way, with the French Right increas-
ingly arguing for a more closed off France and the Left seeking 
to open borders to former colonies and repent, at least in theo-
ry, for the damage done in the past. 
Thuram, oddly, stood at the center, though he had nothing 
to do with the protest. A black native of Martinique, Thuram 
was something of a spokesman for the World Cup-winning 
team of 1998, taking every opportunity he could to point out 
and celebrate the diverse roots of the squad. He rightly took 
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offense when Jean-Marie Le Pen, the founder and leader of the 
Right-wing Front National, attributed the World Cup victory to 
“Les Noirs” (the blacks) rather than to France.4 And he feared 
that this same sentiment would seep into the events he had 
just witnessed in Paris. Indeed, Thuram’s response to the pro-
tests, when it came to light, was a bit unexpected, at least to 
those who interviewed him after the fact. 
While white French commentators lamented the “betray-
al” committed by the “Algerian thugs” who invaded the pitch 
at the Stade de France, Thuram saw “idiots…ruining every-
thing.”5 But he did not see betrayal. He saw immaturity, yes, 
but no ill motives. In fact, Thuram knew exactly why the young 
Algerians interrupted the match and jeered “La Marseillaise” 
that night. He too had felt the way they felt—shut off from a 
nation that did not allow them to be who and what they were 
expected to be, former “colonials” not part of France but irre-
vocably, and to some innately, tethered to it. When he won the 
World Cup for his nation, he became un noir, rhetorically and 
physically distanced from the Gallic nation whose jersey he 
wore, whose language he spoke, and whose anthem he sang.
The young, French-born Algerians whose arms he grabbed, 
whose stunned faces glared back at him on the field in October 
2001, were in some ways more his compatriots than the white 
Frenchmen sitting peacefully and apolitically in the stands, or 
even those who shared the field with him that night. Thuram 
knew well the feeling of the colonized. He knew that “La Mar-
seillaise” said nothing about him or his people, however they 
were and are defined. He was black. His blood came from Afri-
ca, not France. The words of his nation’s anthem and the rhet-
oric of its politicians explicitly rejected this type of sang impur 
(impure blood) and celebrated its letting. Even as Thuram 
screamed in anger at the stunned protestors, their skin a dif-
ferent color than his own, he did not scream words of hatred or 
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denial. He did not reject their sentiment or the point they were 
trying to make. He only rejected the way they acted and the 
fuel it would give to those most likely to act in response. 
As he grabbed the “little idiot’s” arm and placed his finger 
inches from his face, Thuram condemned nothing. He knew 
they both had the wrong audience, but he could not contain 
his fury with everything that had led to that moment. “Do 
you realize what you are doing?” he yelled, smacking the pro-
testor’s cheek with his palm. “Do you realize that television 
is filming you, that you are throwing yourself into shit, and 
pushing all your friends there too?” Thuram’s eyes never left 
the boy’s face.6 He knew what the kid meant. He knew what 
he wanted to say. He knew that he wanted to be on TV, seen by 
those who treated him still as a colonized subject in the na-
tion of his birth. But Thuram thought that maybe this idealis-
tic teenager, wild with the adrenaline of doing something he 
knew was socially improper but needed to be done, did not re-
alize the actual result this protest would cause. Thuram knew. 
He had lived it for twenty-nine years, a black man in a white 
man’s country. And as docents and minders pried him away 
from his own youth before him, he made his final point to the 
young man: “They will use this against you!” he yelled, turn-
ing to the tunnel where his teammates waited, taking pictures 
and joking with their former opponents.7 The match was over. 
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This essay originally appeared in Black Perspectives on September 8, 
2017. https://www.aaihs.org/unite-the-right-colin-kaepernick-and-
social-media/ [https://perma.cc/B36X-YUZC]
On April 22, 1820,  Thomas Jefferson  captured the crux of 
America’s race problem in a letter to Maine politician John 
Holmes: “As it is, we have the wolf by the ears, and we can nei-
ther hold him, nor safely let him go. Justice is in one scale, and 
self-preservation in the other.”1 Jefferson penned those words 
at a time when the frontier was still open, the market revo-
lution was in its early stages, and the continent-wide, landed 
white yeoman independence he longed for still seemed pos-
sible, if not inevitable. In Charlottesville on August 11, 2017, 
nearly 200 years later and just 10 miles away from Monticello, 
throngs of white nationalists gathered at “Mr. Jefferson’s Uni-
versity” to tighten their grip on the wolf’s ear.2
Chanting “We Will Not Be Replaced” and invoking the 
“Blut und Boden” (“Blood and Soil”) ideology popularized 
by nineteenth-century German nationalists, the intent of 
the marchers was clear: to tip the scale, yet again, in favor of 
the preservation of a system of white racial domination they 
claimed to be under siege. Living in Jefferson’s dystopian 
nightmare, these men, in their largely unchecked displays of 




lawlessness, seemed to have taken to heart words from Pres-
ident Donald J. Trump’s  Warsaw speech.3 They were not go-
ing to allow “paperwork and regulations” to deny them their 
right to “chase their dreams and pursue their destinies.” Their 
march on Charlottesville symbolized their intention to make 
manifest those dreams and destinies.
Social media has played a central role in efforts to identi-
fy the rally’s participants and to notify their employers in the 
hopes of securing their termination. This drive to get rally 
attendees fired raises issues about the relationship between 
social media, social movements, and the market and helps to 
uncover the limitations of the market and its satellites (e.g., 
social media) as instruments in the Black freedom struggle. To 
be sure, the use of social media does not constitute or wholly 
characterize a social movement. It does, however, shape how 
the public perceives those movements.  As such, its role in the 
Charlottesville rally and its aftermath are worthy of scrutiny.
Journalist Angela Helm recently  wrote  that there were 
“calls on social media to identify some of the men marching 
in the rally” in order to expose them “for the racists they are” 
and to see to it that they face, what she called, “the appropri-
ate consequences.”4 Noting that a petition to have a Univer-
sity of Arkansas professor fired had been abandoned after it 
was discovered that he had been  misidentified  as one of the 
rally-goers, Helm urged anyone with “actual RECEIPTS” to do 
their “part and expose the racists today.”5 Helm’s call for social 
media users to come together in an effort to dole out their ver-
sion of justice is not novel, and neither are the assumptions 
that undergird it.
The call to identify rally participants and to notify their em-
ployers relies on the notion that employers will find the views 
and actions of their employees to be sufficiently reprehensible 
and out of step with the goals and objectives of their compa-
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nies so as to warrant their dismissal. It assumes, also, that the 
firing of these employees, and the subsequent destabilization 
of their places within the market, will hurt their cause rather 
than embolden it.
What we have come to is an antiracist war of attrition 
waged through pink slips that pivots on the idea that bigotry 
is bad for business. It is a war that tacitly accepts the logic gov-
erning what scholar Jodi Melamed has described as the “for-
mally antiracist, liberal-capitalist modernity” of the postwar 
United States—a logic, she argues, that is better equipped to 
promote “U.S. global ascendancy and leadership of transna-
tional capitalism” than it is to bring about the end to “Western 
domination and capitalist exploitation” that “antiracist and 
anticolonial social movements had envisioned.”6 If bigotry is 
bad for business now, there is no reason to believe that it will 
always be.
Just as social media and appeals to corporate bottom lines 
can serve antiracist objectives, they can also achieve other, 
less tolerant ones. The National Football League’s treatment of 
football player Colin Kaepernick is a case in point.7 In August 
2016, instead of standing for the national anthem, Kaeper-
nick, citing police shootings, chose to kneel in silent protest 
of a system that, as he put it, “oppresses black people and peo-
ple of color.”8 A Rasmussen poll taken in October of that same 
year revealed that “nearly one-third (32%) of American Adults 
[said] they [were] less likely to watch an NFL game because of 
the growing number of Black Lives Matter protests by players 
on the field.”9 As journalist Mike Ozanian has reported, this 
drop in viewership, accompanied by calls on social media to 
#BoycottNFL, caused the NFL to lose significant revenue. In 
September 2016,  Ozanian wrote  that Kaepernick’s protest 
was accomplishing what “the concussions, domestic violence 
and Deflategate could not do—drive down television ratings 
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for the National Football League.”10 It is unsurprising, then, 
that  despite his talents  on the field, Kaepernick has not yet 
found new employment in the league.11
Kaepernick’s fate, it appears, has been determined by the 
same forces now being called upon to punish those who par-
ticipated in the Charlottesville rally, revealing the Janus-faced 
nature of social media and the market vis-à-vis the struggle 
against racial injustice.12
Are the men who gathered at Charlottesville victims? Yes. 
But they are not victims in the sense that they claim. They 
are victims, instead, of their own expectations—expectations 
born of their belief that white racial domination would last 
forever. There is no reason to believe that it will. That some in 
the Alt-Right have resorted to acts of terrorism is, perhaps, ev-
idence of its decline.13 It is becoming more difficult, it seems, 
to hold the wolf by its ears.
What might be most unsettling, however, is that the end 
of white racial domination will not necessarily provide a rem-
edy for the inequities produced by it.14 It could deepen them. 
One of the major challenges of our time, then, in the face of so 
much uncertainty, is to be unafraid and to refuse to surrender 
our sense of right and wrong to the cold calculus and machin-
ery of the market. More often than not, the market has proven 











































“What are you rebelling against?
 What have you got?”1
Protesters are often asked: What is your final goal? What is 
your endgame? What do you want? The answer quite often 
and quite properly is: we don’t know because we don’t yet fully 
understand the extent of the repression we are suffering un-
der. We are still learning. As we learn more about the condi-
tions of our oppression, we discover that more changes must 
be made. 
So many things in our culture work against protest. Pro-
test and protesters are devalued and made to seem ungrateful 
or irrational. After all, “We passed those laws, so now those 
people should be satisfied.” Reactions to any civil rights move-
ment in the United States show a desire on the part of the priv-
ileged and powerful to establish an endpoint beyond which 
demands are illegitimate. 
When you entertain the idea of an “endgame,” a final stop-
ping point to political protest, you are buying into an idea 
which has a lot of currency and power—that is, the idea that 
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we can find a final resting place for political dispute, that we 
will eventually come to a final and universally acceptable con-
clusion that will appeal to everyone. This idea goes back a long 
time. A desire for “still time,” a “Nunc stans,”2 an endpoint, is 
part and parcel of human political interaction. This mindset 
reflects a deep-seated desire to end political dispute once and 
for all. Of course, this is impossible. But the Aristotelian idea 
of a telos, or the Christian idea of an end to all things, or the 
simple desire to pretend that problems lie the past (“Why you 
gotta keep bringing up old shit?”) all combine to make chal-
lenges to any existing order, especially one as self-congratula-
tory as that of the United States, that much more difficult. 
We protect ourselves against the fluidity of modernity (the 
fact that everything changes, the center cannot hold, etc.) with 
a set of comforting myths. We hold tight to the idea that we 
can reach a final agreement on contentious issues, that critical 
questions of rights, of citizenship, of recognition, of respect, 
can be answered once and for all to the (apparent) satisfaction 
of all concerned. This belief is foundational to modern conser-
vatism, which often claims those final agreements were made 
fifty, two hundred, or two thousand years ago. Whether there 
ever was a time of universal agreement on such questions is a 
matter of philosophical debate. But in our times, there can be 
no doubt that a politics based on the idea of rights is open end-
ed. If the history of politics of modern times and questions of 
individual liberty central to our politics teaches us anything, 
it is that there is no final stance, there is no final resting point, 
and there is no last position. In our times, all agreements and 
decisions are conditional, temporary, and contingent. In the 
end, all positions are subject to renegotiation. 
Victories in the fight for human rights are not necessarily 
forever. Nor are defeats. Nor can the powerful console them-
selves with the idea that if we simply give the subordinate 
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groups some recognition, some scraps from the table, they 
will shut up. This is impossible, and yet this demand happens 
all the time. The question of Colin Kaepernick is a perfect ex-
ample. The powerful ask, “Didn’t we do enough for these peo-
ple?” As though the recognition of human rights and equality 
was a gift from some powerful entity and not something peo-
ple possess based on common humanity and citizenship. 
Accepting conflict doesn’t mean agreeing with protestors 
or accepting their goals. It means recognizing their right to 
protest. We would be wise to recognize that protest and the 
fight for recognition and respect can have no end. If we accept 
the idea that people are equal and “endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable rights,” we will never reach a final 
moment of total agreement. If we are truly committed to hu-
man liberty, we will accept the uncertainty and conflict that 
comes with freedom. To do any less is to betray the very prin-
ciples of our nation. 
Notes 
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lent Protest at 
the 1968 Mexico 
City Games
Jamal Ratchford
This essay originally appeared in Process on  October 16, 2017 and 
an extended version of this essay will appear as a chapter in his 
book, Kneeling for Freedom: Selected Essays on the 20th and 21st 
Century Revolt of the Black Athlete. http://www.processhistory.org/
reparation-as-fantasy/ [https://perma.cc/AZP3-EJLX]
On October 17, 2005, San Jose State University unveiled a 
twenty-foot fiberglass statue of Tommie Smith and John Car-
los, in commemoration of their black-fisted protest at the 
1968 Mexico City Olympic Games. Eleven years later, on Au-
gust 1, 2016, SJSU commemorated the event once again. On 
that day, President Mary Papazian and Athletics Director Gene 
Bleymaier announced that SJSU would resurrect the intercol-
legiate men’s track and field program on October 16, 2018, 
exactly fifty years after Smith and Carlos’s demonstration at 
the medal ceremony for the 200 meter dash. Their audience, 
which included San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and former U.S. 
Secretary of Transportation Norman Mineta, as well as hun-
dreds of SJSU track and field alumni, learned that the program 
would compete at Bud Winter Track, a new, five-million dol-
lar facility named after their deceased coach, a USA Track and 
Field Hall of Fame member. Three decades after cutting track 
and field for budgetary reasons, SJSU reignited it. In this way, 
and by symbolic commemoration and monuments, SJSU en-
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deavored to redress the racial oppression faced by Smith and 
Carlos.1
The integration of American sports is often imagined to 
have advanced race relations in the United States. By allow-
ing for meritocratic, rules-based competition among persons 
of varying racial backgrounds, Americans have supposedly 
overcome a long history of racial oppression. This defining 
achievement has affirmed an exceptionalist notion of America 
as the land of the free. My research program builds on recent 
scholarship that challenges this assumptive myth, particular-
ly as it applies to sports and memory. As historians have care-
fully demonstrated, the commemoration of sports and sports 
activism serves multiple purposes and produces multiple 
meanings. Sociologist Douglas Hartmann has charted shifts 
in public perceptions of Smith and Carlos’s silent protest from 
the 1980s through their receipt of the Arthur Ashe Courage 
Award at the 2008 ESPYs. He suggests that the appropriation 
of protest for mass consumption dilutes or subverts original 
meaning and intention. By extension, the radical impulses of 
a sporting past can be made impotent.2
Smith and Carlos’s now iconic silent protest in Mexico 
City was rooted in direct critiques of racial inhumanity and 
marginalization. However, it has become misinterpreted as a 
post-racial symbol of inclusivity and appropriated as a trendy 
fad. Monuments and celebrations in honor of Smith and Car-
los have not fulfilled their purpose as reparation. Rather, these 
faux honors have stifled the intent of the black freedom move-
ment and of black athletic revolt more specifically. Remem-
brance too often waters down the original purpose of demon-
strations such as Smith and Carlos’s. It silences the urgency 
to redress economic, political, and social injustices faced by 
persons of color.
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Smith and Carlos’s protest was more radical and more pur-
poseful than is often remembered. At San Jose State in 1967, 
Smith and a future Olympic teammate, Lee Evans, who later 
won gold in the 400 meters, joined former SJSU athletes Harry 
Edwards and Ken Noel in a campus initiative known as Unit-
ed Black Students for Action (UBSA). The UBSA and its for-
ty members immediately pressured the SJSU administration 
to address racism in housing, Greek organizations, athletics, 
and more broadly across campus in the recruitment of black 
students, faculty, and staff. The UBSA and SJSU held cam-
pus-wide forums on each of these concerns in September 1967. 
UBSA members threatened to disrupt the home-opening foot-
ball game against the University of Texas at El Paso if the uni-
versity did not work to rectify racial inequality on campus. As 
a result, President Robert Clark cancelled the football game, 
drawing the ire of then Governor Ronald Reagan for his deci-
sion.3
Edwards, a sociology instructor, rallied Smith, Evans, and 
numerous others to use their celebrity for activism on a na-
tional and global stage. On October 7, 1967, the trio met with 
four other UBSA members—George Washington Ware, Ken 
Noel, Jimmy Garrett, and Bob Hoover—to discuss boycott 
strategies learned from the cancelled SJSU football game. To-
gether, these men formed the Olympic Committee for Human 
Rights (OCHR). Edwards persuaded them that the best way to 
mobilize black athletes was to invite them to a workshop to 
discuss an Olympic boycott of the 1968 Mexico City Games. 
The segment of the OCHR that originally dealt with the pro-
posed boycott was designated the Olympic Project for Human 
Rights (OPHR). The OPHR articulated five objectives: that the 
New York Athletic Club (NYAC) desegregate; that the all-white 
teams from South Africa and Southern Rhodesia be barred 
from the Olympics; that an additional black coach be added to 
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the Olympic coaching staff; that at least one black staff mem-
ber, not Jesse Owens, be included on the United States Olympic 
Commission; and that Muhammad Ali be reinstated as world 
heavyweight champion.4
Collectively, black athletes refused to boycott the Mexico 
City Olympic Games, but some, including Smith and Carlos, 
decided to protest injustice on individual terms. For Smith, 
who participated in ROTC at SJSU, the demonstration was a 
rallying call for freedom in a nation that treated him “like just 
another nigger off the track?”5 His black glove represented the 
lack of empowerment for black people. His black scarf symbol-
ized black pride and his lack of shoes stood for the poverty and 
neglect experienced by black communities in a racist nation.
Journalists virulently criticized Smith and Carlos for their 
demonstration. Brent Musburger, then a sports writer for 
the Chicago Daily News, wrote, “Smith and Carlos looked like 
a couple of black-skinned storm troopers, holding aloft their 
black-gloved hands during the playing of the National An-
them. It’s destined to go down as the most unsubtle demon-
stration in the history of protest . . . and it insured maximum 
embarrassment for the country that picked up their room and 
board bill in Mexico.” How dare these black athletes rebel?
Forty years later, ESPN honored Smith and Carlos with 
the Arthur Ashe Courage Award at its ESPY award ceremony. 
How was it that Smith and Carlos, banned by the Internation-
al Olympic Committee (IOC) in 1968, came to be appreciated 
by 2008? Had Americans become more tolerant of black ath-
letes? Or does the explanation lie elsewhere? Urla Hill has sug-
gested that “Smith and Carlos have transcended their place as 
villainous traitors to become a sort of brand for gallantry and 
pluck in the face of inestimable odds.” In the face of sanction 
and criticism, Smith, Carlos, and a host of other black athletes 
in the late 1960s expressed a will for self-determination. In 
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so doing, they tested the limits of American participatory de-
mocracy. But since that time, American popular culture has 
de-radicalized their protest. In ways similar to the cooption 
of Martin Luther King Jr., Smith and Carlos’s protest has been 
repackaged and removed from its original context and inten-
tions.
Smith and Carlos’s 2008 ESPY award perhaps encour-
aged American spectators to reflect on the history of race in 
the United States. But evidence suggests that most Ameri-
cans are not yet willing to accept displays of black political 
self-determination at sporting events, or elsewhere. Roughly 
60 percent of Americans disapproved of the interracial 1961 
Freedom Rides and the 1963 March on Washington. Eighty-
five percent of Americans felt civil rights demonstrations in 
1966 hurt avancement of black rights.6 In 2015, PBS found that 
30 percent of white citizens ages 17-34 felt no admiration for 
black people, believed blacks to be lazy and unintelligent, and 
believed blacks face little or no discrimination. In 2017, an es-
timated 72 percent of Americans interpret the silent, kneeling 
protest of San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick 
as unpatriotic.7
By commemorating Smith and Carlos, SJSU attempted to 
correct past wrongs, but not even that campus was immune to 
racial violence. In 2014, four white students locked their black 
roommate Donald Williams Jr. in a room laden with Confeder-
ate flags, called him “three-fifths,” wrote the dreaded N-word 
in his room, wrestled him to the ground, and put a U-shaped 
lock around his neck. In 2016, Williams’s assailants were 
found not guilty of a hate crime.8 That same year SJSU con-
tinued its commemoration of Smith and Carlos. Those men 
deserve recognition for their heroism and patriotism. Much in 
the spirit of James Baldwin, they sought to improve the nation 
by critiquing it. But they did not protest for a statue or the re-
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newal of a track program. Rather, their central aim was black 
freedom and the insurance of citizenship and human rights. 
SJSU and the nation more broadly would be wise to institute 
policies that guarantee participatory democracy, equity, and 
equality for the United States’ black and brown citizens.
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“Stick to sports” is a phrase so commonly heard by sports jour-
nalists and athletes these days.
The phrase generally comes after a story is written—or 
thoughts are shared—with political implications.
Yes, sportswriting is about covering the games. But it’s 
also about covering the people involved in the games. It’s 
about telling their stories. The most compelling stories are 
always about people—and the most compelling topics aren’t 
always about the sports they play.
Off-the-field stories are frequently covered by journalists: 
an athlete’s charity work, his or her upbringing, the meaning 
of new tattoos, his or her obsession with animals, etc. But 
those types of stories don’t produce the same visceral reac-
tions as ones that become political.
That doesn’t mean politically charged stories should be 
avoided. They are important stories to cover, too. That’s espe-
cially the case when there are public displays.
When the NBA’s San Antonio Spurs’ coach Gregg Popovich 
walks into his press conference, makes a political statement, 






and what was said, regardless of whether the journalist per-
sonally agrees with the statement.
When J.T. Brown of the NHL’s Tampa Bay Lightning raises 
his fist during the national anthem, it is the journalists’ job to 
report it and ask Brown why he decided to do it.
And when NFL players kneel for the national anthem, it is 
the journalists’ job to report and find out why.
It is a news reporter’s job to hold up a mirror to a situation 
and report, for the record, what happened. A good journalist 
will observe, ask, listen, and report.
That’s what football writer Steve Wyche did in August 
2016.
Wyche was covering the San Francisco 49ers vs. Green Bay 
Packers preseason game when he noticed that quarterback 
Colin Kaepernick was not standing for the anthem. Having 
already recognized Kaepernick’s social media posting trends, 
Wyche suspected something was behind his actions.
After the game, Wyche was the only journalist who asked 
Kaepernick about it. Kaepernick told him, in detail, why he 
wasn’t going to stand for the anthem. “I am not going to stand 
up to show pride in a flag for a country that oppresses black 
people and people of color,” Kaepernick told Wyche.
Wyche reported the story and it became major national 
news, just as the anthem demonstrations by Tommy Smith 
and John Carlos during the 1968 Olympics captured the coun-
try’s attention almost fifty years earlier. Back then, it was the 
job of journalists to explain their protests, just as it was Wy-
che’s to tell Kaepernick’s story.
In the following months, journalists across the country 
began doing the same thing: watching, asking, listening, and 
reporting similar anthem protests. Those reporters were—and 
still are—often met with emails and tweets telling the report-
ers to “stick to sports.” However, if they did, they wouldn’t be 
doing their job.
Gelaine Orvik
The autumnal protest by Colin Kaepernick cannot be summed 
up easily. As a coach, I need to address the constitutional side 
of the issue before I tackle the professional side. 
Since I live in our great nation, the United States, I must 
address the freedoms that we have and love. I must and do 
completely support every American’s duty, responsibility, and 
freedom to dissent, dispute, and disagree with matters and is-
sues that are contrary to my principles and ideologies. For this 
reason, I support Colin’s freedom and his opposition.
However, long ago I learned that to make a difference and 
to implement change, I need to move to the source of the is-
sue. Therefore, I need to shift my attention to the people and 
causes on the opposing side. Colin and others’ kneeling and 
disrespecting longtime traditions only drives the spike fur-
ther between his principles and the issues he is trying to ad-
dress. 
I venture to say that J.J. Watt has emerged and accom-
plished much more by his leadership in reassuring the city 




initial contribution to help with Hurricane Harvey relief and 
emphatically provide assistance to those in need. His actions 
have proven to be much more effective than someone who 
takes a negative stand.
Consider what Colin Kaepernick could accomplish by tak-
ing a positive move to make an initial contribution and chal-
lenge others—first the NFLPA and its members—to help those 
who have been suppressed and quelled. Ponder on the posi-
tive atmosphere that could be created by NFL game attend-
ees. Maybe something as simple as contribution tubs, placed 
where NFL fans enter and depart a stadium, could raise mil-
lions of dollars in the league’s twelve to sixteen stadiums each 
Sunday. Now that is a positive approach to registering dissent.
From the coaching profession’s side, the entire issue basi-
cally centers on one tenet: follow the rules. Some are simply 
the rules of the game; some are rules of the organization spon-
soring the contest (High School Associations, NCAA, NFL, 
NFLPA, MLB, NBA, etc.). These are rules that all participants 
know they must follow to participate. 
Normally, owners, general managers, and coaches have 
guidelines and procedures for their teams. Coaches generally 
have lists of dos and do nots. Usually those lists are far too de-
tailed and specific, and they always leave something out. There 
often seems to be a sense of trying to find a way to circumvent 
specific rules. As a result, I propose that only two general rules 
are necessary.
Rule #1 of these two general rules would eliminate occur-
rences like the Colin Kaepernick display: never do anything 
that will cause embarrassment, complication, conflict, or need 
for apology for yourself, your teammates, your family, your 
coaches, your school, your community, or the integrity of the 
game. Rule #2: if you have any apprehension or question about 
any action, refer to Rule #1. 
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Therefore, if Colin Kaepernick or any other NFL, college, or 
university football player kneeled or did not honor the Amer-
ican flag, there would repercussions because I, as the head 
coach, would implement Rule #1. And my decision would not 
be open for discussion with the general manager or owner. 
Some fifteen to twenty years ago, I became involved in an 
advisory committee to an organization called Coaching Boys 
Into Men. Sometime after that group was formed, a parallel 
enterprise called Athletes as Leaders, which focuses on female 
athletes, was created. In athletics and in life, we as citizens of 
this great nation need to focus on building, being positive, and 
taking the “high road.” To become men, boys need to always 
exhibit respect to others. That is not just going through the 
motions or actions once in a while; our lives must constantly 
reflect respect.
When the Fargo Gateway Lions Club checks in the athletes 
for the All-Star Basketball practices and games, the coaching 
leaders inform them of the program’s guidelines. The first one 
is to always remove one’s hat/cap when entering a room or in 
the presence of ladies or anyone older, as well as to show re-
spect for those around; that includes being punctual, respect-
ful, and thankful by sharing appreciation and words of grati-
tude for all food and services. Think of the Golden Rule: “Do 
onto others as you would like them to do onto you!” 
We, as coaches, are leaders, and we need to have everyone 
(athletes, assistant coaches, managers, and owners) on the 
same page. We need to take the “high road” and do and say 
what is right and appropriate. We need to expect and demand 
the same from all athletes at all times.

Mike Berg
I view the issues surrounding the Colin Kaepernick protests 
from the perspective of a high school teacher and football 
coach who spent thirty-eight years as a public school educa-
tor. Although a decade into retirement, I find myself asking, 
“How would I approach the subject with our team? What 
would I do?” One thing is certain: it absolutely must be ap-
proached. It can’t be ignored or set aside as something that 
doesn’t concern young athletes, and specifically in my case, 
high school football players.
Consider the influences in a young athlete’s life. Ideally, 
parents and relatives provide a positive foundation. However, 
next up is often a coach. I can make a strong argument that 
good or bad, a coach is often one of the greatest influences 
on the way that a young athlete sees a sometimes narrowly 
focused life. Regarding issues like the Colin Kaepernick de-
bate, players are at least superficially aware of what’s going 
on around the country, and they’re waiting to hear from their 
coach. They need to hear from the person who has such a 
dominant impact on their lives. A coach has the responsibility 
Learning Extends 
Beyond the Practice 
Field
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of bringing perspective to events that, even if they seem dis-
tant, are relevant to the world the players live in.
Sadly, too many coaches consider, or are pressured into 
believing, that their only responsibility is related to favor-
able numbers on a scoreboard. If all that athletes learn from 
a coach are sports skills, how to compete and win games, and 
how to follow team rules (so they’re eligible to play), the coach 
has failed them. The purpose of school athletic programs and 
other co-curricular activities is to serve as an extension of the 
classroom. Granted, a coach’s area of expertise may not extend 
much beyond his or her particular sport, but why not call on 
others to help fill in the blanks? In years past, coaches were 
fully trained and certified as educators. Their experience and 
hopefully proficiency in communicating with young people 
in classroom settings took them beyond the practice field or 
gymnasium, something that is all too uncommon these days.
So, how and who are the issues. How do we educate our 
players beyond the playing field, and who do we bring in to 
lead the discussions? Some thoughts:
• A program standard must include regular short ses-
sions for programs such as Coaching Boys Into Men 
and others that address relevant social issues (like the 
Colin Kaepernick debate).
• Sessions should be scheduled immediately before or 
after practice, even if it requires that practice be short-
ened. This will serve to emphasize their importance.
• Specifically related to the Colin Kaepernick protests, 
it’s hard to imagine that a community of any size would 
not have history teachers, Veterans of Foreign Wars or 
American Legion members, clergy, or local citizens 
who could present cogent, discussion-worthy view-
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points. Obviously, the coach must pre-screen all out-
side presenters for relevant and appropriate content.
• Any team member or coach with strong feelings or 
opinions should be given an opportunity to address 
the team as well.
• Sessions should be scheduled and take place whether 
players seem to have an interest or not. I would con-
sider it as part of the “big picture” educational process 
that co-curricular activities should offer.
This all looks good on paper. A nice, neat package of how 
to foster social awareness and responsibility within the con-
text of a high school athletic program. But what about reality? 
What about that Friday night, when players, coaches, and fans 
are focused on “the big game” and out of the blue one or more 
players on the team decides to take a knee during the playing 
of the national anthem? Do these players have the historical 
context of what Colin Kaepernick’s protest was all about, or 
are they perhaps simply mimicking what they’ve observed 
high-profile athletes doing on the national stage?
As the head coach of the program, how would I handle 
it? If the program followed the ideas I outlined above, one or 
more players taking a knee shouldn’t have caught us by sur-
prise. We’d have gone to great lengths to consider, discuss, and 
debate the issue. We’d have taken time away from practice to 
bring in presenters. We’d have allowed and encouraged play-
ers and coaches to express their thoughts in a non-judgmental 
setting. We’d have been “educated” to the extent that the issue 
was viewed from several perspectives. Still, how would I han-
dle it? The bottom line is this: participation in a high school 
athletic program is voluntary; it is not required for graduation. 
If a player chooses to participate, they agree to meet program 
standards, and one of the standards for this program is that all 
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members of the team respectfully stand for the national an-
them. If a player is comfortable and confident in making an 
informed decision not to stand, they will be welcomed back if 
they choose to follow the team’s standards. My conversation 
with the player would go something like this: “It looks like we 
have more to talk about, and we can sure do that.  But until you 
can meet our expectations, we’ll miss you around here.”  
Mac Schneider and 
David Butler
Before every home game during our long-since-over college 
football careers at the University of North Dakota (UND), the 
last stanza of the national anthem spoke to the duality of 
Americans’ passion for their team and our common identity 
as citizens of the United States.
There was no misunderstanding the intensity of the fans 
who loudly replaced “brave” with a collective guttural annun-
ciation of UND’s former nickname. While we appreciated their 
enthusiasm, to us the national anthem was never a school 
fight song. More than anything, it served as a 122-second re-
minder ahead of hours of tense competition that the players 
and fans on the opposing sideline were Americans like us. 
That we were all on the same team. The national anthem has 
served as a moment of unity for fans and players who spend 
an enormous amount of effort attempting to subjugate each 
other.
Neither of us were NFL material, but like virtually every-
one in our country we have seen and considered the protests 
led by Colin Kaepernick and other professional football play-






ers during the national anthem. While we disagree with their 
decision to take a knee during this pre-game ritual, our dis-
agreement is a matter of tactics, not the underlying cause. 
As best as we can as fellow human beings, we empathize 
with the NFL protesters’ desire to address inequality and make 
the criminal justice system fairer. We are also appalled at ra-
cial profiling and the killing of unarmed African Americans.
It’s an understatement to say these racial scars run deep. 
From the abhorrent sin of slavery, to the brutality during the 
struggle for civil rights, America’s history is shaded by un-
equal treatment and oppression of African Americans. 
Our concern during this polarized time is that taking a 
knee during the national anthem will push away as many—
or more—Americans as it draws to the important cause of 
equality and fairness under the law. There are many who see 
the players’ rejection of injustice as a rejection of our coun-
try. Blame the players or blame those taking in their mes-
sage, but if you’re explaining why it’s patriotic to take a knee 
during the national anthem, in many ways you’ve already lost. 
That’s not to say Kaepernick and like-minded professional 
athletes should stay quiet. Far from it. Our country’s sports 
stars have frequently influenced social change for the bet-
ter. In this instance, we’re just not convinced that profes-
sional football players couldn’t better use their status and 
celebrity to convey their message in a way that brings more 
Americans along and together. Our suspicion and fear is 
that the anthem protests have divided Americans further. 
Contrast this protest with the march across the Edmund Pettus 
Bridge in 1965, where civil rights leaders and ordinary citizens 
stood tall in the face of racist violence with American flags un-
furled all the while. It’s hard to imagine a more persuasive act 
than this simultaneous embrace of America and an unequivo-
cal demand that our country live up to its ideals.
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An issue this complex probably defies sports metaphors, 
but there are only two situations in the game of football when 
players are supposed to take a knee: before the half, when 
you’ve given up on advancing the ball, and at the end of the 
game to run out the clock before a victory. We shouldn’t give up 
on being a nation where equality is the norm, and our country 
certainly can’t declare victory when it comes to the treatment 
of African-American citizens. 
Despite our doubts, we hope the anthem protests will lead 
to greater understanding and progress. We also hope for a fu-
ture where Americans stand up alongside each other as we 
drive towards a more perfect union. 

Randy Nedegaard
In August 2016, Colin Kaepernick sat during the national 
anthem during a preseason National Football League (NFL) 
game.  When asked about it in a post-game interview, he re-
sponded: “I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag 
for a country that oppresses black people and people of col-
or.”1 He appeared to understand that this may be offensive to 
many Americans, especially veterans, so he consulted with 
a military veteran.  Together they decided that it would be 
less offensive if he knelt during the anthem to show greater 
respect to U.S. military members and veterans. This act of ex-
pressing his disapproval of the racism found in our country 
created a maelstrom, causing many football players to follow 
his lead, and resulting in some strong reactions by fans to his 
tactics and message. Some consider him a courageous hero, 
while others suggest he should consider taking up residence 
in another country.
Reactions by military members and veterans have also 
been mixed. Some veterans believe that when they served in 
the military, they were doing so to defend the rights of every 
How Social Activism 
Can Clash with 
Military Core Values
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American to express their displeasure openly—consistent 
with the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution that allows 
all Americans the right to freedom of speech. These veterans 
believe that professional football players have the same rights 
to express their message as the white supremacists who were 
able to return to Charlottesville, Virginia, to protest the possi-
ble removal of a General Robert E. Lee statue less than a month 
after a counter-protester was intentionally hit by a car and 
killed. Veterans may not be in favor of the tactics being used 
by these groups of people or even the message that is being 
conveyed. In fact, they may abhor these groups and the mes-
sages they are sending. Others interpret kneeling during the 
national anthem as disrespectful to the country and to those 
brave men and women who sacrificed and died in service to 
their country. This group desires to see this practice stopped, 
claiming that the team owners should discipline and/or fire 
their employees for engaging in activities that are construed 
by some of their fans as disrespectful. Debates within the mili-
tary and veteran population have been just as fierce and divid-
ed as those found outside of military circles.
Compounding this issue from a veteran’s point of view is 
the fact that the military is an organization that highly regards 
custom, tradition, and honor. Each military branch has a set 
of core values, emphasizing concepts such as integrity, selfless 
service, and excellence.  Military customs and courtesies are 
one of the main methods that members use to show respect 
to others. This respect is thought to be reflective of self-disci-
pline. Discipline is the backbone of military structure and is a 
necessary component for enforcing core values. Without dis-
cipline, how could we trust that military members would stay 
true to their oaths of enlistment/oaths of office, wherein they 
promise to defend the Constitution of the United States and 
swear to obey the orders of the officers appointed over them?
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Many military ceremonies and customs revolve around 
the U.S. flag and the national anthem. These are to be revered 
and respected. Failure to engage in the conduct the military 
expects with the flag and anthem can result in significant 
consequences. In the civilian world, customs have been creat-
ed around the U.S. flag and national anthem as well. The U.S. 
Code defines the etiquette that “should” be followed during 
a rendition of the national anthem and while the flag is dis-
played.2  However, there are no real consequences for those 
who do not adhere to these standards.  Therefore, it is up to 
the larger group to reinforce social norms and “appropriate” 
conduct in these circumstances.  The military trains and en-
courages members to enforce appropriate conduct among 
the ranks and to courageously stand up for what is “right.” It 
should be no surprise to find veterans at the forefront of this 
issue, assertively voicing their opinions about proper conduct 
regarding customs and etiquette. 
It also stands to reason that many citizens (veterans or 
not) might be offended by actions that are interpreted as dis-
respectful to our flag, anthem, and country. The U.S. is a coun-
try that promotes a strong sense of nationalism, and those 
who appear to criticize and belittle something valued by the 
“majority” are likely to elicit a strong emotional reaction. Yet, 
there is another strong emotional reaction that may be elicit-
ed: discomfort. This discomfort comes from the overwhelm-
ing evidence indicating that racism continues to exist in our 
country. Public demonstrations such as football players taking 
a knee during the national anthem are largely aimed at the 
majority group.  They are targeting the status quo, creating 
discomfort, and attempting to motivate change. Since majori-
ty group members hold the most power in a country, any last-
ing reductions of racist behavior in the U.S. will likely require 
supportive white action. It is also important to note that white 
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viewers make up the majority of NFL TV viewership and ap-
pear to represent the largest segment of NFL fandom.3 
Colin Kaepernick may be a courageous, brilliant strategist 
or he might be an egotistical, entitled professional athlete. It is 
clear that he was savvy enough to understand that his actions 
would reach a large audience. Through the first three weeks of 
the 2017 regular NFL season, the average NFL telecast was es-
timated to be watched by nearly sixteen million viewers.4 Col-
in Kaepernick certainly isn’t the first person to use the NFL to 
further his agenda, either. The NFL has masterfully expanded 
its presence in the U.S. over the past 50+ years. It supports var-
ious charities and has even spent the past several years cre-
ating awareness for breast cancer through Pink October ini-
tiatives.5 Kaepernick would also have known that his actions 
would cause discomfort. After all, protests are often designed 
to create this. The discomfort caused by increased awareness 
is then expected to reinforce behavior that reduces this dis-
comfort (and ultimately reduces racist behavior).       
Our country has a long history of protest. We celebrate the 
Boston Tea Party as our first significant act of defiance against 
the British Empire. This event was motivated by a strong de-
sire for the colonial voice to be heard.  It was a defining mo-
ment in our history.  Our country recognizes and values past 
leaders, such as Martin Luther King, Jr., who became agents 
of change through protest. These leaders created discomfort, 
agitating people in order to move our country from the status 
quo. The military, however, does not use protest as a tactic for 
change.  Protesting is not allowed while wearing a military 
uniform and protest is not a tool that is valued by an organi-
zation that demands conformity and obedience. While it may 
not be surprising that many military and veterans do not favor 
the methods of protest currently being used in the NFL, it is 
important that they (and the rest of country) do not confuse 
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the intended message—that significant and devastating rac-
ism continues to thrive in our country—with frustration over 
strategies and tactics.
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I’m not writing to share my thoughts on whether Colin 
Kaepernick was right or wrong for taking a knee during 
the national anthem. I have an opinion about the matter, of 
course. But nowadays, the political climate is so contentious 
that I’ve come to believe in the importance of breaking down 
every issue to the smallest detail. I believe in this approach 
because broad, blanket statements leave too many aspects of 
a topic open to interpretation. I want to contribute to the con-
versation from a position that provides clarity, not one that in-
stigates and causes further hostility. In an attempt to accom-
plish this goal, I intend to give my thoughts concerning Colin 
Kaepernick’s decision to kneel during the national anthem 
from the perspective of a United States veteran.
I served in the Marine Corps from February 2008 until Au-
gust 2015. In that time, I deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan, 
where I lost a few close friends. The names of those friends 
are etched on two small black bands that I wear on my wrists 
every day. While I certainly won’t speak for my buddies, I will 
speak for myself: if the roles were reversed, and my name was 
The Veteran View of 
Colin Kaepernick
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the one etched on a small black band, I would not have been 
concerned with whether Colin Kaepernick was respecting my 
sacrifice in an appropriate manner. During my deployments, I 
was willing to die for my country, and I’d have gladly died for 
the rights of any American back home regardless of whether I 
agreed with them politically or not.  
As luck would have it, I made it home. I’m grateful for ev-
ery day I’m alive, and I’m grateful for the man I am today. When 
I look at my fellow Americans protesting and speaking out 
against injustice, I smile. I smile because that’s why I served in 
the military: to make the country a better place. Over my time 
in the military, I learned the pain of payment, and I developed 
a strong sense of nationalism. But this love of country doesn’t 
mean I think America is perfect the way it is currently. I love 
my country not because I think it’s perfect, but because it’s al-
ways striving for perfection. 
Kaepernick’s decision to take a knee should in no way, 
shape, or form be viewed as disrespectful toward American 
troops. Besides the fact that Kaepernick literally said he meant 
no disrespect toward American troops, the truth of the matter 
remains: his right to protest is one of the rights many troops 
died to protect. While Americans may or may not agree with 
Kaepernick’s approach, the assertion that his actions are dis-
respectful to American troops is ultimately just a distraction 
from the issues he is trying to bring to light. Personally, I would 
much rather hear Americans debating the issues Kaepernick 
was trying to raise, not measuring his patriotism and critiqu-
ing his form of protest.
Now that my time in the military is over, I’m pursuing a 
career in journalism. As a journalist, I’m often critical of my 
country. I’m critical of America because I know it can be bet-
ter. I believe in the American experiment so much that I’m not 
afraid to point out its faults. If I suggest that my country has 
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an issue that needs to be discussed, it shouldn’t insinuate that 
I’m not patriotic or that I don’t love America. The same can be 
said for Kaepernick. 
No, he did not serve in the military. But this fact is irrele-
vant because Kaepernick is an American. As an American, he 
has every right to stand—or kneel—for whatever he believes 
is right, so long as it does not endanger the lives of others. 
Personally, I’m proud to have fought for a country that affords 
Kaepernick the opportunity to use his highly visible platform 
as an NFL quarterback to bring light to issues of police brutal-
ity against men and women of color. If Americans would de-
bate the issues Kaepernick brought to light with the same fire 
and passion they brought to his decision to kneel, perhaps we 
would be closer to fixing the problem.
While I would not kneel during the national anthem per-
sonally, I would never presume to tell another person how they 
should or should not protest an issue they feel needs discuss-
ing. Instead of calling Kaepernick’s patriotism into question, I 
believe we would be better off as a country if we would listen to 
what he has to say. Just as I would hope my fellow Americans 
would listen to me if I pointed out an issue with our country, I 
would hope we would do the same for Kaepernick. 
I sometimes wonder how the nation would have reacted if 
a white NFL player had taken a knee during the national an-
them to protest violence against police officers. I’m inclined to 
believe that the white NFL player would have been praised for 
his courage to kneel for what he believed in, and I’m inclined 
to believe his voice would have been heard. I’m also inclined 
to believe that no one would have questioned his respect for 
American troops, or brought the color of his parents’ skin into 
question, or dissected his NFL career and asserted that his pro-
test was just a ploy to keep his job. 
Perhaps the issue so many Americans have with Kaeper-
nick taking a knee has nothing to do with the color of his skin. 
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I have my opinion about the matter, of course. But setting that 
argument aside for another day, I believe with all of my heart 
that Colin Kaepernick has every right as an American to sit, 
stand, or kneel whenever he sees fit, especially if he does so as 
a means of protest.
As a veteran of the United States Marine Corps, I support 
Kaepernick’s actions, and I hope the country starts listening 
to him. Because at the end of the day, America is a country 
founded on the belief that we can and should continue to be 
better than we were the day before, and if Colin Kaepernick is 
willing to risk his livelihood just for the chance to enact social 
change, then the least I can do is risk a negative reception to 
this article when I say I support him. 
Tamir Sorek and 
Robert G. White




A significant portion of the NFL’s fan base has reacted nega-
tively  to the national anthem protests of the past year.1 The 
responses tend to follow a pattern:
The stadium is no place for political protest. The game is 
a color-blind meritocracy. To protest football is to protest 
America.
But according to a study we published last year, white football 
fans and black football fans hold very different views about 
the relationship between football and national pride.2 And it 
might explain why there have been such divergent, emotional 
responses to the protests.
Black Americans love football, but…
Social scientists who study sports have long argued that sports 
are a powerful political stage.3 Popular wisdom, on the other 
hand, tends to maintain that sports are inherently apolitical, 
and should remain that way.4
The Difference 
Between Black 
Football Fans and 
White Football Fans
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It’s true that until recently, visible black protests in Amer-
ican sports were rare. Yes, Muhammad Ali  was outspoken 
about politics  and became a symbol of black protest in the 
1960s.5 And there’s the famous instance of Tommie Smith and 
John Carlos raising their fists in the 1968 Olympic Games.6 But 
generally, athletes have not waded into politics, no doubt in 
part because of the influence of corporate interests and spon-
sors. (Michael Jordan, when asked why he wouldn’t endorse a 
black Democratic candidate for Senate in 1990, famously said, 
“Republicans buy shoes too.”7)
So for many white fans, the racial issues addressed by the 
protests upend what they see as the innocent, colorless patri-
otism of football.
But for black fans, feelings of alienation toward the im-
posed patriotism in NFL games have been stewing for a while. 
And it may be that black athletes finally decided to respond to 
the attitudes of their black fans.
In our study, we aggregated 75 opinion polls between 1981 
and 2014, and compared the relationship between national 
pride and football fandom among white and black Americans.
We found that since the early 1980s, national pride has 
been in decline among American men and women of all races. 
But among black men, this decline has been especially sharp. 
At the same time, it’s also been accompanied by a marked in-
crease in their interest in the NFL.
We suspect that this inverse relationship isn’t coinciden-
tal.
Which Americans do patriotic displays speak to?
For decades, the league and broadcasting networks have con-
flated football with patriotism.8 Massive American flags get 
spread across the field before the game, celebrities sing high-
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ly produced renditions of the national anthem, military jets 
streak across the skies and teams routinely honor veterans 
and active service members.
Networks air segments about the players’ lives and team 
histories that emphasize racial integration and national unity. 
They also promote the narrative that hard work and following 
the rules lead to success on the field—the crux of the Ameri-
can Dream.
Many football fans might embrace these displays, which 
reinforce their beliefs and reflect their view of the country as 
a colorblind meritocracy.9
Indeed, our study did show that enthusiasm for football 
and national pride are interrelated.
But the nature of this relationship depends on your race.
Only among white Americans did we find a positive asso-
ciation between football fandom and national pride: football 
fans were much more likely to express high levels of national 
pride than white Americans who weren’t football fans. Among 
African Americans, on the other hand, there was a negative 
association. This suggests that when black fans watch their fa-
vorite team play, it’s a very different type of experience.
And this was happening long before Colin Kaepernick de-
cided to take a knee.
Black identity and American identity
W.E.B. Du Bois once observed that for black Americans, a fun-
damental tension exists  between their American identities 
and their black identities.10 We now know from other stud-
ies that African Americans tend to see themselves as less “typ-
ically American” than other races.11 Meanwhile, among white 
Americans there’s a common tendency to link American na-
tional identity with whiteness.12
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It could be that the symbols of American national pride—
so visible during football games—give white fans the chance 
to unite their national pride with their fandom. To them, the 
fact that African Americans make up between 65 and 69 per-
cent of all NFL players is simply part of the country’s ethos of 
“inclusion.”13
But for black fans, the overrepresentation of African-Amer-
ican athletes might mean something else. Football broadcasts 
can create highly visible opportunities to express black prow-
ess, pride and resistance. At the same time, watching wildly 
successful black players on the football field might sharpen 
the contrast of racial injustice off the field.14
Meanwhile, studies have shown that the more black Amer-
icans emphasize their blackness, the less likely they are to have 
patriotic feelings.15
Together, this could create a situation where black fans are 
prone to reject the popular national narrative that links foot-
ball to a wider, ethnically blind meritocratic order. To many of 
them, football isn’t connected to any sort of national identity 
in a positive way, so it’s easier for black fans to press successful 
black athletes to protest the status quo and use their platforms 
to address issues of discrimination and inequality.
In other words, even before black athletes started taking 
an explicit stand, their presence and success on the field creat-
ed the conditions to question the dominant ideology of a meri-
tocratic, colorblind society. National debates about inequality, 
police brutality and incarceration clearly resonate with many 
players, and they’ve been pushed to respond.
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